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522 F.3d at 1310 (citation omitted), and a POSA’s knowledge cannot supplant that 
requirement, Rivera v. ITC, 857 F.3d 1315, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2017).  Ariad, 598 F.3d 
at 1352. 

Instead, the written description inquiry requires “an objective inquiry into 
the four corners of the specification from the perspective of a [POSA]” and asks 
whether the patent “reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor 
had possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date.”  Ariad, 598 F.3d 
at 1351.  Under this proper legal framework, the patent applications in the alleged 
priority chain do not provide adequate written description. 

Resps. Br. at 99-102. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

Nintendo has failed to prove lack of written description of the ’393 patent 
by clear and convincing evidence.  See Ariad Pharms., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 
F.3d 1336, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc).  Moreover, the asserted claims of the
’393 patent are adequately supported by the written description of the ’119 and ’453
priority patents, whose filing dates precede the March 3, 2017 public release of the
Nintendo Switch in the United States.  Thus, the Nintendo Switch is not prior art to
the asserted claims and does not anticipate them.

Compliance with the written description requirement is a question of fact 
which must be resolved on a case-by-case basis.  AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & 
Co., KG v. Janssen Biotech, Inc., 759 F.3d 1285, 1297 (Fed. Cir. 2014); Enzo 
Biochem, Inc. v. Gen-Probe, Inc., 323 F.3d 956, 963 (Fed. Cir. 2002); Vas-Cath, 
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1563 (Fed. Cir. 1991).  The test for sufficiency 
of a written description is “whether the disclosure of the application relied upon 
reasonably conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had possession of 
the claimed subject matter as of the filing date.”  Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1351.  This test 
requires “an objective inquiry into the four corners of the specification from the 
perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art.”  Id.  Factors for evaluating the 
adequacy of the disclosure include “the existing knowledge in the particular field, 
the extent and content of the prior art, the maturity of the science or technology, 
and the predictability of the aspect at issue.”  Id.  For example, where the field of 
the invention is a predictable art, a lower level of detail is required to satisfy the 
written description requirement than for unpredictable arts.  See Hologic, Inc. v. 
Smith & Nephew, Inc., 884 F.3d 1357, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2018); Bilstad v. 
Wakalopulos, 386 F.3d 1116, 1126 (Fed. Cir. 2004). 

With respect to the factors for evaluating the adequacy of the disclosure, by 
February 2015, when the application for the ’119 priority patent was filed, game 
controllers were a relatively mature technology.  CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS 
at Q/A 453.  Persons skilled in the art had significant existing knowledge in the 
field of game controllers because there was extensive prior art on game controllers.  
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Id.  Moreover, the ’393 patents and its prior patents expressly teach that “changes 
may be made in detail, especially in matters of structure and arrangements of parts 
within the principles of the present invention.”  JX-0001 at 17:39-51; RX‐0219, 
’119 patent at 9:49-61; RX-228, ’453 patent at 16:49-61; see CX-0182C at 
Q/A 478.  Finally, with regard to mechanical components such as those at issue 
here, persons skilled in the art would have readily been able to predict its behavior 
and performance.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 453. 

Compl. Br. at 151-53. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

Nintendo contends that the accused Nintendo Switch product anticipates 
claims 1-4, 6-8, and 16-18 of the ’393 patent.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 109-110.  The 
Nintendo Switch was released in the United States before the filing date of the 
application leading to the ’393 patent.  See id.  However, as discussed above, the 
’393 patent claims the benefit of earlier filed applications.  See JX-0001 (’393 
patent).  Gamevice contends that claims 1-4, 6, 7, 17, and 18 are entitled to an 
effective filing date of February 2, 2015 based on U.S. Patent No. 9,126,119, and 
claims 8-12, 16, and 19-22 are entitled to an effective filing date of August 31, 2015 
based on U.S. Patent No. 9,592,453.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 109; CX-0182C 
(Singhose RWS) at Q/A 62.  If these claims are entitled to those earlier effective 
filing dates, then the Nintendo Switch (RPX-0009) is not prior art.  If, however, 
Gamevice is not entitled to those earlier effective filing dates, then the Nintendo 
Switch would qualify as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).   

Regardless, for the reasons set forth above in addressing infringement, the 
Staff is of the view that the accused Nintendo Switch does not satisfy any asserted 
claim and thus cannot be invalidating art.  Accordingly, the Nintendo Switch does 
not anticipate any claim of the ’393 patent. 

Staff Br. at 85-86. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the Nintendo Switch anticipates the asserted claims of the ’393 patent. 

As noted above, the Nintendo Switch does not infringe the asserted claims of the ’393 

patent.  Therefore, the Nintendo Switch does not invalidate the asserted claims of the ’393 

patent. 

However, even were the Nintendo Switch found to infringe the asserted claims of the 

’393 patent, the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are adequately supported by the written 
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description of the ’119 and ’453 priority patents, whose filing dates precede the March 3, 2017 

public release of the Nintendo Switch in the United States. 

As explained further below in Section VIII.B, the ’119 and ’453 priority patents provide 

adequate written description support for a “structural bridge” that is internal to a “computing 

device.”  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 454-61.  They each disclose a structural bridge 

disposed between two side structures that may adaptively accommodate a computing device.  

See, e.g., RX-0219 (’119 patent) at col. 2, ln. 64 – col. 3, ln. 5, col. 3, lns. 34-42; CX-0182C 

(Singhose RWS) at Q/A 454-56; RX-0228 (’453 patent) at Abstract, col. 1, lns. 31-37, col. 3, lns. 

59-67, col. 4, lns. 30-38, col. 11, lns. 17-22, col. 11, lns. 32-41; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at

Q/A 458-61. 

Moreover, the ’119 patent discloses other preferred options lacking an adjustable 

fastening mechanism, including solid connection 324 and slip fit 326.  See CX-0182C (Singhose 

RWS) at Q/A 474-79.  The ’119 patent’s disclosure is not limited to a single embodiment.  See 

id. at Q/A 427-36, 486-87.  The ’119 patent describes the fastening mechanism as merely one 

further feature of one preferred embodiment.  See id. at col. 8, lns. 22-24 (“FIG. 16 further shows 

that in a preferred embodiment, the communication port 310, further includes a fastening 

mechanism 320.”); CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 476.   

Furthermore, the ’119 and ’453 priority patents provide adequate written description 

support for “communication links” comprised in the pair of confinement structures.  Nintendo 

argues that there is no description of more than one communication link with the computing 

device as part of a pair of confinement structures.  See Resps. Br. at 101-02.  However, the 

administrative law judge finds that the patents provide adequate written description support for 
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the “communication link” claim limitations in claims 1 and 17.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) 

at Q/A 466. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the Nintendo Switch anticipates the asserted claims of the ’393 patent. 

3. Obviousness – PhoneJoy in View of iPhone

PhoneJoy was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and therefore qualifies as prior 

art to the ’393 patent.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C (Schroeder 

Dep.) at 73-74, 81.  The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 

device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, therefore is prior art to the ’393 

patent.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 168-73; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.), ¶¶ 10-15.   

a. Claims 1-4 and 6-7

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy discloses all limitations of claim 1 when considering Gamevice’s 
construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q269–85, 303–4; RX-59C.A, Q269, 283, 
285. Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy in view of iPhone fails to disclose three
limitations: (1) claim 1d each confinement structure comprising a communication
link; (2) claim 1e a rigid structural bridge; and (3) claim 1f a passageway.
CPBr.117–19.  But Gamevice’s arguments are contrary to the disclosure of the ’393
patent, and are inconsistent with both the infringement contentions, and the
understanding of a POSA.  RX-59C, Q269–85, 303–4.

First, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy does not disclose a communication 
link (claim 1d) because PhoneJoy’s gripping studs do not have any wiring and a 
POSA would not be motivated to add any.  CPBr.117–18; CX-182C, Q166–70.  
Gamevice ignores the understanding of a POSA and disregards Dr. Cameron’s 
testimony.  Gamevice does not dispute that “confinement structures” is not a term 
of art.  Cameron Tr. 756:7–24; RX-59C, Q279.  Gamevice also does not dispute 
that each of the ends of PhoneJoy’s ribbon cable disclose two communication links. 
Tr. 887:5–12; CPBr.117–18.  But Gamevice attempts to limit PhoneJoy’s 
confinement structure to its rubber gripping studs, ignoring Dr. Cameron’s 
testimony.  Cameron Tr. 715:14–716:9; CPBr.117–18; CX-182C, Q166.  Dr. 
Cameron testified that a confinement structure is arbitrary, so a POSA could 
designate part of the PCB where the ribbon cable ends as part of the confinement 
structure.  Tr. 756:7–24; RX-59C, Q278–79, 304; RX-502C; RX-501C.  The ’393 
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patent describes that a communication link can be on the opposite surface of the 
confinement structure.  JX-1.21–22; CX-182C, Q468–72.  Further, Dr. Cameron 
analyzed this limitation under Gamevice’s interpretation and Gamevice does not 
make any distinction between electronic and electrical communication.  CPBr.45, 
47–48, 112.  

Second, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy does not disclose a rigid structural 
bridge (claim 1e) because PhoneJoy’s bridge is adjustable.  CPBr.118; CX-182C, 
Q173.  Gamevice’s argument is inconsistent with the disclosure of the ’393 patent 
and the understanding of a POSA.  As Dr. Cameron testified, the sheet steel that is 
used to form part of PhoneJoy’s bridge gives the bridge its rigid properties.  RX-
59C, Q147; 280–81; RX-544C.  This is consistent with the ’393 patent, which only 
describes rigidity of the structural bridge in terms of the materials used.  JX-1, 9:8–
15, 11:51–57, 15:51–54.  Dr. Singhose improperly adds a requirement to rigidity, 
which is best shown by his disagreement that a steel ladder is rigid.  Tr. 887:13–15.  
Further, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy’s structural bridge is not disposed between 
and secured to its confinement structures because PhoneJoy’s bridge is not secured 
to the gripping studs.  CPBr.118–19; CX-182C, Q173.  Gamevice’s argument 
ignores Dr. Cameron’s testimony and limits her identification of PhoneJoy’s 
confinement structures to its gripping studs.  What confinement structures consist 
of is arbitrary and include portions other than PhoneJoy’s gripping studs.  RX-59C, 
Q277–81.   

Third, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy does not disclose a passageway 
because PhoneJoy’s ribbon cable does not run from one gripping stud to another. 
CPBr.118; Tr. 844:2–8.  First, this argument is based on a mischaracterization of 
Dr. Cameron’s identification of confinement structures.  The ribbon cable does run 
from one confinement structure to the other, because Dr. Cameron testified that a 
POSA could designate part of the PCB where the ribbon cable ends as part of the 
confinement structure.  Tr. 756:7–24; RX-59C, Q278–79, 304; RX-502C; RX-
501C.  Second, Gamevice’s argument is unsupported by the claim language and 
conflicts with its infringement contentions.  In its infringement contentions, 
Gamevice argues that the entire area of the alleged passageway in the Nintendo 
Switch does not need to hold a communication wire and that claim 1 does not 
require that the Nintendo Switch’s rails must be in communication with each other. 
CPBr.47–48.  Gamevice contradicts that argument here, stating that PhoneJoy’s 
communication link “does not run from one gripping stud to another, as the claim 
requires.”  CPBr.119.  The FPCs in the Nintendo Switch do not run from one rail 
to the other, so the Nintendo Switch does not infringe under Gamevice’s 
construction of passageway.   

Gamevice does not contest that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone 
discloses the remaining limitations of claim 1.  CPBr.117–19; RPBr.149–50.  Claim 
1pre: PhoneJoy, used with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q273–74.  Claim 
1a: iPhone is electronic equipment controlled by a CPU.  Id., Q184–85; 267; RX-
871. Claim 1b: PhoneJoy contains side structures and gripping studs that comprise
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part of the pair of confinement structures that interact with iPhone.  RX-59C, Q138, 
276–77, 304; RX-507C.  Claim 1c: PhoneJoy’s confinement structures interact with 
iPhone on no more than three sides.  RX-59C, Q276–77, 304; RX-492C.  Claim 
1g: PhoneJoy’s passageway promotes electrical communication via its ribbon cable 
running between the PCB of each control module.  RX-59C, Q279, 280–81, 304; 
RX-503C.  Claim 1h: PhoneJoy discloses a pair of control modules.  RX-59C, 
Q284–85, 304; RX-544C.  Claim 1i: Each control module of PhoneJoy is secured 
to and interacts with each confinement structure.  RX-59C, Q284–85, 304; RX-
544C.  Claim 1j: The PCB of each control module is in communication with the 
ribbon cable of PhoneJoy.  RX-59C, Q279, 285, 304.  Claim 1k: PhoneJoy’s 
gripping studs, which are part of the confinement structure, are separate and distinct 
from each control module.  RX-59C, Q277, 304; RX-507C.  Claim 1l: PhoneJoy’s 
structural bridge is separate and distinct from its confinement structures.  RX-59C, 
Q381, 304; RX-544C. 

* * *

Gamevice does not contest that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose claims 2–4 
and 6–7, but instead relies on its arguments concerning claim 1.  CPBr.119; CX-
182C, Q175.  PhoneJoy and iPhone render claims 2–4 and 6–7 obvious.  RX-59C, 
Q305–9; RPBr.150.  PhoneJoy and iPhone render claim 2 obvious because 
PhoneJoy’s rigid structural bridge supports iPhone’s electronics.  RX-59C, Q304; 
RX-871; RX-492C.  PhoneJoy and iPhone render claim 3 obvious because iPhone 
comprises a back with an internal surface and external surface that cooperates with 
at least two opposing sides of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q185, 306; RX-871.  PhoneJoy 
and iPhone render claim 4 obvious because PhoneJoy’s rigid structural bridge 
cooperates with iPhone’s back.  RX-59C, Q307; RX-494C.  PhoneJoy and iPhone 
render claim 6 obvious because PhoneJoy’s control modules pass signals to iPhone 
that control images on iPhone’s display screen.  RX-59C, Q185, 297, 308. 
PhoneJoy and iPhone render claim 7 obvious because iPhone contains a 
communication module supported by PhoneJoy’s rigid structural bridge.  RX-59C, 
Q309; RX-871. 

Resps. Br. at 126-29 (footnote omitted). 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 1 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
See CX-0182C at Q/A 165.  First, the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose “a 
pair of confinement structures . . . comprising a communication link, each of the 
communication links configured for electronic communication with the computing 
device.”  See id. at Q/A 166.  Nintendo identifies “gripping studs” as disclosing the 
confinement structures, but they are flimsy rubber pieces that do not have any 
wiring, and therefore, they do not have any communication links for electronic 
communication.  See id. at Q/A 166; CDX-0003C.0008; Cameron Tr. 716:1-9.  
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Also, the sides of the PhoneJoy control modules fail to disclose the “confinement 
structures” because they are molded into one integrated piece with the PhoneJoy 
control modules, and therefore, are not “separate and distinct” from the electronic 
game control modules, and they form a structural portion of the electronic game 
control modules.  Cameron Tr. 716:10-18. 

The evidence also showed that a POSITA would not modify these gripping 
studs to add electrical or electronic wiring because they do not have sufficient space 
or structural strength to support such wiring, let alone a Lightning connector or an 
audio jack.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 167-68.  Moreover, even if both Lightning 
connector and audio jack are somehow added to the gripping studs or the sides of 
the PhoneJoy control modules, the resulting combination would still fail to disclose 
this limitation because they would be added on the same side, rather than one on 
each side.  See id. at Q/A 168.  Similarly, a POSITA would not combine the 
components of iPega with PhoneJoy to arrive at this limitation because the resulting 
combination would still fail to disclose this limitation since the iPega does not have 
any confinement structure comprising a communication link.  See id. at Q/A 169-
70. The flexible printed circuit in the iPega only goes through the bridge, not the
components that Nintendo identified as the “confinement structures.”  See id.
Further, Nintendo’s argument that PhoneJoy’s flexible printed circuit satisfies the
“communication links configured for electronic communication” is inconsistent
with Nintendo’s non-infringement argument that the flexible printed circuits in the
Nintendo Switch are not capable of electronic communication because they are
“dumb” wires that only pass electrical signals.  See id. at Q/A 171.  If Nintendo’s
non-infringement argument is correct, then PhoneJoy fails to disclose this
limitation, and vice versa.  See id.  The PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose other
limitations in claim 1 that recite “confinement structure” and “communication link”
for the reasons.  See id. at Q/A 172.

Second, the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose “ a rigid structural 
bridge” limitation.  See id. at Q/A 173.  The telescoping bridge in the PhoneJoy can 
be collapsed and tucked inside PhoneJoy’s control modules, rendering it non-rigid.  
Further, PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge is not disposed between the “pair of 
confinement structures,” as the claim requires.  See id.  The bridge is only connected 
to PhoneJoy’s bottom covers, and therefore, it is not secured to the gripping studs 
or the sides of the PhoneJoy control modules, which are not part of the bottom 
covers.  See id. 

Third, the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “passageway” 
limitation.  See id. at Q/A 174.  Nintendo’s purported passageway is not located 
between the gripping studs, which are Nintendo’s purported confinement 
structures.  See id. at Q/A 174.  Also, the printed flexible circuit in PhoneJoy does 
not go through each purported “confinement structure,” as the claim requires.  See 
id. 

Furthermore, the PhoneJoy combination fails to render dependent claims 2-
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4 and 6-7 obvious because it fails to render claim 1 obvious. See id. at Q/A 175. 

Compl. Br. at 120-22. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 
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The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders independent claim 1 of the ’393 

patent obvious.  For the same reasons, Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence 

that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious. 

Regarding the limitation, “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 

communication link,” Nintendo argues that each confinement structure comprises a 

communication link because one of ordinary skill in the art could designate the portion of the 

PCB where the ribbon cable ends as part of the confinement structure.  See Resps. Br. at 127.  

However, the administrative law judge finds this argument unpersuasive.  The flexible printed 

circuit in the PhoneJoy is not “comprised” in any of the identified confinement structures.  See 

CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 166.

Moreover, were the confinement structures defined to include the portion of the PCB 

where the ribbon cable ends as part of the confinement structure, as argued by Nintendo, see 

Resps. Br. at 127, the so-defined “confinement structures” would form one integrated piece with 

the PhoneJoy control modules, and therefore, would not be “separate and distinct” from the 

electronic game control modules, and instead form a structural portion of the electronic game 

control modules.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 172. 

Gamevice argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose “ a rigid structural 

bridge” limitation because the telescoping bridge in the PhoneJoy can be collapsed and tucked 

inside PhoneJoy’s control modules, rendering it non-rigid.  See Compl. Br. at 121.  However, Dr. 

Singhose’s argument that a telescoping structure cannot be rigid is inconsistent with the 

understanding of one of ordinary skill in the art.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 147, 

280-81.  Dr. Cameron identified Phonejoy’s structural bridge as satisfying this limitation.  See id.
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at Q/A 281.  One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that Phonejoy’s structural bridge is 

rigid because it supports the computing device, and that the material of the bridge can render it 

rigid regardless of whether the bridge is telescoping.  See id.   

Gamevice further argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the 

“passageway” limitation because Nintendo’s purported passageway is not located between the 

gripping studs.  See Compl. Br. at 121.  Nintendo argues that one of ordinary skill in the art 

could designate the portion of the PCB where the ribbon cable ends as part of the confinement 

structure.  See Resps. Br. at 128.  As noted above, this argument is unpersuasive, and would also 

require that the confinement structure not be “separate and distinct” from the electronic game 

module.  Hence, the administrative law judge finds that the PhoneJoy combination fails to 

disclose the “passageway” limitation. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claim 1 obvious, or 

claims 2-4 and 6-7, dependent thereupon. 

b. Claim 8

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of independent claim 8 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q286–89.  
Gamevice only contests one element: whether PhoneJoy discloses a void (claim 
8d).  CPBr.119; CX-182C, Q176–81; Tr. 844:16–19.  Gamevice alleges that a 
through-hole is required.  But this is inconsistent with the plain and ordinary 
meaning of “void,” which is merely “empty space.”  Tr. 742:21–743:3.  Gamevice’s 
argument also conflicts with its domestic industry position on the Razer Kishi, 
where the identified void is covered by plastic cover plates of the bridge.  Moreover, 
during the hearing it was shown that some of PhoneJoy’s voids are through holes 
(not required).  Gamevice fails to dispute that it would be obvious for a POSA to 
add more through holes to PhoneJoy’s bridge (similar to the existing through holes) 
and has waived that argument.  CPBr.119.  
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Dr. Cameron identified numerous voids in the structural bridge, including 
through holes.  RX-59C Q283, Tr. 716:19–21; 717:14–718:3; 756:25–762:20, 
RDX-508–12 (RPX-87).  Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy’s bridge does not 
disclose a void (claim 8d) because the identified voids are not through holes that 
run through the thickness of the bridge.  CPBr.119; CX-182C, Q177–78.  This is 
incorrect.  First, this is contradicted by Dr. Singhose’s testimony about all that is 
required to determine whether the void limitation is met.  Tr. 857:4–8 (“Q. You 
know someone is infringing the void limitation if you start in the void and start 
moving up, down, left, and right and run into the structural bridge, right? A. Yes.”).  

Second, a through-hole is found in PhoneJoy.  RPX-16 is a PhoneJoy with 
a paper product label on the back of the bridge, and RPX-89 is another PhoneJoy 
with the paper product label removed.  RDX-601–3 (depicting through holes, RPX-
89); RDX-600.22 (same, top right, RPX-16, 89); RDX-604 (same, bottom right, 
RPX-16); Singhose Tr. 860:20–867:14.  With the paper label removed, a red cloth 
under RPX-89 can be viewed through 4 through-holes in the bridge.  RPX-600.22 
(depicting through holes, RPX-16, 89); Tr. 865:4–20.  Dr. Singhose admits that the 
through-holes have four sides and communicate with a material of the structural 
bridge and thus are voids under his test.  RDX-600.22 (showing RPX-16, 89); Tr. 
845:3–25, 857:4–8, 865:21–866:6.  A simple probe placed through one of these 
holes in RPX-16 goes through the structural bridge.  Tr. 866:7–868:23; RDX-604–
7 (showing probe going through bridge, RPX-16).  Dr. Singhose confirmed that a 
probe went all the way through material of the structural bridge.  Tr. 867:5–8.  At 
the hearing, Dr. Singhose suggested another requirement not found in claim 8—
that the through-hole must go through the maximum thickness of the bridge. 
Tr.866:21–867:8. That these voids in PhoneJoy may be covered by a paper label is 
of no consequence, because Dr. Singhose testified that if the probe passed through 
a thin sheet of paper, that would not be a problem or relevant to his void test.  Tr. 
859:25–860:11.   

Despite this, and his other testimony that PhoneJoy’s label does not 
contribute a great deal to the structural bridge function, Dr. Singhose changed his 
position again and argued that PhoneJoy’s thin paper label is an integral component, 
because it may protect bridge components.  Tr. 868:25–869:25.  This is nonsensical, 
because the paper label is visible on both sides of the hole in the bridge and protects 
nothing.  Dr. Singhose’s analysis also conflicts with his domestic industry analysis, 
where he argues that the hard plastic bridge plates of the Razer Kishi, glued to the 
flexible portion of the Kishi’s bridge, are not integral components (because they 
cover up the void of the Kishi) but a thin paper label on PhoneJoy’s bridge, easily 
removable, is an integral component.  Tr. 856:12–24, 869:1–25.  These 
contradictory positions cannot both be true.  If PhoneJoy’s thin, removable, paper 
label is an integral portion of its bridge (and thus the void does not go all the way 
through the bridge as Gamevice alleges is required), then the glued, hard plastic 
plates of the Razer Kishi must also be an integral portion of its bridge (and thus the 
void does not go all the way through the bridge as Gamevice alleges is required).   
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Third, Dr. Cameron identified other additional voids that are not through-
holes.  Tr. 759:19–761:20; RX-508–10, 512 (depicting voids, RPX-87).  Dr. 
Singhose testified that these indentations in the structural bridge have four sides 
and are deep.  Tr. 844:20–845:25, CDX-3C.9 (RPX-14).  Dr. Singhose 
acknowledged that if the ALJ finds that voids do not have to be through holes, then 
his (and Gamevice’s) only argument would be obviated, and these structures would 
be voids.  Tr. 846:1–19.  If a void must be a through-hole, Dr. Singhose 
acknowledged that a plastic part with a hole was a known alternative to a solid 
plastic piece.  Tr. 852:9–12.  And Dr. Cameron confirmed that it is common to add 
voids to thick plastic pieces for easier manufacturing.  Tr. 758:23–759:18; RX-59C 
Q137, 289.   

Gamevice does not contest that PhoneJoy in view of iPhone discloses the 
remaining limitations of claim 8.  CPBr.119; RPBr.150–51.  Claim 8pre: PhoneJoy, 
used with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q274–75.  Claim 8a: PhoneJoy 
discloses an adjustable bridge with first and second ends associated with control 
modules, where the bridge can collapse within each control module.  RX-59C, 
Q281, 288; RX-59C.A, Q288; RX-544C.  Claim 8b: PhoneJoy’s bridge is 
configured for adaptation because it adjusts to accommodate iPhone.  RX-59C, 
Q281, 288; RX-59C.A, Q288.  Claim 8c: PhoneJoy’s bridge accommodates the 
length of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q281, 288; RX-492C.   

Resps. Br. at 130-32. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 8 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 176.  The PhoneJoy combination fails 
to disclose the “void” limitation in claim 8 because the “holes” in the PhoneJoy’s 
bridge identified by Nintendo are indentations and are not through holes that run 
through the entire thickness of the bridge.  See id. at Q/A 177-78; CDX-
0003C.0009.  The PhoneJoy’s indentations are different from the voids in the Kishi 
because any indentations provided in the PhoneJoy’s bridge are covered by metal 
plates, which are integral components of PhoneJoy’s bridge structure.  See CX-
0182C at Q/A 179-80.  On the other hand, the plates covering the voids in the Kishi 
bridge are not part of Kishi’s structural bridge because they do not perform any 
structural bridge function.  See id. at Q/A 180-81. 

During the hearing, Nintendo identified for the first time in this 
investigation that the holes in the middle section of the PhoneJoy’s telescoping 
bridge meet the void limitation in claim 8.  But Nintendo waived this argument, 
and it should be barred from belatedly identifying these holes as satisfying the void 
limitation.  Nintendo will point to one vague statement in its pre-hearing brief 
(“PhoneJoy’s structural bridge contains a series of small rectangular perforations 
(each a void) in the mid-section of the bridge . . .”) as allegedly providing support 
for this newfound void, but the rest of the brief makes clear that the “perforations” 
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refer to the indentations shown in Dr. Cameron’s demonstrative slide RDX-
0001.49.  Indeed, Nintendo never included a picture of these newfound holes in Dr. 
Cameron’s witness statement, demonstrative slide, or Nintendo’s pre-hearing brief. 
Allowing Nintendo to introduce this new argument based on a previously-
undisclosed mapping would significantly prejudice Gamevice because it did not 
have any opportunity to develop and present rebuttal evidence with Gamevice’s 
technical expert during this investigation.  Therefore, Nintendo should be barred 
from arguing that the holes in the middle section of the telescoping bridge in the 
PhoneJoy satisfy the “void” limitation in claim 8. 

Even if Nintendo is permitted to belatedly present this argument, the 
evidence failed to show that the holes in the middle section of the telescoping bridge 
are through holes. The holes are located only on the bottom portion of the 
telescoping bridge, and a metal plate is placed on it, such that the holes do not go 
through the entire thickness of the bridge.  See Singhose Tr. 865:3-25. 

Compl. Br. at 122-23. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
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Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders independent claim 8 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus 

that connects other components.” 

Claim 8 recites, in part, “the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between 

the first end of the structural bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having 

right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the 

structural bridge.”  Nintendo contends that Dr. Cameron identified two separate voids in the 

PhoneJoy’s bridge: (1) a series of small rectangular perforations that on the bottom side of the 

bridge that have left, right, upper, and lower sides that communicate with material of the 

structural bridge; and (2) holes in the middle section of the PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge.  See 

Resps. Br. at 130-32 (citing RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 193).  Regarding the first 

identified “series of small rectangular perforations”, the administrative law judge finds that these 

indentations do not satisfy the claim limitation because Nintendo has not shown by clear and 
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convincing evidence that the upper side of these indentations communicates with a material of 

the structural bridge.      

Regarding the holes in the middle section of the PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge, Dr. 

Cameron’s testimony regarding these newly-discovered through holes were not opined on in her 

expert report, and an expert’s testimony is limited to the scope of her report.  See Ground Rule 

4.b.  Moreover, even were this argument not waived, the administrative law judge finds that

these voids are not in communication with a material of the structural bridge.  Singhose Tr. 

868-869.

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claim 8 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

c. Claims 9-11

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of dependent claims 9–11 
when considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q290–97.  
Gamevice only disputes claim 9b, arguing that the identified attachment support 
and attachment boss do not cooperate to secure the structural bridge because the 
components do not touch each other.  CPBr.120; CX-182C, Q183–84; Tr. 870:16–
22, 872:7–873:24, 874:21–876:14; RDX-600.4 (showing only disputed limitation, 
JX-1, claim 9).  Not only is “touching” not required by claim 9b, Gamevice’s 
argument also conflicts with its domestic industry position, so either the Razer 
Kishi does not practice claims 9–11 or PhoneJoy invalidates claims 9–11.  
Gamevice fails to show the Razer Kishi’s attachment boss and attachment support 
touch, and therefore cooperate.  CPBr.100; CX-1C, Q1231–33.  Specifically, 
Gamevice alleges the Razer Kishi practices claim 9 even though the attachment 
boss does not touch the attachment support, as explained by Dr. Stern.  RX-1824C, 
Q1046–47; RDX-3C.120 (comparing Kishi and PhoneJoy, CPX-6; RX-502C, RX-
501C, RX-1715C.535).  This is because the attachment boss is below and behind 
the structural bridge, as admitted by Dr. Singhose.  Tr. 361:7–16, 362:3–8; CDX-
1C.235 (CPX-6).  Instead, Dr. Singhose testified that fins on the structural bridge 
(not the attachment boss) contact the attachment support on the Razer Kishi.  Tr. 
356:25–357:16 (attachment support strips on the printed circuit board line up with 
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fins), 359:23–360:1 (fins are on the bridge), 361:13–21 (attachment boss is below 
the identified fins).  Under Gamevice’s position, if the Razer Kishi practices claim 
9b even though the attachment support and attachment boss do not touch, then the 
PhoneJoy and iPhone practice 9b. 

Dr. Cameron explained how the PhoneJoy’s attachment support and 
attachment boss cooperate to secure the structural bridge, because when assembled, 
the attachment support and attachment boss prevent the structural bridge from 
moving up and down, only allowing the bridge to move horizontally and maintain 
a level path during adjustment.  RX-59C, Q292–95.  Dr. Singhose admitted that 
when PhoneJoy is assembled, the structural bridge is between the attachment 
support and attachment boss.  Tr. 878:2–879:6; RDX-610 (showing bridge over 
attachment boss, RPX-88).  Dr. Cameron offered more explanation about operation 
of the PhoneJoy for this limitation than Dr. Singhose offered for the Razer Kishi. 
CX-1C, Q1231–33; RX-59C, Q292–95.

Gamevice does not contest that PhoneJoy in view of iPhone discloses the 
remaining limitations of claims 9–11.  CPBr.120; Tr. 879:12–15; RPBr.151–52.  
Claim 9pre: PhoneJoy discloses a tensioning mechanism and positioning guide in 
the bottom cover of its left control module.  RX-59C, Q292; RX-502C; RX-501C.  
Claim 9a: PhoneJoy discloses fins (attachment boss) in its control module that 
communicates with the bottom of the structural bridge as it moves.  RX-59C, 
Q292–95; RX-502C.  The fins are only included in the space where the structural 
bridge retracts, touch the structural bridge and cause it to maintain a level horizontal 
path.  RX-59C, Q295.  Claim 9b: PhoneJoy discloses a red plastic covering of the 
PCB that cooperates with the attachment boss to secure the structural bridge from 
moving vertically.  RX-59C, Q292–95; RX-502C.  Claim 9c: PhoneJoy discloses a 
series of springs that communicate with bosses of each attachment stay and provide 
tension when the bridge expands.  RX-59C, Q292–95; RX-502C; RX-1651; RDX-
11 (showing biasing spring operation, RX-59C, Q272, 300; RPX-4).  Claim 10a: 
PhoneJoy discloses a groove (guide aperture) within the attachment stay that 
maintains alignment of the structural bridge when it moves.  RX-59C, Q292–95; 
RX-502C; RX-1651.  Claim 10b: PhoneJoy discloses that the grooves in the 
structural bridge interact with the position guide of the control module to maintain 
alignment of the structural bridge and control modules when the bridge moves. 
RX-59C, Q292–95; RX-502C; RX-501C; RX-1651.  Claim 11: PhoneJoy has 
videogame control modules with buttons that pass signals to iPhone to control 
images on iPhone’s display screen.  RX-59C, Q296–97; RX-492C; RX-919; RX-
878..  

Resps. Br. at 132-34 (footnote omitted). 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claims 9-11 are valid over the PhoneJoy 
combination.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 183.  Claims 9-11 
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depend from claim 8, and thus, the PhoneJoy combination fails to render these 
claims obvious for the same reasons provided above for claim 8.  

The PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “attachment boss” and 
“attachment support” limitations because they do not cooperate with each other to 
secure the structural bridge, as the claim requires.  See id. at Q/A 184.  The evidence 
showed that the components Nintendo identified as the “attachment boss” are fins 
that reinforce the control module and do not cooperate, whether directly or 
indirectly, with the attachment support.  See Singhose Tr. 873:8-21, 877:21-879:11.  
Because Nintendo’s purported “attachment boss” and “attachment support” do not 
cooperate, they also fail to meet the limitation “the attachment support in 
cooperation with the attachment boss secures the structural bridge” in claim 9.  See 
id.  Because the PhoneJoy combination fails to render claim 9 obvious, it also fails 
to render dependent claims 10-11 obvious. 

Compl. Br. at 123. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
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Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

Claims 9-11 depend on claim 8.  As discussed above, PhoneJoy in view of iPhone fails to 

render obvious all limitations of independent claim 8. 

Regarding claim 9, Gamevice argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the 

“attachment boss” and “attachment support” limitations because they do not cooperate with each 

other to secure the structural bridge.  See Compl. Br. at 123.  As an initial matter, no party sought 

to construe “attachment boss” or “attachment support.”  See JX-0014.    

Claim 9 recites, “an attachment support cooperating with the attachment boss, the 

attachment support in cooperation with the attachment boss secures the structural bridge, the 

structural bridge disposed between the attachment boss and the attachment support.”  Dr. 

Cameron identified the attachment support in the PhoneJoy in the modified RX-0502C and 

RX-0501C, reproduced below. 
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RX-0502C and RX-0501C (as modified by Dr. Cameron) 

As shown in the modified RX-0502C and RX-0501C, PhoneJoy’s attachment support and 

attachment boss cooperate to secure the structural bridge, because when assembled, the 

attachment support and attachment boss prevent the structural bridge from moving up and down, 

only allowing the bridge to move horizontally and maintain a level path during adjustment.  See 

RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 292-95.  Nintendo has thus shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the PhoneJoy combination renders this limitation of claim 9 obvious. 

However, as Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that the PhoneJoy 

combination renders independent claim 8 obvious, the administrative law judge finds that 

Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and 

iPhone renders claim 9 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

Claim 10 depends upon claim 9.  As Nintendo has not shown that claim 9 is obvious, 

Nintendo has also failed to show that claim 10 is obvious.  However, Nintendo has shown that 

the attachment stay comprises a guide aperture interacting with the position guide, and that the 

interaction of the guide aperture with the position guide maintains alignment between the 

structural bridge and the second of the pair of electronic game control modules.  PhoneJoy 
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discloses a groove (guide aperture) within the attachment stay that maintains alignment of the 

structural bridge when it moves, and the grooves in the structural bridge interact with the 

position guide of the control module to maintain alignment of the structural bridge and control 

modules when the bridge moves.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 292-95; RX-502C; 

RX-501C; RX-1651. 

Claim 11 depends upon claim 9.  As Nintendo has not shown that claim 9 is obvious, 

Nintendo has also failed to show that claim 11 is obvious.  However, Nintendo has shown that at 

least one of the pair of electronic game control modules is a video game control module, and that 

the video game control module passes signals to the computing device, the signals control 

images displayed on an electronic display screen of the computing device.  PhoneJoy has 

videogame control modules with buttons that pass signals to iPhone to control images on 

iPhone’s display screen.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 296-97; RX-492C; RX-0919; 

RX-0878. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 9-11 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

d. Claim 12

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of independent claim 12 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q300–2; RX-
59C.A, Q300.  Gamevice only disputes one element: that PhoneJoy fails to disclose 
an interaction of the spring member of the restraint with the boss of the retention 
mechanism that couples the structural bridge to a control module (claim 12h), 
allegedly because they are only involved in biasing the primary sections of 
PhoneJoy’s bridge.  CPBr.120; CX-182C, Q188–89; Tr. 884:22–885:5, RDX-600.5 
(showing disputed limitation, JX-1, claim 12).  Gamevice’s argument conflicts with 
its domestic industry analysis, so either the DI products do not practice claims 19–
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22 or PhoneJoy invalidates claim 12.  

As an initial matter, Dr. Singhose and Gamevice interpret coupling as secure 
coupling, which improperly adds a limitation to claim 12.  Tr. 914:8–12.  Dr. 
Cameron explained that PhoneJoy’s structural bridge contains protrusions with a 
notch (retention mechanism with boss) that interacts with the spring of PhoneJoy’s 
restraint to couple the bridge to the control module.  RX-59C, Q302; RX-493C; 
RX-494C.  To determine whether the identified spring members and boss couple 
the bridge to the control module, Dr. Singhose removed the springs and tested 
whether the bridge could be removed from the control module.  Dr. Singhose argues 
that because PhoneJoy’s bridge does not entirely pull out of the control module 
when the springs are removed, the springs do not couple the control modules to the 
structural bridge, and some other functionality is responsible for coupling.  Tr. 
885:13–886:6.  First, the screws Dr. Singhose points to as coupling the bridge and 
control module only attach the metal plate to the plastic portion of the bridge—they 
serve no function in coupling the bridge to the control modules.  Tr. 886:11–22; 
CDX-3C.11 (RPX-14); RDX-1.53 (annotated images RX-502C; RX-501C; RX-
1651); RX-502C.

Second, Gamevice’s argument conflicts with its position on the domestic 
industry products.  Dr. Singhose identified similar springs as part of the 
functionality that restrained/secured the bridge to a control module for the DI 
products alleged to practice claims 19–22.  Dr. Singhose testified that when these 
springs are removed in the DI products, the structural bridge was still secured or 
restrained to the control module.  Applying the same test to the DI products that 
was applied to PhoneJoy here, none of the DI products would practice claims 19–
22.  

Claim 19f recites a retention mechanism that secures the structural bridge 
to a control module, and Claim 21f similarly recites an interaction of the fastening 
latch with the retention member that restrains the structural bridge to a control 
module.  JX-1.55.  For claim 19, Dr. Singhose identified a retention mechanism 
with a spring in the DI products. See, e.g., CX-1C, Q1314–15, CDX-1C.258.  For 
claim 21, the Dr. Singhose identified springs as part of the retention member.  See, 
e.g., CX-1C, Q1356, CDX-1C.269 (CPX-6).  At the hearing, Dr. Singhose testified
that if these springs are removed in the DI products, other functionality acts to
restrain or secure the control module to the structural bridge.  Tr. 355:13-23.  Dr.
Stern also confirmed this by removing similar springs in the Gamevice for iPhone
and found the bridge would similarly not pull out of the control modules.  RX-
1824C, Q861–62; RDX-13 (Gamevice for iPhone with springs removed, RX-
1824C, Q862; RPX-127).

Dr. Singhose admits that the retention mechanism of claim 19 or the 
fastening latch and retention member of claim 21 in the DI products are not the only 
components that secure or restrain the bridge to the control modules.  See, e.g., CX-
1C, Q1121, 1318.  Gamevice does not dispute that the PhoneJoy’s restraint and 
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retention mechanism connect the bridge and control modules.  CPBr.120.  Under 
Gamevice’s domestic industry analysis, PhoneJoy’s restraint and retention 
mechanism are similarly one component that couple the bridge to the control 
modules, and therefore, meet this limitation.  Under Gamevice’s invalidity analysis, 
the springs in the DI products that Gamevice relies on for securing and restraining 
in claims 19 and 21, do not meet those limitations because they are admittedly not 
the only components performing that function.  Therefore, either PhoneJoy 
invalidates claim 12 or the DI products do not practice claims 19–22.   

Gamevice does not contest that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose the remaining 
limitations of claim 12.  CPBr.120; CX-182C, Q186–89; RPBr.152–53.  Claim 
12pre: PhoneJoy, used with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q274–75.  Claim 
12a: PhoneJoy discloses game control modules.  RX-59C, Q285, 302; RX-544C.  
Claim 12b: PhoneJoy discloses that each control module includes buttons, 
joysticks, and a d-pad.  RX-59C, Q285, 302; RX544C.  Claim 12c: PhoneJoy’s 
control modules contain springs that are connected to the control module on one 
side (restraint with spring member).  RX-59C, Q302; RDX-11 (showing spring 
operation, RX-59C, Q272, 300; RPX-4); RX-502C; RX-501C.  Claim 12d: 
PhoneJoy’s structural bridge is interposed between its control modules.  RX-59C, 
Q281, 302; RX-493C.  Claim 12e, f: PhoneJoy’s structural bridge has sides that are 
partially within, so next to and touching, the control modules.  RX-59C, Q281, 302; 
RX-493C.  Claim 12g: PhoneJoy’s structural bridge contains protrusions with a 
notch (retention mechanism with boss), which interacts with PhoneJoy’s spring of 
its restraint to couple the bridge to the control module (claim 12h).  RX-59C, Q302; 
RX-493C; RX-494C.  

Resps. Br. at 134-37. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 12 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
See CX-0182C at Q/A 186-87.  The PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose 
“restraint” and “retention mechanism” limitations.  See id.  The spring and hook 
that Nintendo identified for this limitation do not couple the structural bridge to a 
control module because they are only involved in biasing the primary sections of 
PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge, as explained in Kessler.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 
188-89.  Instead, the “coupling” function is completely carried out by the rails
located on the bottom covers of the PhoneJoy’s control modules and the clasping
of the top and bottom covers of the control modules using screws.  See Singhose
Tr. 911:20-913:16.  For the same reasons, Kessler fails to anticipate claim 12.

Nintendo will argue that Gamevice waived the opportunity to respond to 
Nintendo’s anticipation argument based on Kessler.  This is false.  Gamevice 
clearly stated in its pre-hearing brief that claim 12 is valid over the PhoneJoy 
because “[t]he spring and hook that Nintendo identified for this limitation do not 
couple the structural bridge to a control module because they are only involved in 
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biasing the primary sections of PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge, as explained in 
Kessler.”  Gamevice’s PreHB at 120 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).  That 
this argument appears in the PhoneJoy section rather than the Kessler section is 
irrelevant because the substance of the argument was preserved.  Moreover, the 
PhoneJoy and Kessler have overlapping teachings—which Nintendo does not 
dispute—because the drawings in Kessler show controllers conspicuously labeled 
as the “PhoneJoy” (see Kessler at Figs. 1-2, 9-11).  Therefore, Nintendo was on 
notice of Gamevice’s position on this issue based on Gamevice’s arguments for the 
PhoneJoy.  Furthermore, the issue was never “waived” because the Staff expressly 
addressed this issue in its pre-hearing brief, arguing that Kessler fails to anticipate 
claim 12 for the same reasons explained in Gamevice’s pre-hearing brief.  See 
SPreHB at 84.  Therefore, Nintendo’s “waiver” argument with respect to claim 12 
in view of Kessler should be rejected. 

Compl. Br. at 124-25. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
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the asserted combinations would have been obvious.  

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders independent claim 12 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

Regarding claim 12, Gamevice argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the 

“restraint” and “retention mechanism” limitations.  Compl. Br. at 124-25.  As an initial matter, 

no party sought to construe “restraint,” see JX-0014, and the administrative law judge has 

determined that the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function 

is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.”  Moreover, the corresponding 

structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 

262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to 

a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 

patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 

and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the 

control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 & 29, col. 11, 

ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.    
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Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 12 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 134-37. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claim 12 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

e. Claims 17-18

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of claims 16–18 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretations.  RX-59C, Q310–14; 
RPBr.153–54.  Gamevice does not contest that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all 
limitations of claim 16.  CPBr.120; CX-182C, Q190.  Claim 16pre: PhoneJoy, used 
with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q274–75.  Claim 16a: PhoneJoy discloses 
control modules, confinement structures, and a structural bridge.  PhoneJoy’s 
control modules contain springs (retention mechanisms) that secure the control 
modules to the structural bridge.  RX-59C, Q277, 281, 285, 312, 317; RX-502C; 
RX-501C.  Claim 16b: iPhone provides a CPU and a plurality of sides.  RX-59C, 
Q185, 312; RX-871.  Claim 16c: iPhone discloses that each of its sides cooperate 
with the display screen.  RX-59C, Q185, 312; RX-871.  Claim 16d: PhoneJoy 
discloses control modules that control movement of a virtual object displayed on 
iPhone.  RX-59C, Q297, 308, 312; RX-919.  Claim 16e: The CPU of iPhone 
provides an electronic game.  RX-59C, Q297, 312.  Claim 16f: PhoneJoy’s control 
modules are accommodated by the controller.  RX-59C, Q285, 312.   

Gamevice only contests that PhoneJoy and iPhone do not render claims 17–
18 obvious for the same reasons as claim 1.  CPBr.120–21; CX-182C, Q190–91.  
For the reasons discussed above for claim 1 PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all 
limitations that Gamevice disputes, as well as all remaining undisputed limitations 
of claim 1 and limitations of dependent claims 17 and 18.  RX-59C, Q269–85, 303–
4, 313–14.  For claim 17, PhoneJoy’s confinement structures are in pressing contact 
with the top and bottom of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q277, 313; RX-492C.  For claim 18, 
PhoneJoy’s control modules include buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad that are 
adjacent to the top and bottom sides of iPhone and control movement of a virtual 
object on iPhone’s display screen.  RX-59C, Q285, 297, 314; RX-919.  .  

Resps. Br. at 137-38. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 17 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
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See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 190.  Many of the limitations in claim 
17 overlap with the limitations in claim 1, such as “confinement structures,” 
“communication links,” “rigid structural bridge,” and “passageway.”  See id.  
Therefore, the Moga combination fails to render claim 17 obvious for the same 
reasons explained above for claim 1.  See id. 

Claim 18 depends from claim 17, and therefore, the PhoneJoy combination 
fails to render claim 18 for the same reasons it cannot render claim 17 obvious.  See 
id.  Claim 18 further recites “each electronic game control module in electronic 
communication with the communication link of its corresponding confinement 
structure,” and the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “communication link 
of its corresponding confinement structure” for the reasons explained above in 
connection with claim 1.  See id. 

Compl. Br. at 125. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
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the asserted combinations would have been obvious.  

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 17 or 18 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

As noted above, the portion of the PCB where the ribbon cable ends is not “comprised” 

in any of the identified confinement structures.  Hence, the PhoneJoy combination fails to 

disclose “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a communication link.”  See 

CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 166.

Moreover, the administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone discloses the “passageway 

between the pair of confinement structures” because this would require that the confinement 

structure not be “separate and distinct” from the control module.  Hence, the administrative law 

judge finds that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “passageway” limitation. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 17 or 18 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

f. Claims 19-20

Nintendo argues, in part: 
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PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of dependent claims 19–20 
when considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q315–18.  
Gamevice contests that PhoneJoy and iPhone do not disclose three elements: (1) a 
retention mechanism that secures PhoneJoy’s structural bridge to a control module 
(claim 19e/f); (2) that PhoneJoy’s bridge accommodates iPhone’s length (claim 
19f); and (3) that PhoneJoy’s bridge does not contain a void (claim 19g). 
CPBr.121; CX-182C, Q193–98; Tr. 880:14–24; RDX-600.6 (showing disputed 
limitations, JX-1, claim 19).  Gamevice’s arguments are inconsistent with its 
domestic industry contentions and disregard PhoneJoy’s disclosure.   

First, Gamevice argues that the springs in PhoneJoy, retention mechanism, 
Tr. 883:11–21, do not secure PhoneJoy’s bridge to its control modules because they 
only bias the bridge.  CPBr.121; CX-182C, Q193.  Dr. Singhose reached this 
opinion by performing the same test described above for claim 12.  Tr. 881:10–23, 
885:6–12.  As explained above in claim 12, this conflicts with Gamevice’s domestic 
industry analysis, where Gamevice argues that the retention mechanism of the DI 
products does not need to be the only components that secure the bridge to the 
control modules.  See, e.g., CX-1C, Q1121, 1318; Tr. 350:5–352:3, 355:13–23.  
Either PhoneJoy and iPhone meet this limitation, or the DI products do not practice 
this limitation.  

Second, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy’s retention mechanism does not 
allow the structural bridge to accommodate the computing device because it is only 
used for switching between open and closed configurations.  CPBr.121; CX-182C, 
Q194.  But Gamevice’s analysis conflicts with the disclosure of PhoneJoy.  As Dr. 
Singhose confirmed, the retention mechanism identified by Dr. Cameron allows the 
first bridge section to move in and out of the control module under tension.  Tr. 
884:16–21.  Dr. Singhose also confirmed that when the bridge is expanded, 
PhoneJoy accommodates the length of iPhone.  Tr. 882:5–15; RDX-611 (showing 
expanded bridge, RPX-89).  PhoneJoy’s retention mechanism, therefore, allows the 
sections of the bridge to move in and out, which allows iPhone to be accommodated 
by the expanded length of PhoneJoy’s bridge and satisfies claim 19.  Singhose Tr. 
882:5–15, 884:16–21.   

Third, Gamevice argues that PhoneJoy does not disclose a void in the 
midsection of the bridge.  As discussed above, PhoneJoy discloses a series of voids 
and through holes, some in the midsection of PhoneJoy’s bridge, which 
communicate with material of the bridge on four sides.  Singhose Tr. 865:4–868:23; 
RDX-604–8 (voids, RPX-16); RX-59C, Q317.   

Gamevice does not dispute that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose each 
remaining limitation of claim 19.  CPBr.121; RPBr.154.  Claim 19pre: iPhone’s 
length is greater than its width.  RX-59C, Q185, 281, 283, 285, 317.  Claim 19a: 
PhoneJoy is in electronic communication with iPhone’s CPU.  Id.  Claim 19b: 
PhoneJoy’s control modules are adjacent to and confine the computing device on 
two opposing sides.  Id.  Claim 19c: PhoneJoy’s control modules are adapt to and 
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in pressing contact with the opposing end points of iPhone.  Id.  Claim 19d: 
PhoneJoy’s structural bridge secures the pair of control modules.  Id.  Gamevice 
does not raise any independent arguments rebutting that PhoneJoy and iPhone 
disclose all limitations of claim 20.  CPBr.121; CX-182C, Q197–98.  For the 
reasons discussed above for claim 19 and claim 1, PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose 
each undisputed limitation of claim 20.  RX-59C, Q315–18.  For claim 20, 
PhoneJoy’s control modules are adjacent the top and bottom sides, and are in 
pressing contact with iPhone.  RX-59C, Q285, 317; RX-492C.  

Resps. Br. at 138-40. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 19 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
First, the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “retention mechanism” 
limitation.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 193. Nintendo appears to 
argue that the springs and the hooks that it identified as the restraint and retention 
mechanism in claim 12 also satisfy the retention mechanism in claim 19.  See id.  
But those components are only involved in biasing the primary sections of 
PhoneJoy’s telescoping bridge to switch between PhoneJoy’s open and closed 
configurations, not to secure the bridge to a control module as the claim requires. 
See id.  Also, because those components are only used for switching between open 
and closed configurations, they do not allow PhoneJoy’s structural bridge to 
accommodate the length of an iPhone.  See id. at Q/A 194; Singhose Tr. 884:16-
21. 

Second, the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the “void” limitation for 
the same reasons explained above for claim 8.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 195.  As 
explained above for claim 8, Nintendo should be barred from arguing that the holes 
in the middle section of the telescoping bridge satisfy the “void” limitation.  Claim 
19 further requires the void to be in the mid-section, but the indentations identified 
by Nintendo for this limitation are not in the mid-section of PhoneJoy’s bridge.  See 
id. at Q/A 195-96.  Claim 20 depends from claim 19, so the PhoneJoy combination 
fails to render claim 20 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 19 
obvious, as explained above.  See id. at Q/A 197-98. 

Compl. Br. at 125-26. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   
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* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 19 or 20 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

Regarding claim 19, Gamevice argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the 

“retention mechanism” limitation.  Compl. Br. at 125.  As an initial matter, the administrative 

law judge has determined that the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the 
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relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.”  Furthermore, the 

corresponding structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a 

confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 

that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 

252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as 

shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to 

adaptively secure the control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at 

Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.   

Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 19 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 138-40. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 19 or 20 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

g. Claims 21-22

Nintendo argues, in part: 

PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all limitations of dependent claims 21–22 
when considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q319–22.  
Gamevice only contests one limitation: whether the identified fastening latch and 
retention member restrain PhoneJoy’s structural bridge to the control module 
(claim 21f).  CPBr.122; CX-182C, Q199–202; Tr. 879:16–21; RDX-600.12 
(showing only disputed limitation, JX-1, claim 21).  But Gamevice’s argument 
conflicts with its domestic industry contentions, so either the DI products do not 
practice claim 21 or PhoneJoy and iPhone invalidate claim 21.  To support 
Gamevice’s argument that PhoneJoy’s springs (fastening latch) and notches on the 
bridge (retention members) do not restrain PhoneJoy’s bridge, Dr. Singhose 
performed the same test described above in Claim 12.  Tr. 880:1–9.  As explained 
in Claim 12, under this test, none of the DI products practice claim 21 because they 
admittedly have components other than the alleged fastening latch and retention 
member that restrain the structural bridge to the control module after the springs 
are removed.  CX-1C, Q880; Tr. 350:5–352:3, 353:25–354:19, 355:13–23.  Dr. 
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Stern also confirmed this via testing of the Gamevice for iPhone.  RX-1824C, 
Q861–62.  Dr. Singhose also confirmed that nothing in the ’393 patent requires the 
fastening latch and retention member be the only components that restrain the 
purported bridge to the control modules.  CX-1C, Q880.  Removing the 
inconsistency in Gamevice’s argument, either PhoneJoy and iPhone invalidate 
claim 21 or the DI products do not practice claim 21.   

Gamevice does not dispute that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose each 
remaining limitation of claim 21.  CPBr.122.  Claim 21pre: iPhone’s length is 
greater than its width.  RX-59C, Q185, 281, 285, 321.  Claim 21a: PhoneJoy is in 
electronic communication with the CPU of iPhone.  Id.  Claim 21b: PhoneJoy 
provides control modules.  Id.  Claim 21c: PhoneJoy’s control module comprises a 
spring (fastening latch).  Id.  Claim 21d: PhoneJoy’s structural bridge is disposed 
between the control modules.  Id.  Claim 21e: The sides of PhoneJoy’s structural 
bridge are in contact adjacency with the control modules.  Gamevice does not raise 
any independent arguments rebutting that PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose all 
limitations of claim 22.  CPBr.122; Tr. 880:10–13.  For the reasons discussed above 
for claims 1 and 21, PhoneJoy and iPhone disclose the limitations of claim 22.  RX-
59C, Q185, 279, 285, 297, 322.  

Resps. Br. at 140-41. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 21 is valid over the PhoneJoy combination. 
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 199.  The PhoneJoy combination fails 
to disclose the “fastening latch” and “retention member” limitations in claim 21. 
See id. at Q/A 200-01. Nintendo identifies the springs and hooks it identified for 
the restraint and the retention mechanism in claim 12.  See id.  But the springs and 
the hooks do not “restrain[] the structural bridge to a control module” as required 
by claim 21 because they are only involved in switching the open and closed 
configuration of the PhoneJoy control modules, as explained above.  See id.; CDX-
0003C.0011.  Claim 22 depends from claim 21, so the Moga combination fails to 
render claim 22 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 21 obvious, as 
explained above.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 202. 

Compl. Br. at 126. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   
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* * *

PhoneJoy (RPX-0014; RPX-0013; RPX-0004; RPX-0015; RPX-0016; 
RPX-0017; RPX-0073; RPX-0087; RPX-0088; RPX-0089)  is a game controller 
for iPhones and Android devices that was designed to removably clamp to a phone 
using tension from a spring-loaded bridge.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 148.  PhoneJoy was 
publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 
U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 248-66; JX-0036C 
(Schroeder Dep. Tr.).  However, PhoneJoy fails to disclose various limitations of 
the asserted claims of the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 117-122.  For 
example, PhoneJoy fails to teach the use of confinement structures having 
communication links, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose 
testimony cited therein). 

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 21 or 22 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

Regarding claim 21, Gamevice argues that the PhoneJoy combination fails to disclose the 

“fastening latch” and “retention member” limitations.  Compl. Br. at 126.  As an initial matter, 

no party argued for the construction of “fastening latch,” see JX-0014, and the administrative law 
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judge has determined that (1) the term “retention member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant 

function is “interacting with the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch with the 

retention member restraining the structural bridge to a control module of the pair of control 

modules, and the pair of control modules to the computing device”; and (3) the corresponding 

structure is “a cylindrical post or column, including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the 

interface between the confinement boss and the retention member.”   

Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 21 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 140-41. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of PhoneJoy and iPhone renders claims 21 or 22 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

4. Obviousness – MOGA in View of iPhone

a. Claims 1-4 and 6-7

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and is 

prior art to the ’393 patent.  See RX-0059C (Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-67; RX-0908C (receipt 

for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 (review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).   

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA discloses all limitations of claim 1 when considering Gamevice’s 
construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q174–97.  Gamevice argues that MOGA 
in view of iPhone fails to disclose five elements: (1) claim 1c a pair of confinement 
structures interacting on not more than three sides of the computing device; (2) 
claim 1d each confinement structure comprising a communication link; (3) claim 
1f a passageway; (4) claim 1k each control module being separate and distinct from 
each corresponding confinement structure; and (5) claim 1l each control module 
separate and distinct from the structural bridge.  CPBr.111–14.  Gamevice’s 
arguments contradict its infringement contentions, disregard Dr. Cameron’s 
testimony, and ignore obvious motivation of a POSA to modify MOGA.  RX-59C, 
Q174–97.   
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First, Gamevice argues that MOGA does not disclose a pair of confinement 
structures because MOGA confines the computing device on more than three sides 
(claim 1c).  CPBr.111–12; CX-182, Q109.  Gamevice disregards Dr. Cameron’s 
testimony that a POSA would be motivated to remove the lips of MOGA’s 
confinement structures so that MOGA could accommodate computing devices of 
different widths and rendering of a modified MOGA showing its simplicity.  RX-
59C, Q187, 197; Tr. 683:14–685:8, 735:10–737:10; RX-486C; RDX-1.26 
(showing RX-486C modified, right).  Dr. Singhose agrees this would be a simple 
modification and would achieve the goal 
discussed by Dr. Cameron.  CX-182C, Q111.  
But Gamevice disputes that a POSA would be 
motivated to make this modification because 
existing components already achieve this goal 
and the computing device would not be secured 
absent these lips.  Id., Q111–12.  Dr. Singhose 
fails to identify any components that allow MOGA to achieve this goal—there are 
none.  Id., Q111; RX-59C, Q187; Cameron Tr. 681:14–682:19.  Further, Gamevice 
ignores the fact that MOGA’s confinement structures are not flat, but instead go 
over the top of the computing device to further secure it.  CX-182C, Q112; RX-
847C (showing that MOGA’s confinement structure overhangs on top of the iPhone 
below the home button).  Dr. Cameron further testified that the Lightning cable and 
the compressive force of MOGA would hold the computing device and that there 
may be a gap between the lip of MOGA and the iPhone.  Tr. 680:24–682:19.   

Second, Gamevice argues that MOGA does not disclose a communication 
link (claim 1d) because the ribbon cable is not comprised in any sides of MOGA. 
CPBr.112; CX-182C, Q114.  Gamevice ignores the understanding of a POSA 
considering the ’393 patent and disregard Dr. Cameron’s testimony.  Gamevice 
does not dispute that “confinement structures” is not a term of art.  CPBr.112; 
Cameron Tr. 734:5–735:1; RX-59C, Q189.  Dr. Cameron testified that what a 
confinement structure comprises is arbitrary and a POSA could designate part of 
the PCB where the ribbon cable ends as part of the confinement structure.  Tr. 
735:2–9; RX-59C, Q189; RX-472C.  This follows the ’393 patent’s disclosure, 
which shows that the signal lands that Gamevice identifies as the communication 
links do not have to be on the same surface of the confinement structure that holds 
the computing device.  JX-1.21–22.  A POSA would understand that the part where 
the ribbon cable connects to the PCB in MOGA could also constitute part of 
MOGA’s confinement structure.  Cameron Tr. 735:2–9; RX-59C, Q138–46, 189.  
Gamevice does not dispute that each end of the ribbon cable in MOGA discloses 
the pair of communication links.  CPBr.112; CX-182C, Q114; Tr. 887:9–12.  
Further, Dr. Cameron analyzed this limitation under Gamevice’s interpretation of 
the Asserted Claims and Gamevice does not make any distinction between 
electronic and electrical communication.  CPBr.112.   

Third, Gamevice argues that MOGA fails to disclose control modules that 
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are separate and distinct from their corresponding confinement structures (claim 
1k).  CPBr.113; CX-182C, Q119–20.  Gamevice’s argument conflicts with its 
interpretation of separate and distinct.  In the 1111 Investigation, Gamevice’s expert 
opined that two plastic pieces molded together, such as in MOGA, are still separate 
and distinct.  Cameron Tr. 737:15–738:23.  This is consistent with Gamevice’s 
infringement analysis here, where it argues that the rails of the Nintendo Switch are 
separate and distinct even though they are meant to stay connected to the console. 
Cameron Tr. 685:9–21.  Under Gamevice’s interpretation of this limitation, 
MOGA’s confinement structures are separate and distinct from its control modules, 
or a POSA would be motivated to make this modification.  Cameron Tr. 737:15–
738:23; RX-59C, Q190; RX-59C.A, Q190. 

Fourth, Gamevice argues that, in the alternative, MOGA’s structural bridge 
is not separate and distinct from its confinement structures (claim 1l).  CPBr.113; 
CX-182C, Q122–23.  But Gamevice ignores MOGA’s disclosure, showing that
MOGA’s bridge is separate and distinct from its confinement structures under
Gamevice’s interpretation because MOGA’s bridge can be removed upon
disassembly.  RX-59C, Q192; RX-478C; RX-1642C.

Fifth, Gamevice argues that MOGA does not disclose a passageway (claim 
1f) because MOGA does not disclose a pair of confinement structures.  CPBr.113. 
As discussed above, MOGA discloses a pair of confinement structures and 
therefore discloses a passageway.  RX-59C, Q187–89, 191–92; RX-478C.  
Gamevice alternatively argues that MOGA does not disclose a passageway because 
its communication link does not run from one confinement structure to the other. 
CPBr.113–14.  This argument conflicts with Gamevice’s infringement contentions: 
The FPCs in the Nintendo Switch do not run from one rail to the other, and so it 
does not contain a passageway under Gamevice’s argument. 

Gamevice does not contest that the combination of MOGA and iPhone 
discloses the remaining limitations of claim 1.  CPBr.111–14; RPBr.142–44.  Claim 
1pre: MOGA, used with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q179–81; RX-470C, 
RX-847, RX-485C, RX-468C.  Claim 1a: iPhone is electronic equipment controlled 
by a CPU.  RX-59C, Q184–85; RX-871.  Claim 1b: MOGA contains side structures 
that interact and hold the computing device.  RX-59C, Q138, 186–87, 197; RX-
486C.  Claim 1e: MOGA discloses a rigid structural bridge secured to each 
confinement structure.  RX-59C, Q189, 191–92, 197; RX-477C.  Claim 1g: 
MOGA’s passageway promotes electrical communication via the ribbon cable run 
between each control module’s PCB.  MOGA’s Lightning connector communicates 
with iPhone.  RX-59C, Q192, 194–95, 197; RX-472C.  Claim 1h: MOGA discloses 
a pair of control modules.  RX-59C, Q195, 197; RX-486C.  Claim 1i: Each control 
module of MOGA is secured to and interacts with each confinement structure.  RX-
59C, Q187, 195, 197; RX-486C.  Claim 1j: The PCB of each control module of 
MOGA is in communication with the ribbon cable.  RX-59C, Q195, 197; RX-472C. 

* * *
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Gamevice does not contest that MOGA and iPhone disclose claims 2–4 and 
6–7, but instead relies on its arguments concerning claim 1.  CPBr.114; CX-182C, 
Q127.  MOGA and iPhone render claims 2–4 and 6–7 obvious.  RX-59C, Q198–
203; RPBr.144.  MOGA and iPhone render claim 2 obvious because MOGA’s rigid 
structural bridge supports iPhone’s electronics.  RX-59C, Q198; RX-871; RX-
484C.  MOGA and iPhone render claim 3 obvious because iPhone comprises a back 
with an internal surface and external surface that cooperates with at least two 
opposing sides of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q185, 199; RX-871.  MOGA and iPhone 
render claim 4 obvious because MOGA’s rigid structural bridge cooperates with 
the back of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q201; RX-484C.  MOGA and iPhone render claim 
6 obvious because MOGA’s control modules pass signals to iPhone, where those 
signals control objects displayed on iPhone’s display screen.  RX-59C, Q185, 202. 
MOGA and iPhone render claim 7 obvious because iPhone contains a Murata 
339S0171 Wi-Fi module supported by MOGA’s bridge.  RX-59C, Q203; RX-871. 

Resps. Br. at 141-45. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 1 is valid over the Moga combination.  See 
id. at Q/A 107.  First, it is undisputed that the Moga combination fails to disclose 
“a pair of confinement structures . . . interacting with . . . not more than three sides 
of the sides of the computing device, each pair of the pair of confinement structures 
comprising a communication link, each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  See id. at Q/A 108.  The 
sides of the Moga control modules, which Nintendo identified as allegedly 
disclosing this limitation, interact with more than three sides (left, right, top, and 
bottom sides) of an iPhone.  See id. at Q/A 109.  A POSITA would not have 
modified the sides of the Moga to reduce the number of sides interacting with an 
iPhone from four to three or less because doing so would render the Moga device 
unable to sufficiently secure an iPhone.  See id. at Q/A 110-12.  At the hearing, Dr. 
Cameron admitted that the image of the Moga controller with “[c]onfinement 
structures confining on not more than three sides” shown in her demonstrative slide 
RDX-0001.26 (reproduced in Nintendo’s prehearing brief on page 142) is a 
photoshopped image of the Moga controller and that such controller does not exist 
in reality.  See Cameron Tr. 683:14-685:6. 

The evidence also showed that the sides of the Moga control modules do 
not have a communication link on each side because the flexible printed circuit in 
the Moga is not “comprised” in any of the sides, and the Lightning connector is 
provided only on one side, even if it is deemed to be a communication link.  See 
CX-0182C. at Q/A 114; CDX-0003C.0005; Cameron Tr. 689:1-691:6.  Nintendo
argues that a POSITA would have combined the Moga with the audio jack 35 in
Michael to arrive at this limitation, but the resulting combination would still fail to
disclose the “communication link” limitation because the resulting combination
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would have the Lightning link and the audio jack 35 on the same side of the Moga 
device.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 113-15; CDX-0003C.0004.  Further, Nintendo’s 
argument that Moga’s flexible printed circuit satisfies the “communication links 
configured for electronic communication” is inconsistent with Nintendo’s non-
infringement argument that the flexible printed circuits in the Nintendo Switch are 
not capable of electronic communication because they are “dumb” wires that only 
pass electrical signals.  See RPreHB at 96; CX-0182C at Q/A 116.  If Nintendo’s 
non-infringement argument is correct, then the Moga fails to disclose this 
limitation, and vice versa.  CX-0182C at Q/A 116.  Nintendo also argues that a 
POSITA would combine the Moga combination with the iPega to arrive at this 
limitation, but the resulting combination would still fail to disclose this limitation 
because the iPega fails disclose this limitation as well.  See id. at Q/A 117.  The 
flexible printed circuit in the iPega only goes through the bridge, not the 
components that Nintendo identified as the “confinement structures.”  See id.; 
CDX-0003C.0006.  Also, a POSITA would not make this combination because it
would result in a Moga device with only two side structures that cannot sufficiently
secure an iPhone.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 118.

Second, the evidence showed that the Moga combination fails to disclose 
“each electronic game control module is a separate and distinct structure from each 
of their corresponding confinement structures, forming no structural portion of their 
corresponding confinement structures.”  See id. at Q/A 119; Cameron Tr. 686:5-22.  
Moga’s side structures are integrated with the control modules, and therefore, they 
are part of and not separate and distinct from Moga’s control modules.  See CX-
0182C at Q/A 119-20.  A POSITA would not have modified the side structures to 
be “separate and distinct” from the control modules because doing so would destroy 
Moga’s principle of operation, which depends on a semi-permanent connection 
between Moga’s control modules and the bridge.  See id. at Q/A 120-21. 

Third, the evidence showed that the Moga combination fails to disclose 
“each of the pair of confinement structures are separate and distinct structures from 
the structural bridge, forming no structural portion of the structural bridge.”  See id. 
at Q/A 122-23.  As explained above, the side structures of Moga’s controllers 
interact with the top and bottom sides of an iPhone, so these portions of the side 
structures are part of the structural bridge under all parties’ constructions. See id. 

Fourth, as the evidence showed, the Moga combination fails to disclose the 
“passageway” limitation.  As an initial matter, the Moga combination fails to 
disclose any confinement structures for the reasons explained above.  Even if the 
side structures are assumed to be the “confinement structures” for the sake of 
argument, the Moga combination fails to disclose the claimed passageway because 
those confinement structures do not comprise any communication links.  See id. at 
Q/A 124-25.  The Moga combination fails to disclose other limitations in claim 1 
that recite “confinement structure” and “communication link” for the same reasons. 
See id. at Q/A 126.  Furthermore, the Moga combination fails to render dependent 
claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious because it fails to render claim 1 obvious.  See id. at 
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Q/A 127. 

Compl. Br. at 114-16. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).

* * *

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   
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Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders independent claim 1 of the ’393 

patent obvious.  For the same reasons, Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence 

that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious. 

Regarding the limitation, “the pair of confinement structures interacting with the 

computing device and adjacent at least two opposing sides of the computing device, but not more 

than three sides of the sides of the computing device,” Nintendo contends that one of ordinary 

skill in the that would be motivated to remove the lips of the MOGA’s confinement structures so 

that the MOGA could accommodate computing devices of different widths.  See Resps. Br. at 

142. However, the sides of the MOGA control modules, which Nintendo identified as allegedly

disclosing this limitation, interact with more than three sides (left, right, top, and bottom sides) of 

an iPhone.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 109.  Moreover, one of ordinary skill in the 

art would not have modified the sides of the MOGA to reduce the number of sides interacting 

with an iPhone from four to three or less because doing so would render the MOGA device 

unable to sufficiently secure the iPhone.  See id. at Q/A 110-12.  

Nintendo further argues that each confinement structure comprises a communication link 

because one of ordinary skill in the art could designate the portion of the PCB where the ribbon 

cable ends as part of the confinement structure.  See Resps. Br. at 142-43.  However, the 

administrative law judge finds this argument unpersuasive.  The flexible printed circuit in the 

MOGA is not “comprised” in any of the identified confinement structures.  See CX-0182C 

(Singhose RWS) at Q/A 114. 
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Nintendo further argues that the control modules are separate and distinct from their 

corresponding confinement structures, or that it would have been obvious to make this 

modification.  See Resps. Br. at 143.  However, as Dr. Cameron testified, “reducing the total 

number of parts in a product is preferable because it can lower manufacturing costs, such as 

through the use of part-count reduction based on one-piece structures created via injection 

molding.”  RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 190.  The administrative law judge finds that 

Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and 

iPhone discloses that the control modules are separate and distinct from their corresponding 

confinement structures.   

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claim 1 obvious, or 

claims 2-4 and 6-7, dependent thereupon. 

b. Claim 8

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of claim 8 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q204–8.  Gamevice only 
contests one element: whether MOGA discloses a void (claim 8d).  CPBr.114; CX-
182C, Q129–31; Tr. 888:17–22, 889:9–890:7; RDX-600.9 (showing disputed 
limitation, JX-1, claim 8); RDX-613 (annotated RX-478C image of MOGA’s 
bridge).  Gamevice’s argument is not supported by the ’393 patent and conflicts 
with its domestic industry analysis.  Dr. Cameron identified two separate voids in 
MOGA’s bridge, (1) a small void in the left side of the bridge and (2) a large void 
comprising the empty space between the two covers of MOGA’s bridge but 
Gamevice only addressed the first identified void.  RX-59C, Q193; RDX-1.28 
(annotated images of RX-468C; RX-478C; RX-477C); Tr. 739:3–13; CX-182C, 
Q129–31; CPBr.114.  Gamevice, therefore, waived any argument that the second 
void identified by Dr. Cameron (the large rectangular void inside of MOGA’s 
bridge) fails to meet claim 8d.  CPBr.114; Tr. 692:23–693:5.  Gamevice fails to 
dispute that it would be obvious to add a through hole to MOGA’s bridge, waiving 
this argument.  CPBr.114.  Gamevice has, therefore, waived its argument that 
MOGA discloses a void, and that it would be obvious to add regardless. 
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Gamevice contends that the first identified void in MOGA’s bridge—that 
is, small void in the left side of the bottom cover of MOGA’s bridge—does not 
disclose claim 8d because it does not go through both the top and bottom cover of 
MOGA’s bridge.  CPBr.114; CX-182C, Q129–30.  But nothing in the ’393 patent 
states that a void must be a through hole.  Cameron Tr. 742:21–743:2.  The plain 
meaning of “void” is an “empty space,” RX-1541, and the specification does not 
say that the empty space has to have any particular configuration.  Dr. Singhose is 
making up this requirement.  Moreover, Dr. Singhose admits that the void limitation 
of claim 8 is satisfied “if you start in the void, move left, right, up, and down and 
run into the bridge.”  Tr. 857:4–8.  Both this void, as well as the second void (i.e., 
the rectangular void on the inside of the bridge resulting from closing the top piece 
over the bottom), identified by Dr. Cameron meet this test.  RX-59C, Q193; RX-
59C.A, Q193; RDX-1.28 (annotated image RX-478C, right).  Dr. Singhose also 
admitted that the first void identified by Dr. Cameron satisfies this test.  Tr. 889:18–
890:21; RDX-613 (annotated image of RX-478C).  But Gamevice is ignoring Dr. 
Singhose’s test for the void and improperly importing a limitation into claim 8. 
Gamevice’s argument that a through hole is required also conflicts with its domestic 
industry analysis of the Razer Kishi, which has 
cover plates on the bridge that cover the alleged 
void.  CPBr.100; Cameron Tr. 743:3–18.  
Under Gamevice’s interpretation of claim 8 
both structures identified by Dr. Cameron are 
voids. 

If a through hole is required, Dr. 
Cameron testifies, and Gamevice does not 
dispute, that it would be obvious to add a through hole to MOGA’s bridge.  RX-
59C, Q193, 208; Tr. 691:18–692:4, 739:20–741:3.  Dr. Singhose acknowledged 
that a plastic part with a hole was a known alternative to a solid plastic piece.  Tr. 
852:9–12.  Dr. Cameron explained that a POSA would recognize a large through 
hole could be included because MOGA’s bridge is empty except the passageway 
in the top portion.  Tr. 739:20–741:3.  A POSA would be motivated to add a through 
hole for heat dissipation and to allow access to functionalities on iPhone’s back. 
Id.; RX-59C, Q137, 193, 298; RX-478C.  Gamevice does not dispute this. 
CPBr.114; CX-182C, Q129–31.   

Gamevice does not contest that MOGA in view of iPhone discloses the 
remaining limitations of claim 8.  CPBr.114; RPBr.144–45.  Claim 8pre: MOGA, 
used with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q180–81.  Claim 8a: MOGA 
discloses a structural bridge with ends associated with each control module.  RX-
59C, Q192, 207; RX-59C.A, Q207.  Claim 8b: MOGA’s structural bridge is 
configured for adaptation because it adjusts to accommodate the length of iPhone. 
RX-59C, Q192, 207; RX-59C.A, Q207.  Claim 8c: MOGA’s structural bridge 
accommodates iPhone’s length, which is greater than its width.  RX-59C, Q185, 
192, 207; RX-847; RX-871[.]   
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Resps. Br. at 145-47. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 8 is valid over the Moga combination.  See 
CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 128.  As the evidence showed, the Moga
lacks any through hole that qualifies as the “void” limitation in claim 8 because the
“holes” in Moga’s bridge identified by Nintendo and Dr. Cameron are only on one
cover in a two-covered bridge structure, and therefore, fail to go through the entire
thickness of the bridge.  See id. at Q/A 129-31.

Compl. Br. at 116-17. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).

* * *

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * *

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents. 
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   
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For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders independent claim 8 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus 

that connects other components.” 

Claim 8 recites, in part, “the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between 

the first end of the structural bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having 

right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the 

structural bridge.”  Nintendo contends that Dr. Cameron identified two separate voids in the 

MOGA’s bridge: (1) a small void in the left side of the bridge, and (2) a large void comprising 

the empty space between the two covers of MOGA’s bridge.  See Resps. Br. at 145-47 (citing 

RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 193.  Regarding the first identified “small void”, Dr. 

Cameron testified that the void is a “small hole on the bottom cover.”  RX-0059C (Cameron 

DWS) at Q/A 193.  The administrative law judge finds that this “small void” does not satisfy the 

claim limitation because the upper side of the “small void” does not communicate with a 

material of the structural bridge.      
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Regarding the second “large void”, as shown in RX-0478C, reproduced below, MOGA’s 

bridge contains a void, the void disposed between the first end of the structural bridge and the 

second end of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side 

of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.  No party sought to construe 

“void”, and the plain meaning of “void” is “empty space.”  RX-1541. 

RX-0478C 

The administrative law judge finds that the “large void” satisfies the claim limitation, 

“the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between the first end of the structural 

bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower 

sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the structural bridge.”  The “large 

void” has right, left, upper, and lower sides, as shown in RX-0478C.  Each of these sides in turn 

“communicat[es] with a material of the structural bridge” because each such side is in contact 

with the structural bridge.    

Gamevice does not specifically argue any of the remaining limitations of claim 8.  See 

Compl. Br. at 116-17.  Moreover, MOGA, when used with iPhone, constitutes a combination.  

See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 180-81.  MOGA discloses a structural bridge with ends 
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associated with each control module.  See id. at Q/A 192, 207.  MOGA’s structural bridge is 

configured for adaptation because it adjusts to accommodate the length of iPhone.  See id.  

MOGA’s structural bridge accommodates iPhone’s length, which is greater than its width.  See 

id. at Q/A 185, 192, 207; RX-0847; RX-0871. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claim 8 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

c. Claims 9-11

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA discloses all limitations of dependent claims 9–11 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q209–21.  
Gamevice argues that MOGA fails to disclose three elements: (1) claim 9b an 
attachment support; (2) claim 9b the attachment boss and attachment support 
securing the structural bridge; (3) claim 10a, b a guide aperture; and a position 
guide.  CPBr.114–15; CX-182C, Q133–36.  Gamevice and Dr. Singhose are 
improperly importing preferred embodiments as additional limitations of claims 9 
and 10.  

First, Gamevice argues that MOGA fails to disclose the attachment support 
(claim 9b) because it is not a circuit board.  CPBr.114–15; CX-182C, Q134.  Claim 
9 does not contain any such requirement.  JX-1, 19:3–7.  Gamevice is improperly 
importing a preferred embodiment.  JX-1, 13:24–28, 16:28–32 (describing a 
preferred embodiment).  Gamevice complains that Nintendo imports preferred 
embodiments into the claims—Nintendo does not—yet Gamevice seeks to do just 
that.  As Dr. Cameron testified, MOGAs attachment support cooperates with the 
attachment boss to secure the bridge disposed between these components—the only 
requirements of claim 9b.  RX-59C, Q216–19. 

Second, Gamevice argues that MOGA fails to disclose the attachment 
support and attachment boss because they do not confine the structural bridge 
vertically (e.g., sandwich the bridge) (claim 9b).  CPBr.115; CX-182C, Q134.  
Again, Gamevice is improperly importing a preferred embodiment into claim 9. 
Claim 9b only requires that the attachment support and attachment boss secure the 
structural bridge disposed between them.  JX-1, 16:6–10 (describing a preferred 
embodiment).  Claim 9 does not require the structural bridge to be secured 
vertically.  JX-1, 19:3–7.  As Dr. Cameron testified, the tab of MOGA’s bridge fits 
between the attachment boss and attachment support, which work together to secure 
the structural bridge.  RX-59C, Q216–19; RDX-10 at 0:30–1:20 (showing the 
attachment boss and attachment support securing the structural bridge, RX-59C, 
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Q178, 214, 223, 234; RPX-81).  MOGA discloses claim 9b.  

Third, Gamevice argues that MOGA does not disclose a guide aperture 
(claim 10a) or position guide (claim 10b) because they are physically separated and 
therefore cannot interact.  CPBr.115; CX-182C, Q135; Tr. 891:15–24.  Gamevice 
ignores Dr. Cameron’s testimony where she describes that grooves in the control 
module (position guide) together with the rectangular depression (guide aperture) 
maintain alignment of the structural bridge and control module as the bridge 
adjusts.  RX-59C, Q216–19; RX-491C; RX-483C.  Gamevice’s analysis conflicts 
with its infringement analysis of claim 12 that the spring member and boss 
(physically separated components) interact indirectly.  CX-1C, Q643.   

Gamevice does not contest that MOGA in view of iPhone discloses the 
remaining limitations of claims 9–11.  CPBr.114–15; RPBr.145–46.  Claim 9pre: 
MOGA discloses a tensioning mechanism and position guide.  RX-59C, Q216–19; 
RX-491C; RX-483C.  Claim 9a: MOGA discloses a notch (attachment boss) at the 
end of the rectangle in the left control module that communicates with the structural 
bridge to prevent it from overextending.  RX-59C, Q216–19; RX-491C; RX-483C.  
Claim 9c: MOGA discloses a spring (biasing structure) that communicates with a 
slidable plastic rectangle (attachment stay) and provides tension between the bridge 
and control module.  RX-59C, Q216–19; RX-491C; RX-483C; RDX-10 at 0:30–
1:20 (showing operation of biasing structure, RX-59C, Q178, 214, 223, 234; RPX-
81).  Claim 11: MOGA has videogame control modules with buttons that pass 
signals through the Lightning connector to control images on iPhone’s display 
screen.  RX-59C, Q185, 202, 220; RX-470C.  

Resps. Br. at 147-49. 

Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claims 9-11 are valid over the Moga combination. 
As an initial matter, claims 9-11 depend from claim 8, and thus, the Moga 
combination fails to render these claims obvious for the same reasons provided 
above for claim 8. 

As the evidence showed, the Moga combination fails to render claims 9-11 
obvious for additional reasons.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 133.  First, the Moga 
combination fails to disclose the “attachment support” because the component 
identified by Nintendo for this element, which is just an empty plastic piece, does 
not comport with the ’393 patent, which defines the “attachment support” as a 
circuit board with control switches.  See id. at Q/A 134.  Also, the ’393 patent 
defines the ‘attachment support” and the “attachment boss” as confining the 
structural bridge vertically while allowing a lateral movement, but the components 
identified by Nintendo for these elements are provided on the same bottom cover, 
and therefore, they cannot vertically confine the structural bridge.  See id. 
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The evidence also showed that the Moga combination fails to disclose the 
claimed “guide aperture” and the “position guide.”  See id. at Q/A 135.  Claim 10 
requires these elements to interact with each other, but the components that 
Nintendo identified for these elements do not interact with each other because they 
are physically separated from each other without any other component connecting 
them.  See id. at Q/A 135. 

Furthermore, claim 9 requires the “attachment boss” and the “attachment 
support” to cooperate with each other to secure the structural bridge, with the 
structural bridge disposed between them.  But the components that Nintendo and 
Dr. Cameron identified for these elements do not cooperate with each other, and 
the structural bridge is not “disposed between” them because the structural bridge 
sits on top of both components.  See id. at Q/A 136.  Because the Moga combination 
fails to render claims 9-10 obvious, it also fails to render claim 11 obvious.  See id. 
at Q/A 137. 

Compl. Br. at 117-18. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures 
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication 
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct 
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
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claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

Claims 9-11 depend on claim 8.  As discussed above, MOGA in view of iPhone renders 

obvious all limitations of independent claim 8. 

Regarding claim 9, Gamevice argues that the MOGA combination fails to disclose the 

“attachment support” because the plastic piece identified by Nintendo “does not comport with 

the ’393 patent, which defines the ‘attachment support’ as a circuit board with control switches.”  

Compl. Br. at 117.  As an initial matter, no party sought to construe “attachment support,” see 

JX-0014, and the administrative law judge finds that the plain meaning of an “attachment 

support” does not require a circuit board with control switches.    

Claim 9 recites, “an attachment support cooperating with the attachment boss, the 

attachment support in cooperation with the attachment boss secures the structural bridge, the 

structural bridge disposed between the attachment boss and the attachment support.”  Dr. 

Cameron identified the attachment support in the MOGA in the modified RX-0491C, reproduced 

below. 
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RX-0491C (as modified by Dr. Cameron) 

As shown in the modified RX-0491C, the purported attachment support and the 

attachment boss identified by Dr. Cameron are both found on the bottom cover of the MOGA 

control module.  However, claim 9 recites, “the structural bridge disposed between the 

attachment boss and the attachment support.”  It is unclear how this limitation is satisfied when 

the attachment support and the attachment boss are both located on the bottom cover of the 

MOGA control module.  Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that the 

MOGA combination renders claim 9 obvious. 

Claim 10 depends upon claim 9.  As Nintendo has not shown that claim 9 is obvious, 

Nintendo has also failed to show that claim 10 is obvious.  Claim 10 recites, “the attachment 

support comprises a guide aperture interacting with the position guide, the interaction of the 

guide aperture with the position guide maintains alignment between the structural bridge and the 

second of the pair of electronic game control modules.”  Nintendo argues that grooves in the 

control module (position guide) together with the rectangular depression (guide aperture) 
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maintain alignment of the structural bridge and control module as the bridge adjusts.  Resps. Br. 

at 148.  However, Dr. Cameron’s alleged guide aperture and position guide do not interact with 

each other, and indeed cannot physically interact with each other because they are provided on 

the same cover, but physically separated from each other.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at 

Q/A 135.  The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has failed to show that the 

MOGA combination discloses this limitation. 

Claim 11 depends upon claim 9.  As Nintendo has not shown that claim 9 is obvious, 

Nintendo has also failed to show that claim 11 is obvious.  However, Nintendo has shown that at 

least one of the pair of electronic game control modules is a video game control module, and that 

the video game control module passes signals to the computing device, the signals control 

images displayed on an electronic display screen of the computing device.  The MOGA has 

videogame control modules with buttons that pass signals through the Lightning connector to 

control images on iPhone’s display screen.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 185, 202, 

220; RX-0470C. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 9-11 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

d. Claim 12 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA discloses all limitations of independent claim 12 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q221–25.  Gamevice only 
disputes one element: an interaction of the spring member and boss that couples the 
structural bridge to a control module (claim 12h) because the components are 
physically separated and do not interact to secure the structural bridge.  CPBr.115; 
CX-182C, Q138–40; Tr. 892:7–13; RDX-600.5 (showing disputed limitation, JX-
1, claim 12).  But this is incorrect.  In fact, MOGA discloses two restraints with 
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spring members, one on the left control module and one on the right.  RX-59C, 
Q221–25; Tr. 695:10–696:21.  Both spring members interact with a boss of separate 
retention mechanisms on the structural bridge, one directly under Nintendo’s 
interpretation of “interact,” and the other indirectly under Gamevice’s apparent 
interpretation of “interact,” to couple MOGA’s bridge to a control module.  MOGA, 
therefore, invalidates claim 12.  

Interaction of the restraint in MOGA’s right control module.  Dr. Cameron 
testified that the spring member in the right control module (a leaf spring) interacts 
with the retention mechanism Dr. Cameron identified on MOGA’s structural 
bridge.  RX-59C, Q225; RDX-10 (showing leaf spring, RX-59C, Q178, 214, 223, 
234; RPX-81); RX-491C; Tr. 744:15–749:1; RDX-502–6 (showing leaf spring 
operation).  In its Prehearing Brief, Gamevice misconstrued Dr. Cameron’s analysis 
and failed to analyze the correct component.  CPBr.115.  At the hearing, Dr. 
Singhose confirmed that MOGA has a leaf spring.  Tr. 901:21–902:5; RDX-621 
(showing leaf spring, RPX-81).  Dr. Singhose also confirmed that this spring 
directly interacts with the notches on the bridge Dr. Cameron identified as the 
retention mechanism.  Tr. 902:9–903:6, 904:7–25; RDX-622 (showing operation 
of restraint and retention mechanism, RX-81); RDX-623 (same).  As Dr. Cameron 
testified, this interaction couples the bridge to the right control module when the 
spring drops into indentations (boss under Gamevice’s construction) of the 
retention mechanism on the bridge.  RX-59C, Q221–25; Tr. 744:11–745:3, 748:2–
749:1; RDX-501 (showing retention mechanism, RPX-81); RDX-506 (showing 
operation of MOGA restraint and retention mechanism, RPX-81); Singhose Tr. 
904:7–15; RX-483C.  Gamevice did not address whether this interaction meets the 
coupling limitation of claim 12h, waving any challenge here.   

Interaction of the restraint in MOGA’s left control module.  Dr. Cameron 
also testified that MOGA’s left control module discloses a restraint with a spring 
member.  RX-59C, Q225; RDX-1.39 (annotated images RX-491C, RX-483C); 
RDX-618 (showing operation of restraint and retention mechanism, near right); 
RDX-619 (same, far right).  Dr. Singhose confirmed that the spring in MOGA’s 
left control module is a 
restraint with a spring 
member.  Tr. 894:18–
895:4; RDX-617 
(identifying restraint in 
left control module, 
RPX-81).  Dr. Singhose 
also agreed that MOGA’s 
bridge has a retention 
mechanism with a boss (claim 12g) in the form of a hook on its right side.  Tr. 
892:19–893:7; RDX-614 (showing retention mechanism, RPX-81).  Dr. Singhose 
also testified about the interaction of these components.  Dr. Singhose confirmed 
that the spring member is connected to MOGA’s attachment boss.  Tr. 893:9–
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894:16; RDX-615 (showing attachment boss, RPX-81); RDX-616 (showing 
connection of spring to attachment boss, RPX-81).   

When MOGA is assembled, the boss of the retention mechanism is placed 
into the attachment boss.  Tr. 895:6–23; RDX-618 (showing spring not under 
tension, RPX-81).  When the bridge is extended, the spring member provides 
tension on the attachment boss, which provides tension on the boss of the bridge, 
to pull the structural bridge back into the control module. Singhose Tr. 895:25–
896:19; RDX-618 (showing spring not under tension, RPX-81); RDX-619 
(showing bridge extended and spring under tension, RPX-81).  Dr. Singhose also 
testified that the interaction between the hook on the bridge and the attachment boss 
on the control module, in part, secure the bridge to a control module.  CX-182C, 
Q140.  His testimony at the hearing changed in two ways.   

First, Dr. Singhose now argues that the interaction can be indirect, such that 
the spring can interact with the boss of the retention mechanism via the attachment 
boss.  Tr. 896:23–897:8.  This change in position is apparently to conform to his 
infringement position, where he argues that the interaction can be indirect and still 
satisfy the limitation.  CPBr.62; CX-1C, Q648–49.  If this interpretation is correct, 
MOGA invalidates claim 12.  If, on the other hand, the interpretation is incorrect 
(and it is), then that is one additional reason that the Joy-Con Grip cannot infringe 
claim 12.  Yet MOGA still invalidates claim 12, because MOGA discloses both 
direct and indirect interaction.  Second, Dr. Singhose now argues that the operation 
of the spring member, attachment boss, and boss of the retention mechanism does 
not couple the control module to the bridge, testifying that these components are 
merely biasing structures and that other components are responsible for the 
coupling.  Tr. 897:9–24.  But this changed testimony is directly contradicted by his 
prior testimony in his witness statement, where he (accurately) testifies that the 
interaction of the attachment boss and boss of the retention mechniams contributes 
to securing the bridge to the left control module.  CX-182C, Q140 (interaction of 
hook on bridge and attachment boss secure).  Finally, Dr. Singhose’s position that 
coupling in claim 12h requires “secure coupling” imports limitations into the claim.  
Tr. 914:8–12. 

MOGA discloses the remaining limitations of claim 12.  Gamevice does not 
contest that MOGA in view of iPhone discloses the remaining limitations of claim 
12.  CPBr.115; CX-182C, Q138–40; RPBr.146.  Claim 12pre: MOGA, when used 
with iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q180–81.  Claim 12a: MOGA discloses 
first and second control modules.  RX-59C, Q195, 225; RX-486C.  Claim 12b: 
MOGA discloses that each control module includes buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad.  
RX-59C, Q195, 225; RX-486C.  Claim 12d: MOGA’s structural bridge is 
interposed between its control modules.  RX-59C, Q192, 225; RX-486C.  Claim 
12e, f: MOGA’s structural bridge has a first and second side that is partially within, 
next to and touching, the control modules.  RX-59C, Q192, 225; RX-486C.  

Resps. Br. at 149-52. 
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 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 12 is valid over the Moga combination.  
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 138.  The Moga combination fails to 
disclose the “restraint” and “retention mechanism” limitations.  See id.  First, claim 
12 requires the spring member of the restraint to interact with the boss of the 
retention mechanism, but the components that Nintendo and Dr. Cameron 
identified for these elements do not interact with each other because they are 
physically separated from each other without any other component connecting 
them.  See id. at Q/A 139; Cameron Tr. 699:6-700:23.  Because these components 
do not interact, they also cannot secure the structural bridge to a control module as 
claimed.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 140; Singhose Tr. 896:21-898:9. 

Compl. Br. at 118. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures 
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication 
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct 
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
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the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders independent claim 12 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

Regarding claim 12, Gamevice argues that the MOGA combination fails to disclose the 

“restraint” and “retention mechanism” limitations.  Compl. Br. at 118.  As an initial matter, no 

party sought to construe “restraint,” see JX-0014, and the administrative law judge has 

determined that the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function 

is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.”  The corresponding structures are: (1) 

the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a 

fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 

to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at 

Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using 

a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 

402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, 

ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.    
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Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 12 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 149-52. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claim 12 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

e. Claims 17-18 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of claims 16–18 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretations.  RX-59C, Q226–30; 
RPBr.146–47.  Gamevice does not contest that MOGA and iPhone disclose all 
claim 16 limitations.  CPBr.115; CX-182C, Q141.  Claim 16pre: MOGA, used with 
iPhone, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q180–81.  Claim 16a: MOGA discloses control 
modules, confinement structures, and a structural bridge.  MOGA’s control 
modules contain grooves (retention mechanism) securing the bridge to the control 
modules.  RX-59C, Q187, 192, 195, 228, 232; RX-491C.  Claim 16b: iPhone 
provides a CPU and a plurality of sides.  RX-59C, Q185, 228; RX-871.  Claim 16c: 
iPhone discloses that each side cooperates with the display screen.  RX-59C, Q185, 
228; RX-871.  Claim 16d: MOGA discloses control modules controlling movement 
of a virtual object displayed on iPhone.  RX-59C, Q202, 228.  Claim 16e: iPhone’s 
CPU provides an electronic game.  RX-59C, Q202, 228; RX-871.  Claim 16f: 
MOGA’s control modules accommodate the controller.  RX-59C, Q195, 228.  

Gamevice only contests that MOGA and iPhone do not render claims 17–
18 obvious for the same reasons as claim 1.  CPBr.116; CX-182C, Q141–42.  For 
the reasons discussed above for claim 1, MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations 
that Gamevice disputes, as well as all remaining undisputed limitations of claim 1 
and limitations of dependent claims 17 and 18.  RX-59C, Q185–95, 229–30.  For 
claim 17, MOGA’s confinement structures are in pressing contact with the top and 
bottom of iPhone.  RX-59C, Q229; RX-468C.  For claim 18, MOGA’s control 
module include buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad that are adjacent to the top and 
bottom sides of iPhone, and control movement of a virtual object on iPhone’s 
display screen.  RX-59C, Q230; RX-468C.  

Resps. Br. at 152-53. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 17 is valid over the Moga combination.  
See CX-0182C at Q/A 141.  Many of the limitations in claim 17 overlap with the 
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limitations in claim 1, such as “confinement structures” and “communication 
links.”  Therefore, the Moga combination fails to render claim 17 obvious for the 
same reasons provided above for claim 1.  See id. 

Claim 18 depends from claim 17, and therefore, the Moga combination fails 
to render claim 18 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 17 obvious.  
See id.  Claim 18 further recites “each electronic game control module in electronic 
communication with the communication link of its corresponding confinement 
structure,” and the Moga combination fails to disclose the “communication link of 
its corresponding confinement structure” for the reasons explained above in 
connection with claim 1.  See id. 

Compl. Br. at 118-19. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures 
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication 
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct 
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   
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For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 17 or 18 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

As noted above, the flexible printed circuit in the MOGA is not “comprised” in any of the 

identified confinement structures.  Hence, the MOGA combination fails to disclose “each of the 

pair of confinement structures comprising a communication link.”  See CX-0182C (Singhose 

RWS) at Q/A 114.  

Moreover, the administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone discloses that each control 

module is a separate and distinct structure from the pair of confinement structures. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 17 or 18 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

f. Claims 19-20 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of dependent claims 19–20 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q231–33; RX-
59C.A, Q231–32; RPBr.147–48.  Gamevice only contests whether MOGA in view 
of iPhone discloses two elements; (1) a retention mechanism that secures MOGA’s 
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bridge to a control module and (2) a void.  CPBr.116; CX-182C, Q143–46.  
Gamevice’s arguments are inconsistent with its domestic industry contentions, and 
the ’393 patent, and disregard Dr. Cameron’s testimony.   

First, Gamevice argues that the grooves in the top and bottom cover of 
MOGA’s control modules (retention mechanism) do not secure the bridge to the 
control modules because they only facilitate lateral movement.  CPBr.116; CX-
182C, Q143.  Gamevice disregards Dr. Cameron’s testimony and MOGA’s 
disclosure.  As Dr. Cameron testified, the grooves in MOGA’s control modules 
contain lips at the end, which work with four protrusions on each corner of 
MOGA’s structural bridge (on each side of the bridge) to act as a fail-safe 
mechanical stop and prevent the bridge from being removed from the control 
modules.  RX-59C, Q232; RX-59C.A, Q232.  Dr. Singhose testified that MOGA’s 
attachment boss and some “end stops” are what “securely” couples MOGA’s bridge 
to its control modules.  Tr. 897:9–16, 914:8–12.  Dr. Singhose, therefore, agrees 
that the interaction between a protrusion (here four protrusions in the corners of 
each side of MOGA’s structural bridge) and end stops (here the end of the grooves 
identified as MOGA’s retention mechanism) secures the bridge to the control 
modules.   

Further, Gamevice’s argument that MOGA’s retention mechanism does not 
secure the bridge to the control modules because it is secured through other means 
conflicts with its domestic industry analysis, where it acknowledges that the DI 
products’ alleged retention mechanism is not the only component that secures the 
purported bridge to the control modules, yet argues still satisfy the securing 
limitation.  CPBr.116; CX-182C, Q143; CX-1C, Q1121, 1318.  

Second, MOGA discloses a void for the same reasons discussed for claim 8 
above.  RX-59C, Q193, 232.  Further, the second void, not contested by Dr. 
Singhose, is in the mid-section of the bridge.  RX-59C, Q193, 232; RX-59C.A, 
Q193; CPBr.116; CX-182C, Q144. 

Gamevice does not dispute that MOGA and iPhone disclose each remaining 
limitation of claim 19.  CPBr.116.  For the reasons discussed above for claim 1, 
MOGA and iPhone disclose each remaining, undisputed limitation of claim 19.  
RX-59C, Q231–33; RX-59C.A, Q231–32.  Gamevice does not raise any 
independent argument rebutting that MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of 
claim 20.  For the reasons discussed above for claim 19 and claim 1, MOGA and 
iPhone disclose each undisputed limitation of claim 20.  RX-59C, Q231–33.  For 
claim 20, MOGA’s control modules are adjacent the top and bottom sides of iPhone 
and are in pressing contact with iPhone.  RX-59C, Q185, 192, 195, 232; RX-468C.  

Resps. Br. at 153-54. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 
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The evidence showed that claim 19 is valid over the Moga combination.  
First, the Moga combination fails to disclose the “retention mechanism” limitation.  
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 143.  Nintendo and Dr. Cameron 
appear to argue that protrusions on the inner portions of the bottom covers of the 
Moga disclose this limitation, but the evidence showed that those protrusions do 
not secure Moga’s bridge to a control module.  See id.  Second, the Moga 
combination fails to disclose the “void” limitation for the same reasons explained 
above for claim 8.  See id. at Q/A 144.  Claim 19 further requires the void to be in 
the mid-section, but the “holes” identified by Nintendo for this limitation are not in 
the mid-section of Moga’s bridge.  See id.  Claim 20 depends from claim 19, so the 
Moga combination fails to render claim 20 obvious for the same reasons it cannot 
render claim 19 obvious, as explained above.  See id. at Q/A 146. 

Compl. Br. at 119. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures 
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication 
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct 
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
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the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 19 or 20 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

Regarding claim 19, Gamevice argues that the MOGA combination fails to disclose the 

“retention mechanism” limitation.  Compl. Br. at 118.  As an initial matter, the administrative 

law judge has determined that the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and the 

relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.”  The corresponding 

structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 

262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 that is responsive to 

a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 

patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 

and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the 

control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, 

ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.    

Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 19 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 153-54. 
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The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 19 or 20 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

g. Claims 21-22 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of dependent claims 21–22 when 
considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q234–38.  
Gamevice only contests one limitation: whether MOGA discloses a fastening latch 
and retention member that restrain the bridge to the control modules.  CPBr.117; 
CX-182C, Q147–49.  Gamevice’s argument ignores both Dr. Cameron’s testimony 
and the disclosure of MOGA. 

Gamevice only disputes whether the interaction of MOGA’s S.M.R.T. lock 
feature (fastening latch, undisputed) and grooves in MOGA’s bridge (retention 
member, undisputed) secure MOGA’s bridge to the control modules.  CPBr.117; 
CX-182C, Q148.  As Dr. Cameron testified, the S.M.R.T. lock interacts with the 
retention member of the bridge to lock it into place.  RX-59C, Q237; RX-59C.A, 
Q237; RX-847C; RX-1459.  Engaging the S.M.R.T. lock restrains the bridge to the 
control module, so that the bridge is unable to move.  RX-59C, Q237; RX-1459; 
RX-847.2 (“To prevent your MOGA ACE POWER from sliding open when there 
is no device installed, simply close it and slide the S.M.R.T. LOCK switch to 
LOCK”).  Dr. Singhose testified that when the lock is in the “release” position, the 
bridge can move.  Tr. 899:4–900:15.  Dr. Singhose also agreed that when the lock 
is engaged, it sets the bridge at a certain extension, where the bridge cannot move 
or be pulled out of the control module.  Tr. 899:4–901:14; RDX-620 (showing 
fastening latch, RPX-6).  Dr. Singhose gives no reasoning to support how locking 
the bridge in a single position to the control module does not restrain it to the control 
module.  CPBr.117; CX-182C, Q148.   

Dr. Singhose further argues that the S.M.R.T. lock cannot restrain the bridge 
to the control module because the bridge is already secured by another component.  
CX-182C, Q148.  Dr. Singhose’s analysis conflicts with his domestic industry 
analysis, where he argues the DI products’ alleged fastening latch and retention 
member do not need to be the only components that restrain the bridge to the control 
modules.  CX-1C, Q880.  Nothing in the ’393 patent requires that the fastening 
latch and retention member be the only components that restrain the structural 
bridge to the control modules.  Id.  If MOGA does not disclose this limitation, none 
of the DI products meet this limitation.   

Gamevice does not dispute that MOGA and iPhone disclose each remaining 
limitation of claim 21.  CPBr.117.  For the reasons discussed above for claim 1, 
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MOGA and iPhone disclose each remaining, undisputed limitation of claim 21.  
RX-59C, Q234–38.  Gamevice does not raise any independent argument rebutting 
that MOGA and iPhone disclose all limitations of claim 22.  CPBr.117; CX-182C, 
Q149.  For the reasons discussed above for claim 21 and claim 1, MOGA and 
iPhone disclose each limitation of claim 22.  RX-59C, Q185, 195, 202, 238.  

Resps. Br. at 154-55. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 21 is valid over the Moga combination.  
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 145.  The Moga combination fails to 
disclose the “fastening latch” and “retention member” limitations in claim 21.  See 
id. at Q/A 147-48.  Nintendo identifies the S.M.R.T. lock feature in the Moga as 
disclosing this limitation, but fails to explain how that feature “restrains the 
structural bridge to a control module,” as claimed.  See id. at Q/A 148.  The 
S.M.R.T. lock feature locks the Moga bridge at a certain length, but it does not 
restrain the structural bridge to a control module.  See id.; Singhose Tr. 899:4-
901:11.  Claim 22 depends from claim 21, so the Moga combination fails to render 
claim 22 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 21 obvious, as 
explained above. 

Compl. Br. at 119. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

MOGA Ace Power (“MOGA”) (RPX-0081; RPX-0006; PRX-0018; RPX-
0001; RPX-0082) is a game controller for iPhones that was designed to removably 
clamp to an iPhone using a spring and lock mechanism to grip the phone.  See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 141.  MOGA was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015 
and thus qualifies as prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See id.; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 158-167; RX-0908C (receipt for sale of MOGA); RX-0897 
(review of MOGA); RX-0909 (review of MOGA).  However, MOGA fails to 
disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
111-116.  For example, MOGA fails to teach the use of confinement structures 
interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device, communication 
links, separate and distinct game control modules, separate and distinct 
confinement structures, and a passageway.  Id.  (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

The Apple iPhone 5 (“iPhone”) (RPX-0033; RPX-0035) is a smart phone 
device that was publicly available prior to February 2, 2015, and thus qualifies as 
prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)(1).  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 141; RX-0059C 
(Cameron WS) at Q/A 168-173; JX-0013 (Bateman Decl.).  Nintendo relies upon 
the iPhone for use as a computing device in combination with other prior art.  Id.   
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* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337   

Staff Br. at 89, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 21 or 22 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

Regarding claim 21, Gamevice argues that the MOGA combination fails to disclose the 

“fastening latch” and “retention member” limitations.  Compl. Br. at 119.  As an initial matter, 

no party argued for the construction of “fastening latch,” see JX-0014, and the administrative law 

judge has determined that (1) the term “retention member” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant 

function is “interacting with the fastening latch, the interaction of the fastening latch with the 

retention member restraining the structural bridge to a control module of the pair of control 

modules, and the pair of control modules to the computing device”; and (3) the corresponding 

structure is “a cylindrical post or column, including the recesses, depicted in Figure 14, at the 

interface between the confinement boss and the retention member.”   
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Nintendo only performed an analysis of whether claim 21 is invalid when construed 

according to Gamevice’s construction.  See Resps. Br. at 154-55. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of MOGA and iPhone renders claims 21 or 22 of the 

’393 patent obvious. 

5. Obviousness – Schoenith in View of Kessler 

U.S. Patent No. 9,539,507 (“Schoenith”) was filed on July 11, 2014 and published on 

January 15, 2015.  RX-0115 (Schoenith).  As discussed above with respect to anticipation, 

Kessler was published on May 30, 2013, and therefore qualifies as prior art to the ’393 patent.  

See RX-0116 (Kessler).   

a. Claims 1-4 and 6-7 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of claim 1 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q336–46.  Gamevice argues 
that Schoenith in view of Kessler fails to disclose five elements: (1) claim 1b a pair 
of confinement structures; (2) claim 1d a communication link; (3) claim 1e a rigid 
structural bridge; (4) claim 1f a passageway; and (5) claim 1l a pair of confinement 
structures separate and distinct from the structural bridge.  CPBr.122–25.  
Gamevice’s arguments are directly contradicted by the Schoenith and Kessler’s 
disclosure, the knowledge of a POSA, the PTAB’s findings, or are only directed at 
a single reference instead of Nintendo’s proposed combination.  RX-59C, Q336–
46; RX-115; RX-116.   

First, Gamevice argues that Schoenith’s raised walls (identified by Dr. 
Cameron as the recited confinement structures) do not disclose a pair of 
confinement structures (claim 1b) because they are part of a single cradle structure.  
CPBr.122–23; CX-182C, Q223.  Gamevice is improperly importing a limitation 
because there is no requirement that the pair of confinement structures be separate 
and distinct from each other or that components must be separate and distinct to 
constitute a pair, as confirmed by the PTAB.  RX-1732.14–15.  Gamevice continues 
its argument that Schoenith’s raised walls do not disclose the pair of confinement 
structures because they interact with the computing device on four sides (claim 1c).  
CPBr.122–23; CX-182C, Q227.  This argument ignores Schoenith’s disclosure (the 
exact disclosure the PTAB relied on) that the raised walls may be on less than four 
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sides of the computing device.  RX-115, 6:51–62, 9:66–10:3; RX-1731.12–13; RX-
59C, Q338.  Schoenith, therefore, discloses a pair of confinement structures.  RX-
59C, Q338. 

Second, Gamevice argues that Schoenith does not disclose a pair of 
confinement structures comprising a communication link (claim 1d) because 
Schoenith teaches that its preferred embodiment uses Bluetooth.  CPBr.123; CX-
182C, Q225–26.  Schoenith does not disclaim using any other communication 
method and states that a wired connection is possible.  RX-59C, Q340, 346; RX-
115, 7:34–48.  Gamevice improperly limits the prior art to a preferred embodiment 
and ignores the holding of the PTAB, which found that Schoenith discloses a 
communication link.  RX-1731.12; RX-115, 1:6–62, 6:1–62, 7:34–48. 

Third, Gamevice argues that Schoenith fails to disclose a rigid structural 
bridge (claim 1e) because Schoenith’s cradle has a large opening, which could 
render the cradle flexible.  CPBr.123; CX-182C, Q230–31.  This argument ignores 
Nintendo’s proposed combination that would utilize Kessler’s adjustable bridge, 
which is made of rigid sheet steel.  RX-59C, Q147, 341; RX-116 ¶¶ 20, 89.  
Gamevice does not dispute that Kessler’s telescoping bridge is a rigid structural 
bridge and has waived that argument.  

Fourth, Gamevice argues that Schoenith in combination with Kessler fails 
to disclose a passageway (claim 1f) because Schoenith’s cradle does not have space 
that accommodates or holds a communication wire.  CPBr.124; CX-182C, Q235–
38.  This argument ignores Nintendo’s proposed combination that would utilize 
Kessler’s adjustable bridge, which contains a passageway.  RX-59C, Q341, 346; 
RX-116 ¶¶ 26–27.  Gamevice does not dispute that Kessler discloses a passageway 
and has waived that argument. 

Fifth, Gamevice argues that Schoenith fails to disclose a pair of confinement 
structures that are separate and distinct from the structural bridge (claim 1l) because 
Schoenith’s raised walls are part of a unitary cradle.  CPBr.125; CX-182C, Q240.  
Gamevice’s argument ignores Nintendo’s proposed combination that would utilize 
Kessler’s adjustable bridge and Schoenith’s raised walls.  RX-59C, Q341, 346.  A 
POSA would be motivated to incorporate Kessler’s bridge into Schoenith’s 
controller, retaining Schoenith’s raised walls to keep the computing device secure.  
RX-59C, Q116–18, 136–38, 147, 327. 

Gamevice does not contest that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler 
discloses the remaining limitations of claim 1.  CPBr.122–25; RPBr.156–57.  Claim 
1pre: The input device of Schoenith and Kessler, used with a computing device, 
discloses a combination.  RX-59C, Q336–37.  Claim 1a: Schoenith discloses that 
its controller is compatible with a computing device.  RX-59C, Q337, 346; RX-
115, 4:32–39.  Claim 1g: Kessler discloses that its control modules are electrically 
connected by a connection means that passes through the interior of its structural 
bridge.  RX-59C, Q341, 346; RX-116 ¶¶ 26–27.  Claim 1h: Schoenith discloses a 
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pair of control modules.  RX-59C, Q345–46; RX-115.12.  Claim 1i: Each control 
module of Schoenith is secured to and interacts with Schoenith’s raised walls.  RX-
59C, Q345–46; RX-115.6, 12.  Claim 1j: A POSA would understand that 
Schoenith’s control modules are in electronic communication with each 
communication link, so they can communicate with each other and the computing 
device.  RX-59C, Q345–46.  Claim 1k: Schoenith’s control modules are detachable, 
i.e., separate and distinct from its raised walls.  RX-59C, Q339, 346; RX-115.6. 

* * * 

Gamevice does not contest that Schoenith and Kessler disclose claims 2–4 
and 6–7, but instead solely relies on its arguments concerning claim 1.  CPBr.125; 
CX-182C, Q241.  The combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claims 2–4 
and 6–7 obvious.  RX-59C, Q347–51; RPBr.157.  Schoenith and Kessler render 
claim 2 obvious because Kessler’s rigid structural bridge supports a computing 
device, which contains electronics.  RX-59C, Q347; RX-116.34.  Schoenith and 
Kessler render claim 3 obvious because Schoenith’s computing device comprises a 
back with an internal surface and external surface that cooperates with at least two 
opposing sides of the computing device.  RX-59C, Q337, 348; RX-115.6.  
Schoenith and Kessler render claim 4 obvious because Kessler’s rigid structural 
bridge cooperates with the back of a computing device.  RX-59C, Q349; RX-
116.34.  Schoenith and Kessler render claim 6 obvious because Schoenith’s control 
modules pass signals through their communication links and through a wired 
connection to the computing device, where the signals control images on the display 
screen.  RX-59C, Q337, 350; RX-115, 4:32–39, 7:34–48.  Schoenith and Kessler 
render claim 7 obvious because computing devices contain communication 
modules that are supported by Kessler’s rigid structural bridge.  RX-59C, Q351; 
RX-116.34. 

Resps. Br. at 168-71. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 1 is valid over the Schoenith combination.  
See id. at Q/A 221.  First, the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a pair of 
confinement structures” because both Schoenith and Kessler fail to disclose this 
limitation.  See id. at Q/A 222-23.  Schoenith fails to disclose this limitation because 
the left and right sides of the raised walls, what Nintendo identified as the 
confinement structures, are part of a single cradle structure, and therefore, fail to 
satisfy the “pair of” limitation.  See id.; CDX-0003C.0012.  The cradle also fails to 
meet the requirement that the “pair of confinement structures” must interact with 
not more than three sides of a computing device because it interacts with all four 
sides of a computing device.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 223, 227.  Kessler also fails to 
disclose the “confinement structures” limitation because the gripping studs do not 
comprise any communication links for the same reasons explained above for 
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PhoneJoy.  See id. at Q/A 224; CDX-0003C.0013. 

Second, the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a pair of confinement 
structures comprising a communication link, each of the communication links 
configured for electronic communication with the computing device.”  See id. at 
Q/A 225.  A POSITA would not attempt to add a communication link in the cradle 
because Schoenith expressly teaches that its preferred embodiment uses Bluetooth 
connectivity.  See id. at Q/A 225.  Also, a POSITA would not add Lightning 
connectors to the cradle because one of the connectors would have nothing to 
communicate with.  See id. at Q/A 226.  Similarly, adding Michael’s audio jack to 
the Schoenith combination fails to remedy this deficiency because both the audio 
jack and the Lightning connector would have to be provided on the same side, given 
the configuration of an iPhone.  See id. at Q/A 227-28. 

Third, the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a rigid structural bridge” 
limitation because Schoenith teaches that it has a large opening in the middle with 
very slim top and bottom edges, which could render the cradle flexible, depending 
on the material used.  See id. at Q/A 230.  Schoenith also teaches using “polymeric 
and elastomeric materials” for the cradles, which are not rigid materials when used 
in slim sections.  See id.  Furthermore, Schoenith’s cradle is not “disposed between 
and secured to the pair of confinement structures” because the cradle is a unitary 
structure, so it cannot be disposed between purported confinement structures 
because it is the “confinement structures” under Nintendo’s argument.  See id. 233-
234. 

Nintendo instead argues that a POSITA would have combined the raised 
side walls of Schoenith’s cradle with Kessler’s telescoping bridge.  See id. at Q/A 
231.  The evidence showed that a POSITA would not combine Schoenith with 
Kessler in this manner because the resulting device would be unsatisfactory for its 
intended purpose.  See id. at Q/A 216.  For example, combining an adjustable 
structural bridge with detachable game control modules would make the 
connections between the cradle, the game control modules, and the computing 
device unstable, reducing the device’s ability to hold a computing device in place.  
See id.  Furthermore, when a user pulls the controllers apart to open the Kessler 
device, the controllers would disengage, rendering the device unusable for its 
intended purpose.  See id.  Also, Nintendo appears to have removed the springs 
from Kessler in its proposed combination, but doing so would destroy the principle 
of operation of Kessler.  See id.  Kessler relies on the tension in the bridge to clamp 
a computing device between two controllers.  See id.  Therefore, removing the 
springs would remove Kessler’s ability to hold a computing device. See id. 

Fourth, the Schoenith combination fails to disclose the “passageway” 
limitation because Schoenith’s cradle does not have any space that accommodates 
or holds a communication wire, as required by the parties’ constructions for the 
term.  See id. at Q/A 235-36.  A POSITA would not add a wire to the cradle, given 
that Schoenith expressly indicates preference for Bluetooth connectivity.  See id.  
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Also, any statement indicating that Schoenith may have a wired connection is not 
sufficiently enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice this limitation.  
See id. at Q/A 237. 

A POSITA would not have combined Schoenith and Kessler to arrive at the 
“passageway” limitation because doing so would destroy the principles of operation 
of Schoenith and Kessler.  See id. at Q/A 238-39.  Schoenith is a modular device, 
in which its cradle is completely separate from the controllers, so adding a ribbon 
cable that runs from one controller to another, as in Kessler, would effectively 
connect the controllers and the structural bridge in a permanent manner, destroying 
Schoenith’s modularity.  See id. Also, adding a communication wire between 
Schoenith’s controllers would contravene Schoenith’s preferred embodiment that 
uses Bluetooth connectivity.  See id. 

Fifth, the Schoenith combination fails to disclose that the “pair of 
confinement structures are separate and distinct from the structural bridge, forming 
no structural portion of the structural bridge.”  See id. 240.  As explained above, 
the raised side walls are part of the unitary cradle, which Nintendo identified as the 
structural bridge.  See id.  Therefore, Nintendo’s purported confinement structures 
are not separate and distinct from the structural bridge because they form structural 
portion of the cradle.  See id.  The Schoenith combination fails to render other 
limitations in claim 1 that recite “confinement structure,” “communication link,” 
“rigid structural bridge,” and “passageway” for the reasons explained above.  
Furthermore, the Schoenith combination fails to render dependent claims 2-4 and 
6-7 obvious because it fails to render claim 1 obvious.  See id. at Q/A 241. 

Compl. Br. at 127-29. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Kessler describes a handheld apparatus for communicating control signals to an 
information processing device, such as a phone, as shown below. . . .   

* * * 

. . .  Kessler, however, fails to satisfy various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Kessler fails to teach the use of 
confinement structures and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

. . . Schoenith discloses a controller for hand-held smart devices, as shown in the 
figure below.  Id.    

* * * 
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. . . Schoenith, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Schoenith fails to teach the 
use of confinement structures, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. 
(Singhose testimony cited therein). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 88, 89-90, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders independent claim 1 of the ’393 

patent obvious.  Nintendo has also shown by clear and convincing evidence that the combination 

of Schoenith and Kessler renders dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious. 

The administrative law judge finds that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to combine the disclosures of Schoenith and Kessler.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) 

at Q/A 327.  A skilled artisan would be motivated to substitute Kessler’s adjustable bridge for 

Schoenith’s non-adjustable cradle to have a single-controller that is compatible with different-

sized computing devices.  See id.; RX-1741 at 7-9. 
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Gamevice argues that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a pair of confinement 

structures” because both Schoenith and Kessler fail to disclose this limitation.  See Compl. Br. at 

127.  However, Schoenith discloses a game controller having a cradle with raised walls for 

securely holding a smart device along its perimeter.  Indeed, as taught by Schoenith the cradle is 

used with “gaming controls” that connect to opposite sides of the cradle.  RX-0015 (Schoenith) 

at col. 5, lns. 45-47, col. 6, lns. 1-14, col. 7, lns. 14-29, Fig. 3.  The cradle has “a depression 

portion, one or more slots, and one or more raised walls . . . [with] dimensions to accommodate a 

specific smart device so that the smart device fits snugly and can be securely placed in the 

depression portion, against the one or more raised walls, or a combination thereof, without being 

able to change location within the cradle.”  Id. at col. 6, lns. 30-43.  Importantly, Schoenith 

teaches that the raised wall may be “on the cradle’s right side, left side, front side, back side, 

and/or a combination thereof” so as to “provide support along the whole perimeter of the smart 

device or along certain parts of the perimeter of the smart device.”  Id. at col. 6, lns. 48-58.  

Those disclosures by Schoenith that the raised walls may extend along the right and left sides of 

the smart device’s perimeter and may accommodate different-sized smart devices satisfies the 

claim 1 limitation of a “pair of confinement structures . . . adjacent at least two opposing sides of 

the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the computing device.” 

Gamevice further argues that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a pair of 

confinement structures comprising a communication link, each of the communication links 

configured for electronic communication with the computing device.”  See Compl. Br. at 127.  

However, Schoenith discloses a pair of game control modules which are connected to a smart 

phone through a communication link so as to improve the experience of playing video games on 

the smart phone.  Schoenith recites: 
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The controller may include at least one power connector to provide a wired 
connection between the smart device and the controller in the right side panel, left 
side panel, the cradle, or a combination thereof. The at least one power connector 
may be any connector typically utilized to connect a smart device to a host device, 
such as a 30-pin dock connector or Apple Lightning® connector. 

RX-0015 (Schoenith) at col.7, lns. 42-48.  One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that 

Schoenith’s raised walls can each comprise a communication link. 

 Gamevice further argues that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose “a rigid 

structural bridge” limitation because Schoenith teaches that it has a large opening in the middle 

with very slim top and bottom edges, which could render the cradle flexible, depending on the 

material used.  See Compl. Br. at 127-28.  However, the Schoenith combination would utilize 

Kessler’s adjustable bridge, which is made of rigid sheet steel.  RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at 

Q/A 147, 341; RX-0116 (Kessler), ¶ 89.    

Gamevice further argues that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose the 

“passageway” limitation because Schoenith’s cradle does not have any space that accommodates 

a communication wire.  See Compl. Br. at 128.  However, Kessler’s structural bridge discloses “a 

space that accommodates a communication wire.”  Kessler discloses that its control modules are 

“electrically connected by an electrical connection means” that “is preferably arranged to pass 

through the interior of the extension mechanism.”  RX-0116 (Kessler), ¶¶ 26-27.  In the 

combination, Kessler’s structural bridge provides a space for the ribbon cables that connect 

Schoenith’s wired connection.  The passageway also “promotes electrical communication” 

because it uses Kessler’s structural bridge “as a form of conduit for the electrical connection 

means” that “not only provides some protection for said electrical connection means [], but also 

saves space.”  Id. 
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Gamevice further argues that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose that the “pair of 

confinement structures are separate and distinct from the structural bridge, forming no structural 

portion of the structural bridge.”  See Compl. Br. at 129.  However, Kessler’s structural bridge is 

separate and distinct from the other components disclosed in Kessler, just as Schoenith’s control 

modules are detachable from its cradle.  See RX-0116 (Kessler) at Fig. 10; RX-0015 (Schoenith) 

at Fig. 3.  A person of ordinary skill in the art considering the disclosure of both Schoenith and 

Kessler would bring in this design choice of modularity to the combination of Schoenith and 

Kessler.  Kessler’s structural bridge would, therefore, be separate and distinct from Schoenith’s 

confinement structures. 

Gamevice does not specifically argue any of the remaining limitations of claim 1, and 

any of the limitations of dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7.  See Compl. Br. at 129.  Moreover, 

Schoenith and Kessler render claim 2 obvious because Kessler’s rigid structural bridge supports 

a computing device, which contains electronics.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 347; 

RX-0116 (Kessler) at FIG. 12.  Schoenith and Kessler render claim 3 obvious because 

Schoenith’s computing device comprises a back with an internal surface and external surface that 

cooperates with at least two opposing sides of the computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron 

DWS) at Q/A 337, 348; RX-0115 (Schoenith) at FIG. 3.  Schoenith and Kessler render claim 4 

obvious because Kessler’s rigid structural bridge cooperates with the back of a computing 

device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 349; RX-0116 (Kessler) at FIG. 12.  Schoenith 

and Kessler render claim 6 obvious because Schoenith’s control modules pass signals through 

their communication links and through a wired connection to the computing device, where the 

signals control images on the display screen.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 337, 350; 

RX-0115 (Schoenith) at col. 4, lns. 32-39, col. 7, lns. 34-48.  Schoenith and Kessler render claim 
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7 obvious because computing devices contain communication modules that are supported by 

Kessler’s rigid structural bridge.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 351; RX-0116 

(Kessler) at FIG. 12. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claims 1-4 and 6-7 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

b. Claim 8 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of claim 8 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q352–54; RPBr.157–58.  
Gamevice only contests one element: whether Schoenith and Kessler disclose a 
void (claim 8d).  CPBr.125–26; CX-182C, Q242–47.  Gamevice’s argument is not 
supported by the specification of the ’393 patent and conflicts with its domestic 
industry analysis.   

Gamevice first argues that Kessler does not depict a void because the 
description for the certain figures in Kessler only state that it is a figure with the 
metal cover plates of Kessler’s bridge removed.  CPBr.125; CX-182C, Q243.  A 
POSA would understand that Kessler discloses a void in its bridge when the top 
and bottom metal plates are removed.  RX-59C, Q342–43; RX-116 ¶¶ 88–89.  
Kessler discloses that its bridge is made of molded plastics with a sheet metal cover 
plate.  RX-116 ¶¶ 88–89.  Dr. Cameron testified that it is difficult to make a thick 
piece of plastic via injection molding, so it is common to add voids for easier 
manufacturing.  Tr. 758:23–759:18.  A POSA would recognize that the molded 
plastic bridge of Kessler contains voids.  RX-59C, Q342–43; RX-116.36–38.   

Gamevice next argues that Kessler does not disclose a void because any 
void in the plastic portion of Kessler’s bridge would be covered by Kessler’s metal 
plates.  CPBr.125–26; CX-182C, Q244.  Gamevice’s argument conflicts with its 
domestic industry of analysis where the cover plates on the Razer Kishi’s bridge 
cover the alleged void.  CPBr.100.  The Kishi’s cover plates support the ribbon 
cable and make the bridge more foldable for storage, similar to the metal plates of 
Kessler and, therefore, are integral portions of the Kishi’s bridge.  RX-1824C, 
Q1012–13, 1025–30; CPBr.125–26.  If Kessler does not disclose a void, the Kishi 
cannot disclose a void.  

Finally, Gamevice argues that a POSA would not be motivated to add a void 
to Kessler’s bridge because it would (1) increase production cost, (2) reduce the 
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strength of the cover plate, and (3) expose the flexible printed circuit.  CPBr.126; 
CX-182C, Q246–47.  Gamevice does not dispute that Schoenith discloses a void.  
CPBr.126; RX-115, 6:51–62.  Further, Dr. Singhose acknowledged that a POSA 
would not be prevented from making a modification if the positive attributes (e.g., 
providing heat dissipation) outweigh the negative attributes (minor increase in cost 
or a slight reduction in strength).  Tr. 851:10–15; RX-59C, Q137, 342–44.  Adding 
a void to Kessler’s bridge, as taught in Schoenith, would not expose the ribbon 
cable because the ribbon cable in Kessler’s bridge does not run through the entire 
width of the bridge.  RX-59C, Q344.  A POSA, therefore, would be motivated to 
incorporate Schoenith’s teachings of a void into Kessler’s bridge to assist with heat 
dissipation and to allow access to functionalities on the back of the computing 
device.  RX-59C, Q137, 342–44, 354; RX-115, 6:51–62.   

Gamevice does not contest that Schoenith in view of Kessler discloses the 
remaining limitations of claim 8.  CPBr.125–26; RPBr.157–58.  Claim 8pre: 
Schoenith and Kessler’s input device, used with the disclosed computing device, is 
a combination.  RX-59C, Q336–37.  Claim 8a: Kessler discloses an adjustable 
bridge with first and second ends associated with Schoenith’s control modules.  
RX-59C, Q341, 353; RX-116.34.  Claim 8b: Kessler’s bridge is configured for 
adaptation because it expands and contracts to accommodate the length of the 
computing device.  RX-59C, Q341, 353; RX-59C.A, Q353; RX-116 ¶ 20.  Claim 
8c: Schoenith discloses a computing device that has a length greater than its width.  
RX-59C, Q337, 353; RX-115.6.    

Resps. Br. at 171-73. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 8 is valid over the Schoenith combination.  
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 242.  The Schoenith combination fails 
to disclose the “void” limitation in claim 8 because figure 16 of Kessler, which 
Nintendo points to for this limitation, is a picture of a solid metal plate without a 
void.  See id. at Q/A 243.  Figure 18, another figure Nintendo points to for this 
limitation, does not disclose any void because the specification description for this 
figure states that it is a picture of Kessler’s telescoping bridge without its metal 
plate covers.  See id. at Q/A 243.  Even if figure 18 is assumed to disclose a void, 
that void would be covered by a metal cover plate, and therefore, does not satisfy 
the claimed void.  See id.  Nintendo concedes this point.  See RPreHB at 158.  
Nintendo argues that this argument is inconsistent with Gamevice’s technical 
domestic industry analysis for the Kishi because the voids in the Kishi are covered 
by plates.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 244.  Nintendo is wrong because the plates 
covering the voids in the Kishi’s structural bridge are not part of the structural 
bridge because they do not perform the functions of the structural bridge, as 
explained above in the DI analysis of the Kishi.  See id.  On the other hand, the 
metal plates covering Kessler’s telescoping bridge are integral components of the 
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bridge, and therefore, any holes covered by those metal plates do not satisfy the 
void limitation.  See id.  Also, the opening in Schoenith’s cradle fails to disclose 
the claimed void because if the cradle is the pair of confinement structures, as 
Nintendo alleges, then the opening belongs to the confinement structures, not the 
structural bridge.  See id. at Q/A 245. 

A POSITA would not add a void to Kessler’s structural bridge because 
doing so would reduce the strength of the cover plate 96 and increase the production 
cost of cutting a void in the metal sheet.  See id. at Q/A 246.  Also, a POSITA would 
not have had a reasonable expectation of success of adding a void to Kessler’s 
telescoping bridge because doing so would expose the flexible printed circuit to a 
mechanically active environment, increasing the risk of damage, malfunction, 
contamination, and hazards to the user.  See id. at Q/A 246-47. 

Compl. Br. at 129-30. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Kessler describes a handheld apparatus for communicating control signals to an 
information processing device, such as a phone, as shown below. . . .   

* * * 

. . .  Kessler, however, fails to satisfy various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Kessler fails to teach the use of 
confinement structures and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

. . . Schoenith discloses a controller for hand-held smart devices, as shown in the 
figure below.  Id.    

* * * 

. . . Schoenith, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Schoenith fails to teach the 
use of confinement structures, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. 
(Singhose testimony cited therein. 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
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Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 88, 89-90, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders independent claim 8 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus 

that connects other components.” 

Claim 8 recites, in part, “the structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between 

the first end of the structural bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having 

right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the 

structural bridge.”  Nintendo contends that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand that 

Kessler discloses a void in its bridge when the top and bottom metal plates are removed.  See  

Resps. Br. at 172.  However, Nintendo has not shown that Kessler’s bridge contains a void.  See 

CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 243.  Dr. Cameron refers to element 86 in Kessler as a void.  

See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 343.  However, the element labeled as 86 in figures 13, 

14, and 16 cited by Dr. Cameron is a “slide section” of the telescoping bridge.  See RX-0115 

(Kessler), ¶ 86.  
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Nintendo further argues that one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to 

incorporate Schoenith’s teachings of a void into Kessler’s bridge to assist with heat dissipation 

and to allow access to functionalities on the back of the computing device.  See Resps. Br. at 

172-73.  However, introducing this void into Kessler’s structural bridge would reduce the 

strength of the cover plate 96 and increase the production cost of cutting a void in the metal 

sheet.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 246-47.  Moreover, Kessler discloses that the 

telescoping bridge comprises a flexible circuit 114 that spans from one controller to another.  See 

RX-0115 (Kessler), ¶¶ 93-97.  Creating a void in the middle of the telescoping bridge would 

expose this wire to a mechanically active environment, increasing the risk of damage, 

malfunction, contamination, and hazards to the user.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 

246-47. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claim 8 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

c. Claim 12 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of claim 12 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q356–60; RPBr.158–59.  
Gamevice does not dispute that Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of 
claim 12.  They only argue that a POSA would not be motivated to incorporate 
Kessler’s bridge into Schoenith’s controller.  CPBr.126–27; CX-182C, Q248–53.  
Specific to claim 12, Gamevice argues that a POSA would not be motivated to add 
Kessler’s spring members to Schoenith’s controller because (1) Schoenith’s cradle 
already has a shape to fit a computing device, (2) adding springs would make the 
connection between the cradle and side panels of Schoenith unstable, and (3) the 
modification would destroy Schoenith’s modularity.  CPBr.126–27; CX-182C, 
Q248–53.  Gamevice’s arguments are contrary to the motivation of a POSA, as also 
already found by the PTAB, and ignore Nintendo’s proposed combination.  First, a 
POSA would be motivated to combine Schoenith and Kessler so that Schoenith’s 
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controller could accommodate computing devices of different sizes, confirmed by 
the PTAB.  Cameron Tr. 728:9–732:10; RX-59C, Q327; RX-1741.7–9.  Second, 
Nintendo’s proposed combination does not include Schoenith’s entire cradle, but 
instead includes the raised walls of Schoenith’s cradle and Kessler’s adjustable 
bridge.  RX-59C, Q327, 336.  Gamevice and Dr. Singhose do not provide any 
support for their conclusory position that the combination would make the 
connection in Schoenith less secure.  CPBr.126–27; CX-182C, Q251.  The use of 
Schoenith’s raised walls to confine the computing device and the tension applied 
by Kessler’s spring members would render the controller and the computing device 
secure.  RX-59C, Q327, 336.  Further, Kessler’s adjustable bridge would be secured 
to Schoenith’s raised walls for added stability.  RX-59C, Q327, 336.  Third, a POSA 
would be motivated to incorporate Kessler’s adjustable bridge into Schoenith’s 
controller because the positive attributes of the modification would outweigh the 
negative attributes of the modification, as stated above.  Singhose Tr. 851:10–15; 
RX-59C, Q148, 327, 336, 340–41, 345. 

Gamevice does not dispute that Schoenith and Kessler disclose each 
limitation of claim 12.  CPBr.126–27; CX-182C, Q248–53.  Claim 12pre: 
Schoenith and Kessler’s input device, when used with a computing device, is a 
combination.  Claim 12a: Schoenith discloses control modules on each side of its 
controller.  RX-59C, Q345, 357; RX-115.6.  Claim 12b: Schoenith discloses that 
each control module includes buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad.  RX-59C, Q345, 357; 
RX-115.6.  Claim 12c: Kessler discloses coil springs (restraint with spring member) 
that are attached to its control modules.  RX-116.34–37, ¶ 99.  A POSA would be 
motivated to make this same connection to keep Kessler’s bridge in tension with 
Schoenith’s control modules.  RX-59C, Q302, 327, 341, 345, 357.  Claim 12d: 
Kessler’s adjustable bridge is interposed between Schoenith’s control modules.  
RX-59C, Q327, 341, 345, 357.  Claim 12e, f: Kessler’s bridge is next to and 
touching Schoenith’s control modules.  RX-59C, Q327, 341, 345, 357.  Claim 12g: 
The primary section of Kessler’s adjustable bridge contains a cylindrical 
component (retention mechanism with a boss).  RX-59C, Q375; RX-116 ¶ 99.  
Claim 12h: Kessler’s coil springs interact with the boss on its structural bridge to 
secure the bridge to Schoenith’s control modules.  RX-59C, Q302, 357; RX-116 
¶ 99.  

Resps. Br. at 173-74. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 12 is valid over the Schoenith combination.  
See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 248.  Nintendo does not dispute that 
the combination fails to disclose the “restraint” and “retention mechanism” 
limitations.  See id. at Q/A 249.  Instead, Nintendo argues that a POSITA would 
add Kessler’s springs between Schoenith’s controllers and cradle to “keep the 
computing device secure in the controller during gameplay.”  See id.  As an initial 
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matter, the springs 162 in Kessler are not used to “couple” the structural bridge to 
a control module because it is only used to bias the primary sections of the 
telescoping bridge to alternate between the open and closed configurations, as 
explained above for the PhoneJoy combination.  See id. at Q/A 188. 

Moreover, Nintendo’s obviousness argument based on the Schoenith 
combination is flawed for several reasons.  First, a POSITA would not make the 
proposed combination because Schoenith already achieved this alleged motivation 
through the cradle that has the shape and dimensions of a computing device.  See 
id. at Q/A 250.  Also, the proposed combination would render Schoenith 
unsatisfactory for its intended purpose because adding springs between Schoenith’s 
cradle and side panels would make the connection between the cradle and the side 
panels unstable, negatively affecting user experience during gameplay.  See id. at 
Q/A 251; Singhose Tr. 913:5-16.  Also, making Nintendo’s suggested modification 
would destroy Schoenith’s modular principle of operation because Kessler’s 
springs would connect the cradle and the side panels.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 252.  
Similarly, Nintendo argues that a POSITA would add Kessler’s “cylindrical 
component” to Schoenith to satisfy the retention mechanism limitation, but a 
POSITA would not combine Schoenith and Kessler for the reasons explained 
above.  See id. at Q/A 253.  Furthermore, the evidence showed that Schoenith lists 
Kessler in the “References Cited” section of the patent, demonstrating that the 
inventor of Schoenith was aware of Kessler and its telescoping bridge 
configuration, but decided against adopting it.  See RX-115.3; Cameron Tr. 730:11-
731:4. 

Compl. Br. at 131-32. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Kessler describes a handheld apparatus for communicating control signals to an 
information processing device, such as a phone, as shown below. . . .   

* * * 

. . .  Kessler, however, fails to satisfy various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Kessler fails to teach the use of 
confinement structures and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

. . . Schoenith discloses a controller for hand-held smart devices, as shown in the 
figure below.  Id.    

* * * 

. . . Schoenith, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
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patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Schoenith fails to teach the 
use of confinement structures, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. 
(Singhose testimony cited therein. 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 88, 89-90, 92-93. 

 The administrative law judge finds that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to combine the disclosures of Schoenith and Kessler. 

Gamevice argues that one of ordinary skill in the art would not make the proposed 

combination because Schoenith already achieved this alleged motivation through the cradle that 

has the shape and dimensions of a computing device.  See Compl. Br. at 131.  However,  

Schoenith and Kessler are both designed to hold a smart phone or tablet in place and provide 

external control modules for use in gaming.   See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 327.  A 

skilled artisan would have been motivated to improve Schoenith’s bridge design with the 

structural bridge from Kessler which is a more robust adjustable design in that it can 

accommodate different size smart devices.  See id.; RX-1741 at 7-9. 
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Gamevice further argues that adding springs between Schoenith’s cradle and side panels 

would make the connection between the cradle and the side panels unstable, negatively affecting 

user experience during gameplay.  See Compl. Br. at 131.  However, the use of Schoenith’s 

raised walls to confine the computing device and the tension applied by Kessler’s spring 

members would render the controller and the computing device secure.  See RX-0059C 

(Cameron DWS) at Q/A 327, 336. 

Gamevice further argues that the combination would destroy Schoenith’s modular 

principle of operation because Kessler’s springs would connect the cradle and the side panels.  

See Compl. Br. at 131.  However, one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to 

incorporate Kessler’s adjustable bridge into Schoenith’s controller because the positive attributes 

of the modification would outweigh the negative attributes of the modification.  Singhose Tr. 

851; RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 327, 341. 

Gamevice does not specifically argue any of the remaining limitations of claim 12.  See 

Compl. Br. at 131.  Moreover, Schoenith and Kessler’s input device, when used with a 

computing device, is a combination.  Schoenith discloses control modules on each side of its 

controller, and that each control module includes buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad.  See RX-0059C 

(Cameron DWS) at Q/A 345, 357; RX-0115 (Schoenith) at FIG. 6.  Kessler discloses coil springs 

(restraint with spring member) that are attached to its control modules.  See RX-0116 (Kessler), 

¶ 99.  One of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to make this same connection to keep 

Kessler’s bridge in tension with Schoenith’s control modules, where Kessler’s adjustable bridge 

is interposed between Schoenith’s control modules, see id. at Q/A 327, 341, 345, 357.  Kessler’s 

bridge is next to and touching Schoenith’s control modules.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at 

Q/A 302, 327, 341, 345, 357.   
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The administrative law judge has determined that the term “retention mechanism” is 

subject to § 112(f), and the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to the control 

modules.”  Moreover, the corresponding structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as 

shown in Figure 14, using a confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts 

with a retention member 266 that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 

to the pair of control modules 252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the 

mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an 

adjustment structure 432 to adaptively secure the control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 

(JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents 

thereof.    

Nintendo contends that the primary section of Kessler’s adjustable bridge contains a 

cylindrical component, which corresponds to the claimed retention mechanism with a boss.  See 

Resps. Br. at 174.  However, Nintendo only performed the analysis according to Gamevice’s 

construction.  See id. at 173-74.  Nintendo has not shown that Kessler’s cylindrical component 

discloses the mechanical arrangement of Figure 14 or that of Figures 27 and 29, which are 

required under the claim construction adopted herein.  Hence, Nintendo has not shown that 

Kessler discloses a corresponding structure of the claimed “retention mechanism.”   

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claim 12 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

d. Claims 17-18 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of claims 16–18 when 
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considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q361–65; RX-
59C.A, Q363; RPBr.159–60.  Gamevice does not contest that Schoenith and 
Kessler disclose all limitations of claim 16.  CPBr.126; CX-182C, Q254.  Claim 
16pre: Schoenith and Kessler’s input device, when used with the disclosed 
computing device, is a combination.  RX-59C, Q336–37.  Claim 16a: Schoenith 
discloses control modules and confinement structures, and Kessler discloses a 
structural bridge.  Kessler’s coil springs (retention mechanism) secure Schoenith’s 
control modules to Kessler’s bridge.  RX-59C, Q338, 341, 354, 363, 366–67; RX-
116 ¶ 99.  Claim 16b: Schoenith’s computing device provides a CPU and plurality 
of sides.  RX-59C, Q337, 363.  Claim 16c: The sides of the computing device 
cooperate with the electronic display screen.  RX-59C, Q337, 363.  Claim 16d: 
Schoenith’s control modules control movement of a virtual object displayed on the 
computing device.  RX-59C, Q337, 350, 363.  Claim 16e: Schoenith’s computing 
device provides an electronic game.  RX-59C, Q337, 350, 363; RX-115, 2:60–3:5.  
Claim 16f: Schoenith’s control modules are accommodated by the controller.  RX-
59C, Q345, 363. 

Gamevice only contests that Schoenith and Kessler do not render claims 
17–18 obvious for the same reasons as claim 1.  CPBr.127; CX-182C, Q254–56.  
For the reasons discussed above for claim 1 Schoenith and Kessler disclose all 
limitations that Gamevice disputes, as well as all undisputed limitations of claim 1 
and limitations dependent claims 17 ad 18.  RX-59C, Q336–45, 364.  For claim 17, 
Schoenith’s raised walls are in pressing contact with the top and bottom of the 
computing device due to the tension provided by Kessler’s structural bridge and 
spring members.  RX-59C, Q327, 338, 341, 364; RX-59C.A, Q364.  For claim 18, 
Schoenith’s control modules include buttons, joy sticks, and a d-pad that are 
adjacent to the top and bottom sides of the computing device, and control 
movement of a virtual object on the computing device’s display screen.  RX-59C, 
Q337, 345, 350, 365; RX-115, 2:60–3:5.  

Resps. Br. at 175. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 17 is valid over the Schoenith combination.  
See CX-0182C at Q/A 254.  Many of the limitations in claim 17 overlap with the 
limitations in claim 1, such as “confinement structures,” “communication links,” 
“rigid structural bridge,” and “passageway.”  Therefore, the Schoenith combination 
fails to render claim 17 obvious for the same reasons provided above for claim 1.  
See id. at Q/A 255. 

Claim 18 depends from claim 17, and therefore, the Schoenith combination 
fails to render claim 18 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 17 
obvious.  See id. at Q/A 256.  Claim 18 further recites “each electronic game control 
module in electronic communication with the communication link of its 
corresponding confinement structure,” and the Schoenith combination fails to 
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disclose the “communication link of its corresponding confinement structure” for 
the reasons explained above in connection with claim 1.  See id. 

Compl. Br. at 132. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Kessler describes a handheld apparatus for communicating control signals to an 
information processing device, such as a phone, as shown below. . . .   

* * * 

. . .  Kessler, however, fails to satisfy various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Kessler fails to teach the use of 
confinement structures and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

. . . Schoenith discloses a controller for hand-held smart devices, as shown in the 
figure below.  Id.    

* * * 

. . . Schoenith, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Schoenith fails to teach the 
use of confinement structures, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. 
(Singhose testimony cited therein. 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   
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Staff Br. at 88, 89-90, 92-93. 

Gamevice argues that the Schoenith combination fails to render claims 17 and 18 obvious 

for the same reasons provided above for claim 1.  See Compl. Br. at 132.  However, as noted 

above, the Schoenith combination renders claim 1 obvious. 

Moreover, the Schoenith combination renders claim 17 obvious because Schoenith’s 

raised walls are in pressing contact with the top and bottom of the computing device due to the 

tension provided by Kessler’s structural bridge and spring members.  See RX-0059C (Cameron 

DWS) at Q/A 327, 338, 341, 364.   

Regarding claim 18, as ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) 

the term “second means for controlling movement of the virtual object displayed on said 

electronic display” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of 

a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3) 

there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite. 

Nintendo argues that under Gamevice’s proposed construction of claim 18, it would be 

obvious.  See Resps. Br. at 175.  Indeed, under that proposal, which was not adopted herein, the 

term “second means for controlling movement of the virtual object displayed on said electronic 

display” is construed so that the second means refers to a pair of control modules providing a 

plurality of instructional input devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers, switches), where 

each of the pair of control modules is in electronic communication with the communication link 

of its corresponding confinement structure and is configured for electronic communication with 

the central processing unit, where the instructional input devices in conjunction with the central 

processing unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen.  

Then, Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing evidence that the Schoenith combination 
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renders claim 18 obvious because Schoenith’s control modules include buttons, joy sticks, and a 

d-pad that are adjacent to the top and bottom sides of the computing device, and control 

movement of a virtual object on the computing device’s display screen.  See RX-0059C 

(Cameron DWS) at Q/A 337, 345, 350, 365; RX-0115 (Schoenith) at col. 2, ln. 60 – col. 3, ln. 5. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claim 17 of the ‘393 patent 

obvious.   

e. Claims 19-20 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Schoenith and Kessler disclose all limitations of dependent claims 19–20 
when considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q366–68; 
RPBr.160.  Gamevice only contests whether Schoenith in view of Kessler discloses 
a void, relying on its arguments for claim 8.  CPBr.127–28.  For the reasons 
explained above, Schoenith in view of Kessler discloses a void or it would be 
obvious to a POSA to add a void.  RX-59C, Q137, 342–44, 354; RX-115, 6:51–62.   

Gamevice mistakenly argues that Nintendo points to the cylindrical 
component from Kessler as disclosing the retention mechanism.  CPBr.127–28; 
CX-182C, Q258.  This is incorrect.  Dr. Cameron clearly identifies the spring of 
Kessler as the retention mechanism, which connects Kessler’s control modules and 
bridge.  RX-116 ¶¶ 99–100; RX-59C, Q367.  A POSA would be motivated to 
include this spring attachment in the combination of Schoenith and Kessler.  RX-
59C, Q327, 363, 367; RX-116.34.  For the reasons discussed above for claim 1, 
Schoenith and Kessler disclose each remaining, undisputed limitation of claim 19.  
Gamevice does not raise any independent argument rebutting that Schoenith and 
Kessler disclose all limitations of claim 20.  CPBr.128; CX-182C, Q259.  For the 
reasons discussed above for claim 19 and claim 1, Schoenith and Kessler disclose 
each undisputed limitation of claim 20.  For claim 20, Schoenith’s control modules 
are adjacent the top and bottom sides of the computing device and are in pressing 
contact with the computing device due to the tension of Kessler’s bridge.  RX-59C, 
Q327, 341, 345, 367.  

Resps. Br. at 176. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 19 is valid over the Schoenith combination.  
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See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 257.  First, the Schoenith combination 
fails to disclose the “retention mechanism” limitation.  See id. at Q/A 258.  
Nintendo does not dispute that the Schoenith combination fails to disclose this 
limitation.  Instead, Nintendo argues that a POSITA would combine the “cylindrical 
component” in Kessler and Schoenith to arrive at this limitation.  See id. at Q/A 
258.  But this “cylindrical component” is provided on the structural bridge, not on 
the electronic game control module, as the claim requires, and therefore, fails to 
disclose the retention mechanism recited in claim 19.  See id.  Second, the Schoenith 
combination fails to disclose the “void” limitation for the reasons explained above 
for claim 8.  Moreover, Nintendo’s purported “retention mechanism” from Kessler 
does not “secure” the telescoping bridge to a control module because the springs 
162 and the “cylindrical component” are only involved in allowing the Kessler 
controller to alternate between its open and closed configurations, as explained 
above for the PhoneJoy combination.  See id. at Q/A 188. 

The evidence showed that claim 20 depends from claim 19, so the Schoenith 
combination fails to render claim 20 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render 
claim 19 obvious, as explained above.  See id. at Q/A 259.  Claim 20 also requires 
“a communication link,” which Schoenith or Kessler fails to disclose, as explained 
above for claim 1. 

Compl. Br. at 132-33. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Kessler describes a handheld apparatus for communicating control signals to an 
information processing device, such as a phone, as shown below. . . .   

* * * 

. . .  Kessler, however, fails to satisfy various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Kessler fails to teach the use of 
confinement structures and a passageway.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein).  

* * * 

. . . Schoenith discloses a controller for hand-held smart devices, as shown in the 
figure below.  Id.    

* * * 

. . . Schoenith, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 122-128.  For example, Schoenith fails to teach the 
use of confinement structures, a rigid structural bridge, and a passageway.  Id. 
(Singhose testimony cited therein. 
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* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 88, 89-90, 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claims 19 or 20 of the ’393 

patent obvious. 

Claim 19 recites, in part, “a retention mechanism communicating with the structural 

bridge, and wherein the retention mechanism secures the structural bridge to the first of the pair 

of control modules.”  As ruled above, the term “retention mechanism” is subject to § 112(f), and 

the relevant function is “securing the structural bridge to the control modules.”  Moreover, the 

corresponding structures are: (1) the mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 14, using a 

confinement boss 262 having a fastening detent 264 that interacts with a retention member 266 

that is responsive to a catch 268 to secure the structural bridge 258 to the pair of control modules 

252 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Fig. 14; col. 8, lns. 38-49); (2) the mechanical arrangement, as 

shown in Figures 27 and 29, using a boss 430 interacting with an adjustment structure 432 to 
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adaptively secure the control module 402 to a structural bridge 422 (JX-0001 (’393 patent) at 

Figs. 27 and 29; col. 11, ln. 58 – col. 12, ln. 39); and (3) equivalents thereof.    

Nintendo contends that the primary section of Kessler’s adjustable bridge contains a 

cylindrical component, which corresponds to the claimed retention mechanism with a boss.  See 

Resps. Br. at 174.  However, Nintendo has not shown that Kessler’s cylindrical component 

discloses the mechanical arrangement of Figure 14 or that of Figures 27 and 29.  Hence, 

Nintendo has not shown that Kessler discloses a corresponding structure of the claimed 

“retention mechanism.”   

Claim 19 further recites, in part, “the structural bridge provides a void in the mid-section 

of the structural bridge, the void having right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side 

communicating with a material of the structural bridge.”  As ruled above, Nintendo has not 

shown that Kessler’s bridge contains a void.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 243.  

Moreover, Nintendo has not shown that one of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to 

incorporate Schoenith’s teachings of a void into Kessler’s bridge.  See CX-0182C (Singhose 

RWS) at Q/A 246-47.  Kessler discourages creating a void in the structural bridge because doing 

so would reduce the strength and rigidity of the cover plate 96 and increase the cost of 

production of cutting a void in the metal sheet. Kessler specifically teaches that the metal cover 

plate 96 is preferably made with sheet metal, such as sheet steel due to its “high strength” and 

relatively low cost.  See RX-0116 (Kessler), ¶ 89. 

Claim 20 depends on claim 19.  As Nintendo has not shown that the combination of 

Schoenith and Kessler renders claim 19 obvious, Nintendo has also failed to show that the 

combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claim 20 obvious.   
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Regarding claim 20, as ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) 

the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object displayed on said 

electronic display” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of 

a virtual object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3) 

there is no corresponding structure, rendering claims 16, 18, 20 and 22 indefinite. 

However, if the term “second means for controlling a movement of a virtual object 

displayed on said electronic display” is construed according to Gamevice’s construction, where 

the second means refers to a pair of control modules providing a plurality of instructional input 

devices (e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers, switches), where each of the pair of control 

modules is in electronic communication with the communication link of its corresponding 

confinement structure and is configured for electronic communication with the central 

processing unit, where the instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing 

unit control movement of the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then 

Nintendo has shown that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler discloses a communication 

link facilitating communication between the pair of control modules and the central processing 

unit, each of the pair of control modules providing instructional input devices, wherein said 

instructional input devices are adjacent each of the at least two opposing sides of the computing 

device.  Schoenith’s control modules are adjacent the top and bottom sides of the computing 

device and are in pressing contact with the computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) 

at Q/A 327, 341, 345, 367.   

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the combination of Schoenith and Kessler renders claims 19 or 20 of 

the ’393 patent obvious. 
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6. Obviousness – Willner in View of Park 

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2001/0045938 (“Willner”) was published on November 29, 

2001.  RX-0112 (Willner).  Korean Patent Publication No. KR 10-2011-0116892 (“Park”) was 

published on October 26, 2011.  RX-0134 (Park).  Willner and Park both qualify as prior art to 

the ’393 patent. 

a. Claims 1-4 and 6-7 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Willner and Park disclose all limitations of claim 1 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q382–92; RDX-1.72–78.  
Gamevice argues that Willner and Park fail to disclose four elements: (1) claim 1b 
a pair of confinement structures; (2) claim 1e a rigid structural bridge; (3) claim 1f 
a passageway; and (4) claim 1k control modules that are separate and distinct from 
each confinement structure.  CPBr.128–30.  Gamevice’s arguments ignore the 
disclosure of Willner and Park, disregard Dr. Cameron’s analysis, and import a 
requirement that is not supported by any disclosure in the ’393 patent.   

First, Gamevice argues that Willner’s connectors do not interact with the 
computing device and therefore do not disclose a pair of confinement structures 
(claim 1b).  CPRBr.128; CX-182C, Q280–81.  But Gamevice’s ignores a number 
of elements that Dr. Cameron identified as confinement structures, including the 
left and right side walls of Willner’s adaptor.  RX-59C, Q384.  Gamevice does not 
meaningfully dispute that Willner’s sidewalls and their corresponding 
connectors—which collectively constitute the confinement structures as identified 
by Dr. Cameron—are adjacent to and confine opposite sides of the computing 
device, and interact with the computing device.  RX-59C, Q382, 384, 392; RX-112 
¶ 50; CPBr.128; CX-182C, Q280.  Willner’s sidewalls and corresponding 
connectors disclose the recited confinement structures that interact with the 
computing device as recited in claim 1b. 

Second, Gamevice argues that Park’s bridge is not rigid (claim 1e) because 
it is telescoping.  CPBr.128–29; CX-182C, Q283–85.  Gamevice’s argument is 
inconsistent with the ’393 patent and contradicted by the PTAB, which held that 
the combination of Willner and Park rendered obvious claims 9 and 10 of the ’119 
patent that recite a rigid structural bridge.  RX-1732.22; RX-219, 10:56–59; JX-1, 
9:8–15, 11:51–57, 15:51–54.  Dr. Cameron identified Park’s structural bridge, 
comprising panels 30 and 40, as satisfying this limitation.  RX-59C, Q387, 391–92.  
A POSA would understand that Park’s structural bridge is rigid because it supports 
the computing device.  A POSA would understand that the material of the bridge 
can render it rigid regardless of whether the bridge is telescoping.  RX-59C, Q147, 
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387, 392; RX-134 ¶¶ 13, 40.  Dr. Singhose’s argument that a telescoping structure 
cannot be rigid is inconsistent with the disclosure in the ’393 patent.  Tr. 887:13–
15.  The only use of “rigid” in the ’393 patent pertains to the material used to make 
the structural bridge, which is wholly unrelated to Dr. Singhose’s argument.  JX-1, 
9:8–15, 11:51–57, 15:51–54; Tr. 887:13–15.  Park’s bridge is rigid, as understood 
by a POSA. 

Third, Gamevice argues that Park fails to disclose a passageway (claim 1f) 
because it does not disclose a wire inside its telescoping bridge.  CPBr.129; CX-
182C, Q286.  Park clearly discloses that its electrical connecting cable connects the 
first and second control modules and that it “extends along a certain portion of the 
inside of the bridge.”  RX-134 ¶ 36; RX-59C, Q387, 392.  The PTAB relied on this 
exact disclosure to hold that Park disclosed a conduit that physically protected the 
communication wire.  RX-1732.19–20.  Park discloses a passageway. 

Fourth, Gamevice argues that Willner does not disclose separate and 
distinct control modules (claim 1k) because the connectors are blended into the 
control module.  CPBr.129–30; CX-182C, Q288–89.  Gamevice ignores Dr. 
Cameron’s testimony that Willner’s sidewalls of adaptor 212, which include 
connecting portions 214 and 216, disclose the confinement structures while 
Willner’s control modules 102 and 104, which include connectors 178 and 180, 
disclose the pair of control modules.  RX-112 ¶¶ 50–51; RX-59C, Q384–85, 390.  
Willner describes how control modules 102 and 104 are separate and distinct from 
adaptor 210, which Gamevice also admitted when it notes Willner’s modularity.  
RX-59C, Q385, 392; RX-112 ¶¶ 50–51; Cameron Tr. 713:21–714:8; CPBr.129.  
Willner’s control modules are, therefore, separate and distinct from the sidewalls 
of its adaptor. 

Gamevice does not contest that the combination of Willner and Park 
discloses the remaining limitations of claim 1.  RPBr.162–63; RX-59C, Q382–92.  
Claim 1pre: The input device of Willner and Park, used with a computing device, 
is a combination.  RX-59C, Q382–83.  Claim 1a: Park discloses that its controller 
is compatible with a computing device.  RX-59C, Q383, 392; RX-134 ¶ 1.  Claim 
1c: Willner discloses that its sidewalls confine the computing device on at least two 
but not more than three sides of the computing device.  RX-59C, Q384, 392; RX-
112.7; RX-1732.15–16 (PTAB final written decision).  Claim 1d: Willner discloses 
that its controller communicates with the computing device through a hard wire 
connection via connectors 214’ and 216’ of its sidewalls.  RX-59C, Q386, 392; RX-
112 ¶¶ 50–51.  Claim 1g: A POSA would understand that Park’s passageway would 
facilitate the electrical communication between the connectors of Willner’s 
sidewalls.  RX-59C, Q387, 392; RX-134 ¶ 36.  Claim 1h: Willner discloses a pair 
of control modules.  RX-59C, Q390, 392; RX-112.7.  Claim 1i: Willner discloses 
that each control module is secured to and interacts with Willner’s sidewalls via 
connectors 214’, 216’, 178, and 180.  RX-59C, Q390, 392; RX-112 ¶¶ 50–51.  
Claim 1j: Willner’s control modules are in electronic communication with each 
connector, communicating with each other and the computing device.  RX-59C, 
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Q390, 392.  Claim 1l: Park’s structural bridge is separate and distinct from Park’s 
other components; Willner’s sidewalls would be separate and distinct from Park’s 
structural bridge.  RX-59C, Q387, 392. 

* * * 

Gamevice does not contest that the combination of Willner and Park 
discloses dependent claims 2–4 and 6–7, but instead relies solely on its arguments 
concerning claim 1.  CPBr.130; CX-182C, Q290.  The combination of Willner and 
Park renders obvious claims 2–4 and 6–7.  RX-59C, Q393–97.  Willner and Park 
render claim 2 obvious because Park’s rigid structural bridge supports the 
computing device, where the computing device contains electronics.  RX-59C, 
Q393; RX-134 ¶ 40.  Willner and Park render claim 3 obvious because Park’s 
computing device comprises a back with an internal surface and external surface 
that cooperates with at least two opposing sides.  RX-59C, Q383, 394; RX-134.12.  
Willner and Park render claim 4 obvious because Park’s rigid structural bridge 
cooperates with the back of the computing device.  RX-59C, Q395; RX-134.12.  
Willner and Park render claim 6 obvious because Willner’s control modules 
generate signals representing game control codes that are converted into a format 
understood by a computing device and control movement of objects on the display 
screen.  RX-59C, Q383, 396; RX-112 ¶¶ 47–49.  Willner and Park render claim 7 
obvious because Park’s structural bridge supports communication modules within 
a computing device.  RX-59C, Q383, 397; RX-134 ¶ 40. 

Resps. Br. at 157-60. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 1 is valid over the Willner combination.  
See id. at Q/A 279.  First, the Willner combination fails to disclose “a pair of 
confinement structures.”  The connecting portions in Willner fail to satisfy this 
limitation because they only interact with the adaptor and do not interact with the 
computing device, as the claim requires.  See id. at Q/A 280; CDX-0003C.0014.  
The computing device slides into the adaptor and never interacts with the 
connecting portions.  Also, Nintendo failed to show that the connecting portions 
satisfy the parties’ constructions of the term in this investigation, which is why 
Nintendo cannot rely on the PTAB’s decision in the ’119 IPR.  See CX-0182C at 
Q/A 281.  Moreover, to the extent Nintendo is relying on the side portions of the 
adaptor, Nintendo failed to explain why or how a POSITA would cut off portions 
of the adaptor that are molded into one integrated piece (allegedly with wires in 
them, according to Nintendo) and add them to Park’s bridge structure. 

Second, the Willner combination fails to disclose “a rigid structural bridge.”  
See id. at Q/A 283.  Nothing in Willner discloses that the adaptor is rigid.  See id.  
Also, the bridge disclosed in Park is a telescoping bridge with two panels, rendering 
it non-rigid.  See id. at Q/A 285; CDX-0003C.0015.  A POSITA would not have 
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modified Willner’s non-adjustable adaptor with Park’s telescoping bridge to 
accommodate computing devices of different sizes.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 284.  
Willner already addressed the alleged motivation because it relies on modularity, 
in which the adaptor can be replaced with another one of a different size to 
accommodate computing devices of different sizes.  See id. at Q/A 272.  Also, 
combining Willner and Park would render both devices unsatisfactory for their 
intended purpose because Willner requires the adaptor to communicate with the 
computing device but Nintendo’s combination does not have any adaptor or any 
component that performs a similar functionality.  See id. at Q/A 273.  Modifying 
Willner or Park to make this combination work would require significantly 
changing the principle of operation of Willner or Park.  See id. at Q/A 274.  Also, 
Nintendo’s combination of Willner and Park would not sufficiently secure the 
computing device in place because it is missing the cradle portion of Willner’s 
adaptor and Park’s cushioning pad or connecting assembly that are required to 
achieve that function.  See id. 

Third, the Willner combination fails to disclose the “passageway” 
limitation.  See id. at Q/A 283.  Nintendo does not dispute that the Willner 
combination fails to disclose this limitation.  See id.  Instead, Nintendo argues that 
a POSITA would have combined Willner and Park to arrive at this limitation, but a 
POSITA would not have done so for the reasons explained above.  See id.  
Furthermore, the Willner combination fails to disclose any passageway under the 
parties’ construction of “passageway.”  See id.  The parties’ constructions require 
the passageway to accommodate or hold a communication wire, but neither Willner 
nor Park discloses any communication wire in the purported structural bridge.  See 
id. at Q/A 285.  Indeed, a POSITA would not put a communication wire in Park’s 
telescoping bridge because the communication wire would get caught between the 
panels of the telescoping bridge. See id. at Q/A 286-87. 

Fourth, the Willner combination fails to disclose that “each electronic game 
control module is a separate and distinct structure from each of their corresponding 
confinement structures, forming no structural portion of their corresponding 
confinement structures.”  See id. at Q/A 289.  The connecting portions of Willner 
are not separate and distinct from the housing (i.e., Willner’s electronic game 
control modules) because the figures in Willner show that the connecting portions 
blend into and form structural portion of the housing (i.e., electronic game control 
modules).  See id.; CDX-0003C.0016.  Moreover, Park does not disclose that its 
bridge is separate and distinct from the control modules, so Nintendo failed to 
establish that this limitation is disclosed in Park by clear and convincing evidence.  
The Willner combination fails to render other limitations in claim 1 that recite 
“confinement structure,” “rigid structural bridge,” and “passageway.”  See CX-
0182C at Q/A 282, 287.  Furthermore, the Willner combination fails to render 
dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious because it fails to render claim 1 obvious.  
See id. at Q/A 290. 

Compl. Br. at 133-35. 
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 The Staff argues, in part: 

Willner discloses a hand grippable combined keyboard and game controller system 
that provides a docking port for coupling to a palm/tablet sized computing device 
as shown below.  Id.   

* * * 

. . . Willner fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent, 
including, for example, confinement structures, interaction with a computing 
device, and a rigid structural bridge. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 128-131. 

* * * 

Park discloses a game controller for a mobile phone device as shown below.  Id.   

* * * 

. . . Park, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 128-131.  For example, Park fails to disclose a “rigid 
structural bridge.”  Id.  Park also fails to disclose a “passageway,” as claimed by 
the ’393 patent.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 90-93. 
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The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Willner and Park renders independent claim 1 of the ’393 

patent obvious.  Nintendo has also shown by clear and convincing evidence that the combination 

of Willner and Park renders dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious. 

The administrative law judge finds that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been 

motivated to combine the disclosures of Willner and Park.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at 

Q/A 378.  A skilled artisan would be motivated to improve Willner’s bridge design with an 

adjustable bridge taught by Park so that the controller could accommodate different-sized 

computing devices.  See id.; RX-1732 at 13. 

Gamevice argues that the Willner combination fails to disclose “a pair of confinement 

structures” because they only interact with the adaptor and do not interact with the computing 

device.  See Compl. Br. at 133.  However, Willner’s sidewalls and their corresponding 

connectors are adjacent to and confine opposite sides of the computing device, and interact with 

the computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 382, 384, 392; RX-0112 

(Willner), ¶ 50. 

Gamevice further argues that the Willner combination fails to disclose “a rigid structural 

bridge.”  See Compl. Br. at 134.  However, Dr. Singhose’s argument that a telescoping structure 

cannot be rigid is inconsistent with the understanding of one of ordinary skill in the art.  See 

CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 283, 285.  Dr. Cameron identified Park’s structural bridge, 

comprising panels 30 and 40, as satisfying this limitation.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at 

Q/A 387, 391-92.  One of ordinary skill in the art would understand that Park’s structural bridge 

is rigid because it supports the computing device, and that the material of the bridge can render it 

rigid regardless of whether the bridge is telescoping.  See id. at Q/A 147, 387, 392.  The 
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administrative law judge notes that the PTAB found that the combination of Willner and Park 

rendered obvious claims 9 and 10 of the ’119 patent that recite a rigid structural bridge.  See 

RX-1732 at 22. 

Gamevice further argues that Park fails to disclose a passageway because it does not 

disclose a wire inside its telescoping bridge.  See Compl. Br. at 134-35.  As ruled above, 

“passageway” is construed to mean “a space that accommodates a communication wire.”  

However, Park teaches that its first and second bodies “are electrically connected by a 

connecting cable” that “extends along a certain portion of the inside of the bridge.”  RX-0134 

(Park), ¶ 8, 13, 36; RX-1732 at 19-20; RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 387, 392. 

Gamevice further argues that Willner does not disclose that “each electronic game control 

module is a separate and distinct structure from each of their corresponding confinement 

structures, forming no structural portion of their corresponding confinement structures.”  See 

Compl. Br. 135.  However, Willner’s control modules are detachable from the sidewalls of its 

adaptor via connectors on each control module, as shown in FIG. 4 of Willner, reproduced 

below. 
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FIG. 4 of RX-0112 (Willner) 

Willner’s sidewalls of adaptor 212, which include connecting portions 214 and 216, 

disclose the confinement structures while Willner’s control modules 102 and 104, which include 

connectors 178 and 180, disclose the pair of control modules.  Hence, Willner’s control modules 

are separate and distinct from the sidewalls of its adaptor.  Moreover, Willner discloses that its 

controller communicates with the computing device through a hard wire connection via 

connectors 214’ and 216’ of its sidewalls.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 386, 392; 

RX-0112 (Willner), ¶¶ 50-51. 

Gamevice does not specifically argue regarding the remaining limitations of claim 1, and 

any of the limitations of dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7.  See Compl. Br. at 133-35.  Moreover, 

Willner and Park render claim 2 obvious because Park’s rigid structural bridge supports the 

computing device, where the computing device contains electronics.  See RX-0059C (Cameron 

DWS) at Q/A 393; RX-0134 (Park), ¶ 40.  Willner and Park render claim 3 obvious because 

Park’s computing device comprises a back with an internal surface and external surface that 
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cooperates with at least two opposing sides.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 383, 394; 

RX-0134 (Park) at FIG. 3.  Willner and Park render claim 4 obvious because Park’s rigid 

structural bridge cooperates with the back of the computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron 

DWS) at Q/A 395; RX-0134 (Park) at FIG. 3.  Willner and Park render claim 6 obvious because 

Willner’s control modules generate signals representing game control codes that are converted 

into a format understood by a computing device and control movement of objects on the display 

screen.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 383, 396; RX-0112 (Willner), ¶¶ 47-49.  

Willner and Park render claim 7 obvious because Park’s structural bridge supports 

communication modules within a computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 

383, 397; RX-0134 (Park), ¶ 40. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Willner and Park renders claims 1-4 and 6-7 of the ’393 patent 

obvious. 

b. Claims 17-18 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Gamevice does not contest that Willner and Park disclose all limitations of 
claims 16–18 when considering Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  
RPBr.164–65; RX-59C, Q401–5; CPBr.131; CX-182C, Q294–97.  Claim 16pre: 
Willner and Park’s input device, when used with the disclosed computing device, 
is a combination.  RX-59C, Q382–83.  Claim 16a: Willner discloses control 
modules and confinement structures, and Park discloses a structural bridge.  RX-
59C, Q384, 387, 403.  Claim 16b: Park’s computing device provides a CPU and 
plurality of sides.  RX-59C, Q383, 403.  Claim 16c: The sides of Park’s computing 
device cooperate with the electronic display screen.  RX-59C, Q383, 403.  Claim 
16d: Willner’s control modules control movement of a virtual object displayed on 
the computing device.  RX-59C, Q396, 403; RX-112 ¶¶ 47–49.  Claim 16e: The 
CPU of Park’s computing device provides an electronic game.  RX-59C, Q383, 
396, 403.  Claim 16f: Willner’s control modules are accommodated by the 
controller.  RX-59C, Q390, 403.   
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Gamevice only argues that Willner and Park do not invalidate claims 17 and 
18 for the same reasons it puts forth for claim 1.  CPBr.131; CX-182C, Q294–97.  
For the reasons discussed above for claim 1, Willner and Park disclose the 
limitations Gamevice disputes, as well as all remaining undisputed limitations of 
Claim 1 and limitations of dependent claims 17 and 18.  For claim 17 Willner’s 
sidewalls are in pressing contact with the top and bottom of Park’s computing 
device.  RX-59C, Q384, 404; RX-112 ¶ 50.  For claim 18, Willner’s control 
modules include buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad adjacent to the top and bottom sides 
of Park’s computing device and control movement of a virtual object on the 
computing device’s display screen.  RX-59C, Q390, 396, 405; RX-112 ¶¶ 47–49. 

Resps. Br. at 160-61. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 17 is valid over the Willner and Park 
combination.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 294.  Many of the 
limitations in claim 17 overlap with the limitations in claim 1, such as “confinement 
structures,” “communication links,” “rigid structural bridge,” and “passageway.”  
Therefore, the Willner combination fails to render claim 17 obvious for the same 
reasons provided above for claim 1.  See id. at Q/A 294-25. 

Claim 18 depends from claim 17, and therefore, the Willner combination 
fails to render claim 18 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 17 
obvious.  Claim 18 further recites “each electronic game control module in 
electronic communication with the communication link of its corresponding 
confinement structure,” and the Willner combination fails to disclose the 
“communication link of its corresponding confinement structure” for the reasons 
explained above in connection with claim 1.  See id. at Q/A 296-97. 

Compl. Br. at 135-36. 

 The Staff argues, in part: 

Willner discloses a hand grippable combined keyboard and game controller system 
that provides a docking port for coupling to a palm/tablet sized computing device 
as shown below.  Id.   

* * * 

. . . Willner fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent, 
including, for example, confinement structures, interaction with a computing 
device, and a rigid structural bridge. See Compl. P.H. Br. at 128-131. 

* * * 
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Park discloses a game controller for a mobile phone device as shown below.  Id.   

* * * 

. . . Park, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 patent.  
See Compl. P.H. Br. at 128-131.  For example, Park fails to disclose a “rigid 
structural bridge.”  Id.  Park also fails to disclose a “passageway,” as claimed by 
the ’393 patent.  Id. (Singhose testimony cited therein). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 90-93. 

Gamevice argues, “Many of the limitations in claim 17 overlap with the limitations in 

claim 1, such as ‘confinement structures,’ ‘communication links,’ ‘rigid structural bridge,’ and 

‘passageway.’”  Compl. Br. at 135.  However, as determined above, the combination of Willner 

and Park renders obvious each of these limitations. 

Gamevice further argues that the combination of Willner and Park fails to render obvious 

“each electronic game control module in electronic communication with the communication link 

of its corresponding confinement structure,” and “communication link of its corresponding 

confinement structure.”  See Compl. Br. at 136.  However, Willner’s control modules are in 
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electronic communication with each connector, communicating with each other and the 

computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 390, 392. 

Gamevice does not specifically argue any of the remaining limitations of dependent 

claims 17 and 18.  See Compl. Br. at 135-36.  Moreover, the Willner combination renders claim 

17 obvious because Willner’s sidewalls are in pressing contact with the top and bottom of Park’s 

computing device.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 384, 404; RX-0112 (Willner), ¶ 50.   

Regarding claim 18, as ruled above, the administrative law judge has determined that (1) 

the term “second means for controlling movement of a virtual object displayed on said electronic 

display” is subject to § 112(f); (2) the relevant function is “controlling a movement of a virtual 

object displayed on said electronic display screen of said computing device”; and (3) there is no 

corresponding structure, rendering claim 18 indefinite.  It is unclear from Nintendo’s limited 

argument, how claim 18 would be rendered obvious in these circumstances.  See Resps. Br. at 

161-62.   

Yet, if the term “second means for controlling movement of the virtual object displayed 

on said electronic display” is construed according to Gamevice’s construction, where the second 

means refers to a pair of control modules providing a plurality of instructional input devices 

(e.g., joysticks, keys, button, triggers, switches), where each of the pair of control modules is in 

electronic communication with the communication link of its corresponding confinement 

structure and is configured for electronic communication with the central processing unit, where 

the instructional input devices in conjunction with the central processing unit control movement 

of the virtual object displayed on the electronic display screen, then Nintendo has shown by clear 

and convincing evidence that the Willner combination renders claim 18 obvious because 

Willner’s control modules include buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad adjacent to the top and bottom 
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sides of Park’s computing device and control movement of a virtual object on the computing 

device’s display screen.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 390, 396, 405; RX-0112 

(Willner), ¶¶ 47-49. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the combination of Willner and Park renders claim 17 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

7. Obviousness – Hirschman 

U.S. Patent Publication No. 2012/0271967 (“Hirschman”) was published on October 25, 

2012.  RX-0114 (Hirschman).  Hirschman thus qualifies as prior art to the ’393 patent. 

a. Claims 1-4 and 6-7 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Hirschman discloses all limitations of claim 1 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q413–23.  Gamevice argues 
that Hirschman fails to disclose three elements: (1) claim 1c a pair confinement 
structures interacting with not more than three sides of the computing device; (2) 
claim 1d a pair of confinement structures comprising a communication link; and 
(3) claim 1f a passageway.  Gamevice’s arguments ignore the clear disclosure of 
Hirschman, disregard Dr. Cameron’s analysis, and disregard the knowledge of a 
POSA.   

First, Gamevice argues that Hirschman’s sidewalls surround all four sides 
of Hirschman’s computing device, and therefore, interact with the computing 
device on more than three sides (claim 1c).  CPBr.131–32; CX-182C, Q311–12.  
Gamevice’s argument ignores Dr. Cameron’s identification of two sidewalls, not 
all four, as parts of the confinement structures.  Gamevice also overlooks that 
Hirschman expressly discloses embodiments where only two sidewalls have 
openings for port groups that facilitate connection to the control modules.  RX-59C, 
Q413, 415, 417; Cameron Tr. 704:19–705:1; RX-114 ¶¶ 52, 56.  Dr. Cameron 
pointed to a combination of two of Hirschman’s sidewalls 282 and their 
corresponding retention ports 260, and communication port 242 as the two 
confinement structures, which each disclose the communication link.  RX-59C, 
Q413, 415, 417; Tr. 704:19–705:1, 749:15–18, 751:24–755:1; RDX-507 
(annotated image of RX-114.6).  A POSA would understand that these identified 
confinement structures can confine the computing device on less than four sides.  
RX-59C, Q415, 417, 423; Cameron Tr. 704:19–705:1; RX-114 ¶¶ 52, 56.   
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Second, Gamevice argues that Hirschman fails to disclose a communication 
link (claim 1d) because Hirschman’s sidewalls only provide holes for 
communication ports to pass through but do not comprise ports themselves.  
CPBr.132; CX-182C, Q313–14.  Gamevice’s argument ignores that Dr. Cameron 
identified a combination of Hirschman’s sidewalls 282 their corresponding 
retention ports 260 and communication port 242, not merely the holes as each 
confinement structure.  RX-59C, Q415–17; Tr. 704:19–705:8, 751:24–755:1; 
RDX-507 (annotated image of RX-114.6); RX-114.6.  Dr. Cameron’s analysis is 
consistent with the components a POSA 
would identify as the communication links 
in Hirschman, considering Gamevice’s 
interpretation of this limitation, and the 
’393 patent’s disclosure, where the 
communication link is not required to be on 
the portion of the confinement structure 
that holds the computing device.  RX-59C, 
Q415–17; JX-1.21–22.  Gamevice 
specifically pointed to signal lands 342 as 
disclosing the communication link, which 
are on the opposite surface of the 
confinement structure that interacts with computing device.  CX-182C, Q468; JX-
1.21–22.  Gamevice’s restriction of Hirschman’s confinement structures to the 
sidewalls, which interact with the computing device, is not consistent with the 
disclosure of the ’393 patent.  

Further, Gamevice argues that Hirschman’s sidewalls do not hold the 
computing device because Hirschman’s circuit board is held by other inserts 220.  
CPBR.132; CX-182C, Q315.  Gamevice’s argument conflicts with its infringement 
contentions, which allege that the rails of the Nintendo Switch console hold what 
Gamevice identifies as the computing device.  CPBr.41–44.  Under this 
interpretation and construction, Hirschman’s sidewalls hold the computing device.  
RX-59C, Q414–15.   

Third, Gamevice argues that Hirschman does not disclose a passageway 
(claim 1f) because Hirschman does not disclose any communication wire.  
CPBR.132; CX-182C, Q317–18; Tr. 909:21–910:6.  Gamevice’s argument 
improperly restricts Hirschman’s disclosure to what is shown in the figures and 
removes any knowledge from a POSA.  RX-59C, Q418.  Hirschman discloses that 
its retention structures 260 may be a conductive material to serve as a conduit of 
electrical power to Hirschman’s circuit board 240 via electrically conductive slots 
244, which meets the passageway limitation (under Gamevice’s construction).  RX-
114 ¶ 56.  A POSA would also understand that most computers include wires used 
for communication, and therefore Hirschman’s console contains wires even if they 
are not specifically referenced in Hirschman.  RX-59C, Q418.  Further, Gamevice’s 
argument conflicts with its infringement analysis, where it identifies a space within 
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the Nintendo Switch console as the alleged passageway even though large portions 
of this space do not, and in fact could not, contain any communication wires.  RX-
1824C, Q462–502; CX-1C, Q442–47; CDX-1C.66–67 (images of CPX-21).  
Considering the knowledge of a POSA, Hirschman discloses a passageway under 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q418.   

Gamevice does not contest that Hirschman discloses the remaining 
limitations of claim 1.  RPBr.166–67; RX-59C, Q413–23.  Claim 1pre: The console 
of Hirschman, used with its control modules, is a combination under Gamevice’s 
interpretation.  RX-59C, Q413.  Claim 1a: Hirschman discloses a computing device 
under Gamevice’s interpretation of this limitation in the form of circuit board 240 
that contains a CPU.  RX-59C, Q414, 423; RX-114 ¶¶ 52, 56.  Claim 1b: Hirschman 
discloses sidewalls 282, including the plurality of connecting ports 260 and 242.  
RX-59C, Q415–17, 423; RX-114.6.  Claim 1e: Hirschman discloses a rigid 
structural bridge under Gamevice’s interpretation in the form of chassis 280.  RX-
59C, Q418, 423; RX-114.6.  Alternatively, Hirschman’s bezel 210 constitutes a 
structural bridge under Gamevice’s construction.  RX-59C, Q419.  Dr. Singhose 
testified that bezel 210 of Hirschman is a physical apparatus that connects 
components.  Tr., 908:10–12, 909:15–20.  Claim 1g: A POSA would recognize that 
the space on Hirschman’s chassis 280 can be used to electrically connect retention 
structures 260 to other components, including the CPU on circuit board 240.  RX-
59C, Q418, 423; RX-114 ¶¶ 57–58.  Claim 1h: Hirschman discloses a pair of 
detachable control modules.  RX-59C, Q421, 423; RX-114.21.  Claim 1i: Each 
control module of Hirschman secures to and interacts with its sidewalls.  RX-59C, 
Q421, 423.  Claim 1j: Hirschman’s control modules are in electronic 
communication with each port group via retention structures 260 connected to 
retention posts 162 of each control module.  RX-59C, Q421, 423; RX-114 ¶¶ 58–
59.  Claim 1k: Hirschman’s control modules are detachable.  RX-59C, Q416, 423; 
RX-114.8.  Claim 1l: Hirschman’s structural bridge is separate and distinct from its 
sidewalls and secured to the console.  RX-59C, Q418, 423. 

* * * 

Gamevice does not contest that Hirschman discloses dependent claims 2–4 
and 6–7, but instead relies solely on its arguments concerning claim 1.  CPBr.132; 
CX-182C, Q319.  Hirschman in view of the knowledge of a POSA renders obvious 
claims 2–4 and 6–7.  RPBr.167; RX-59C, Q424–28.  Hirschman renders claim 2 
obvious because Hirschman’s chassis 280 supports electronics contained on the 
circuit board.  RX-59C, Q424; RX-114 ¶¶ 52, 56.  Hirschman renders claim 3 
obvious because Hirschman’s computing device comprises a back, such as a cover 
that is consistently added to the back of computing devices, with an internal surface 
and external surface that cooperate with at least two opposing sides of the 
computing device.  RX-59C, Q414, 425; RX-114.21.  Claim 4 is obvious because 
Hirschman’s chassis cooperates with the back of the computing device, such as the 
cover discussed for claim 3.  RX-59C, Q426.  Hirschman renders claim 6 obvious 
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under Gamevice’s interpretation because Hirschman’s control modules generate 
signals to control images displayed on the console.  RX-59C, Q414, 427; RX-114 
¶¶ 60, 79.  Hirschman renders claim 7 obvious because its circuit board includes 
communication buses and other equipment.  RX-59C, Q428; RX-114 ¶ 56. 

Resps. Br. at 161-65. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 1 is valid over Hirschman.  See CX-0182C 
at Q/A 310.  As the evidence showed, Nintendo’s invalidity arguments suffer 
several fatal flaws.  First, Hirschman fails to disclose “a pair of confinement 
structures . . . interacting with . . . not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device.”  See id. at Q/A 311.  The side walls in Hirschman, which 
Nintendo identifies as the purported “confinement structures” surround all four 
sides of Hirschman’s computing device, and therefore, fail to satisfy “interacting 
with . . . not more than three sides of the sides of the computing device.”  See id. at 
Q/A 311; CDX-0003C.0018; Cameron Tr. 702:11-703:8.  While Hirschman 
discloses that “port groups” (i.e., connectors on the sidewalls) might be provided 
on fewer sides, it does not disclose that the Hirschman console can have fewer 
sidewalls. See CX-0182C at Q/A 312; CDX-0003C.0019-20. 

Second, Hirschman fails to disclose “each pair of the pair of confinement 
structures comprising a communication link” because the sidewalls only provide 
holes for communication ports to pass through, but do not comprise communication 
ports themselves.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 313.  Moreover, the sidewalls fail to meet 
the parties’ constructions for “confinement structures.”  See id. at Q/A 314.  For 
example, the sidewalls fail to satisfy Gamevice’s construction because Hirschman’s 
computing device (i.e., circuit board) is held together by inserts 220 that go through 
Hirschman’s console top down rather than vertically through the sidewalls.  See id. 
at Q/A 315.  Also, Nintendo’s identification of “confinement structures” in 
Hirschman is inconsistent.  For claim limitation “1d”, Nintendo points to the 
sidewalls, retention structures, and communication ports  as constituting the 
“confinement structures” to try to satisfy the claim requirement that a confinement 
structure must comprise a communication link.  For claim limitation “1l,” 
however,” Nintendo only identifies the sidewalls as the “confinement structures” 
to try to satisfy the claim requirement that the structural bridge must be “separate 
and distinct” and “forming no structural portion” of each confinement structure.  
Nintendo has to resort to this inconsistent position because the retention structures 
and the communication ports are part of the chassis, which Nintendo identified as 
the structural bridge, rendering parts of its purported “confinement structures” 
forming a portion of the structural bridge.  Therefore, even under Nintendo’s own 
mapping, Hirschman fails to disclose either the “confinement structures” or the 
“confinement structures” that are “separate and distinct” from and “forming no 
structural portion of” the structural bridge, or both. 
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Third, Hirschman fails to disclose the “passageway” limitation under the 
parties’ constructions of the term in this investigation.  See id. at Q/A 317.  The 
parties in this investigation proposed to construe the term as a space that 
accommodates or holds a communication wire.  See id.  Hirschman, however, does 
not disclose any communication wire, so it fails to disclose any space for 
accommodating or holding a wire as well.  See id. The evidence showed that a 
POSITA would not understand that a wire must necessarily be present in 
Hirschman’s chassis.  See id. at Q/A 318.  In fact, the evidence showed that a 
POSITA would conclude the opposite because Hirschman is completely silent on 
the use of a wire even though it discloses details of other components, indicating 
that it could have easily described a communication wire, but it chose not to do so.  
See id.  Hirschman fails to disclose other limitations in claim 1 that recite “pair of 
confinement structures,” “communication link,” and “passageway” for the reasons 
explained above.  See id. at Q/A 316.  Furthermore, Hirschman fails to render 
dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious because it fails to render claim 1 obvious.  
See id. at Q/A 319. 

Compl. Br. at 136-38. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Hirschman describes a tablet computer device that can be configured with one 
or more peripheral controllers.  See id.   

* * * 

. . . Hirschman, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 131-135.  For example, Hirschman fails to disclose 
confinement structures and structural bridge limitations.  See id.; RX-0114 
(Hirschman). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
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communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that Hirschman renders independent claim 1 of the ’393 patent obvious.  For the same 

reasons, Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing evidence that Hirschman renders 

dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7 obvious. 

As an initial matter, “confinement structures” has been construed to mean “components 

that hold a computing device.” 

Nintendo contends that Hirschman’s side walls, which Nintendo equates with the claimed 

confinement structures, interact with not more than three sides of the computing device.  See 

Resps. Br. at 161-62.  However, Hirschman’s side walls surround all four sides of Hirschman’s 

computing device, and therefore, fail to satisfy “interacting with . . . not more than three sides of 

the sides of the computing device.”  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 311; Cameron Tr. 

702-703.  Nintendo argues that only two of Hirschman’s side walls have retention ports, see 

Resps. Br. at 162, but Nintendo has not shown that that the Hirschman console can have fewer 

than four sidewalls, see CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 312.   

Moreover, Hirschman’s sidewalls only provide holes for the communication ports 242, 

which are provided on the circuit board 240, as shown in FIG. 3 of Hirschman, reproduced 

below. 
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FIG. 3 of RX-0114 (Hirschman) 

Nintendo further argues that Hirschman discloses a “passageway.”  See  Resps. Br. at 

163-64.  As ruled above, a “passageway” means “a space that accommodates a communication 

wire.”  Hirschman, however, does not disclose any communication wire, and does not disclose a 

space for accommodating such a wire.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 317. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that Hirschman renders claim 1 obvious, or dependent claims 2-4 and 6-7. 

b. Claim 8 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Hirschman discloses all limitations of claim 8 when considering 
Gamevice’s construction and interpretation.  RX-59C, Q429–32.  Gamevice only 
disputes that certain limitations are not found in the two components of Hirschman 
separately identified as structural bridges by Dr. Cameron under Gamevice’s broad 
definition, bezel 210 and chassis 280.  These two structural bridges (under 
Gamevice’s interpretation) are discussed separately below. 

With respect to chassis 280 in Hirschman, Gamevice only argues that this 
bridge fails to disclose one element: a void (claim 8d).  CPBr.133; CX-182C, 
Q320–25.  Gamevice’s arguments disregard the knowledge of a POSA.  As Dr. 
Cameron explained, a POSA would recognize that many electronic devices have 
coverings disposed over the back of them, including Hirschman’s chassis 280, 
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which would cover any void in Hirschman’s chassis.  RX-59C, Q420, 432.  
Alternatively, a POSA would be motivated to add a void to Hirschman’s chassis to 
reduce weight of the device or assist with heat dissipation.  RX-59C, Q137, 420, 
432.  

With respect to Hirschman’s bezel 210, Gamevice argues that the bezel is 
not a structural bridge under its construction.  CPBr.133.  Gamevice’s argument is 
contradicted by Dr. Singhose’s testimony.  Tr. 908:10–12, 909:15–20.  Dr. 
Singhose testified that Hirschman’s bezel 210 is a physical apparatus and that the 
connectors of bezel 210 snap into the holes or indentations in Hirschman’s 
sidewalls 282, connecting these components.  Tr. 906:20–23, 907:18–908:12, 
909:15–20, 910:7–12; RDX-624 (annotation of image RX-114.6).  The sidewalls 
of Hirschman have the exact number of holes corresponding to the number of 
connectors of Hirschman’s bezel.  RX-114.6.  Under Gamevice’s construction, 
Hirschman’s bezel is a structural bridge.  Dr. Singhose also admitted that 
Hirschman’s bezel contains a void with four sides that communicate with material 
of the bezel.  Tr. 908:25–909:9.  Hirschman’s bezel, therefore, discloses a structural 
bridge with a void under Gamevice’s construction.  RX-59C, Q420, 432.   

Gamevice does not contest that Hirschman discloses the remaining 
limitations of claim 8.  RPBr.167–68; RX-59C, Q429–32.  Claim 8pre: Hirschman 
is a combination with its removable game controllers.  RX-59C, Q413.  Claim 8a: 
Hirschman discloses that both its chassis 280 and bezel 210 have a first and second 
end associated with control modules.  RX-59C, Q418–19; RX-114.6.  Claim 8b: 
Both Hirschman’s chassis 280 and bezel 210 are configured for adaptation under 
Gamevice’s construction because they accommodate the length of Hirschman’s 
circuit board 240.  RX-59C, Q418, 431; RX-59C.A, Q418, 431; RX-114.6.  Claim 
8c: Hirschman discloses that circuit board 240 has a length greater than its width.  
RX-59C, Q414, 431, RX-114.6.    

Resps. Br. at 165-66. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 8 is valid over Hirschman.  See CX-0182C 
at Q/A 320.  Hirschman fails to disclose the “void” limitation in claim 8 because 
the chassis does not have any void because nothing in Hirschman indicates that it 
could have a void.  See id. at Q/A 321.  Also, the bezel, which is merely a frame 
for the console, is not a structural bridge under the parties’ proposed constructions.  
See id. at Q/A 322; Singhose Tr. 909:10-14.  It fails to meet Gamevice’s and OUII’s 
constructions because it merely sits on top of Hirschman’s console, and therefore, 
does not connect any components together.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 322.  For the 
same reason, it cannot bear any load of the computing device under Nintendo’s 
construction.  See id. 

As the evidence showed, a POSITA would not add a void to the chassis to 
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reduce the weight of the device or assist with heat dissipation.  See id. at Q/A 324.  
Nothing in Hirschman indicates that a void could be added to the chassis to achieve 
these purported goals.  See id.  Moreover, the evidence showed that a POSITA 
could achieve these alleged goals through more effective ways, such as 
manufacturing the device with light-weight materials or reducing the size of the 
battery to reduce the weight of the device.  See id.  Also, a POSITA would be 
deterred from adding a void to the chassis because doing so could expose the 
components of the computing device to dirt and debris, causing contamination and 
increasing the risk of damage and malfunction.  See id. at Q/A 324.  Also, a POSITA 
would not add a void to the circuit board to connect the circuit board components 
to other components in the console.  See id.  As explained above, Hirschman does 
not disclose any wires, so it does not need any void for the non-existent wires to 
pass through.  See id. 

Compl. Br. at 138-39. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Hirschman describes a tablet computer device that can be configured with one 
or more peripheral controllers.  See id.   

* * * 

. . . Hirschman, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 131-135.  For example, Hirschman fails to disclose 
confinement structures and structural bridge limitations.  See id.; RX-0114 
(Hirschman). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   
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Staff Br. at 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that Hirschman renders independent claim 8 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

As an initial matter, “structural bridge” has been construed to mean “a physical apparatus 

that connects other components.” 

Claim 8 recites, in part, “structural bridge provides a void, the void disposed between the 

first end of the structural bridge and the second end of the structural bridge, the void having 

right, left, upper, and lower sides, each side of the void communicating with a material of the 

structural bridge.”  Nintendo contends that one of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that 

many electronic devices have coverings disposed over the back of them, including Hirschman’s 

chassis 280, which would cover any void in Hirschman’s chassis, or one of ordinary skill in the 

art would be motivated to add a void to Hirschman’s chassis to reduce weight of the device or 

assist with heat dissipation.  See  Resps. Br. at 165.  However, Nintendo has not shown that 

Hirschman’s chassis contains a void.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 324.  Nothing in 

Hirschman indicates that a void could be added to the chassis to reduce the weight of the device 

or assist with heat dissipation.  See id.  Moreover, the evidence showed that one of ordinary skill 

in the art could achieve these goals through more effective ways, such as manufacturing the 

device with light-weight materials or reducing the size of the battery to reduce the weight of the 

device.  See id.  

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that Hirschman renders claim 8 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

c. Claims 17-18 

Nintendo argues, in part: 
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Hirschman discloses all limitations of claims 16–18 under Gamevice’s 
construction and interpretation.  RPBr.169–70; RX-59C, Q436–40.  Gamevice does 
not contest that Hirschman discloses all limitations of claim 16. CPBr.135; CX-
182C, Q335–37.  Claim 16pre: Hirschman is a combination with its removable 
game controllers.  RX-59C, Q413.  Claim 16a: Hirschman discloses control 
modules, confinement structures, and a structural bridge.  RX-59C, Q415, 418, 421, 
438.  Claim 16b: Hirschman’s circuit board provides a CPU and has a plurality of 
sides.  RX-59C, Q414, 438; RX-114 ¶¶ 52, 56.  Claim 16c: The sides of circuit 
board 240 cooperate with the sides of the touch screen.  RX-59C, Q414, 438.  Claim 
16d: Hirschman’s control modules control movement of a virtual object displayed 
on the touch screen.  RX-59C, Q427, 438.  Claim 16f: Hirschman’s control modules 
are accommodated by the controller.  RX-59C, Q421, 438. 

Gamevice only contests that Hirschman does not invalidate claims 17 and 
18 for the same reasons it puts forth for claim 1.  CPBr.135; CX-182C, Q335–37.  
For the reasons discussed above for claim 1, Hirschman discloses the limitations 
that Gamevice disputes, as well as all remaining undisputed limitations of claim 1 
and limitations of dependent claims 17 and 18.  For claim 17, Hirschman’s 
sidewalls would be in pressing contact with the left and right sides of the computing 
device.  RX-59C, Q415, 439.  For claim 18, Hirschman’s control modules include 
buttons, joysticks, and a d-pad that are adjacent to the left and right sides of the 
console and control movement of a virtual object on the touch screen.  RX-59C, 
Q421, 427, 440.  

Resps. Br. at 166-67. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claim 17 is valid over Hirschman.  See CX-
0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS Q/A 335.  Many of the limitations in claim 17 
overlap with the limitations in claim 1, such as “confinement structures,” 
“communication links,” and “passageway.”  See id.  Therefore, Hirschman fails to 
render claim 17 obvious for the same reasons provided above for claim 1.  See id. 

Claim 18 depends from claim 17, and therefore, Hirschman fails to render 
claim 18 obvious for the same reasons it cannot render claim 17 obvious.  See id. 
at Q/A 336-37.  Claim 18 further recites “each electronic game control module in 
electronic communication with the communication link of its corresponding 
confinement structure,” and Hirschman fails to disclose the “communication link 
of its corresponding confinement structure” for the reasons explained above in 
connection with claim 1.  See id. 

Therefore, the evidence showed that Nintendo failed to prove by clear and 
convincing evidence that the asserted claims are invalid in view of Nintendo’s 
alleged prior art. 
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Compl. Br. at 139-40. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

. . . Hirschman describes a tablet computer device that can be configured with one 
or more peripheral controllers.  See id.   

* * * 

. . . Hirschman, however, fails to disclose various limitations claimed by the ’393 
patent.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 131-135.  For example, Hirschman fails to disclose 
confinement structures and structural bridge limitations.  See id.; RX-0114 
(Hirschman). 

* * * 

To the extent that Respondents contend that certain combinations of 
references and/or knowledge common to one of ordinary skill in the art render one 
or more of the asserted claims obvious, Prof. Singhose testified that the asserted 
claims are not rendered obvious by the combinations relied upon by Respondents.  
Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.  
Accordingly, Nintendo has failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that 
the asserted combinations would have been obvious.   

For example, none of the asserted combinations teaches or suggests “a 
combination” having: (1) “a pair of confinement structures, the pair of confinement 
structures interacting with the computing device and adjacent at least two opposing 
sides of the computing device, but not more than three sides of the sides of the 
computing device;” (2) “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
communication link;” or (3) “each of the communication links configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device.”  Compl. P.H. Br. at 108-
162; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 29-337.   

Staff Br. at 92-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that Hirschman renders claims 17 or 18 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

As noted above, Hirschman’s sidewalls only provide holes for the communication ports 

242, which are provided on the circuit board 240, as shown in FIG. 3 of Hirschman.  Hence, 

Hirschman fails to disclose “each of the pair of confinement structures comprising a 
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communication link” because the sidewalls only provide holes for communication ports to pass 

through, but do not comprise communication ports themselves.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 335.  

Nintendo further argues that Hirschman discloses a “passageway.”  See  Resps. Br. at 

167.  As determined above, a “passageway” means “a space that accommodates a 

communication wire.”  Hirschman, however, does not disclose any communication wire, and 

does not disclose a space for accommodating such a wire.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at 

Q/A 317, 335. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that Hirschman renders claims 17 or 18 of the ’393 patent obvious. 

8. Secondary Considerations 

The objective evidence, also known as “secondary considerations,” includes commercial 

success, long felt need, and failure of others.  Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 13-17 

(1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006).  

“[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary considerations’ must always when present be 

considered en route to a determination of obviousness.”  Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 

F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983).  Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will 

not always dislodge a determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art.  See KSR 

Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion 

of obviousness).   

 As found above, Gamevice has demonstrated that the ’393 patent is implemented in the 

Gamevice for iPad and the Razer Kishi.  Gamevice only argues the factors of commercial 

success and praise by others, and does not address long-felt but unresolved need or copying.  See 

Compl. Br. at 140-41. 
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a. Commercial Success 

Gamevice argues that its products are commercially successful, as demonstrated by 

substantial sales and sales revenue of the Gamevice controllers, which also led to patent 

licensing agreement with Razer to produce and sell the Kishi product.  See Compl. Br. at 141 

(citing CX-0001C (Singhose DWS) at Q/A 1398-1400).  Nintendo argues that the alleged 

success of the Gamevice DI products has decreased significantly in recent years.  See Resps. Br. 

at 176.   

To demonstrate a nexus between the claimed features and the commercial success of its 

products, Gamevice must show that success was “due to the merits of the claimed invention 

beyond what was readily available in the prior art.”  J.T. Eaton & Co., Inc. v. Atl. Paste & Glue 

Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997).  If the commercial success is due to an unclaimed 

feature of the device, the commercial success is irrelevant.  Ormco Corp. v. Align Tech., Inc., 

463 F.3d 1299, 1311-13 (Fed. Cir. 2006).  As noted above, Gamevice has shown that the 

Gamevice for iPad practices claim 8 of the ’393 patent, and the Razer Kishi practices claims 

8-11 of the ’393 patent.  However, Gamevice also presented evidence showing that the 

Gamevice for iPhone, which the administrative law judge has found does not practice any of the 

claims of the ’393 patent, dramatically outsold the Gamevice for iPad.  See CX-0092C.  Viewing 

the evidence as a whole, this factor does not support a conclusion of non-obviousness.   

b. Praise by Others 

Gamevice argues that it has received praise stemming from its patented inventions.  See 

Compl. Br. at 140-41 (citing CX-0073, CX-0075, CX-0101, CX-0104, CX-0110, CX-0116).  

However, it has not been established that any praise was for the patented features, apart from the 

unpatented features.  These articles and reviews refer to generic features that were well-known in 
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the art.  See RX-0059C (Cameron DWS) at Q/A 443-46.  Furthermore, these articles and reviews 

praised features of other products, such as the MOGA’s lightning port, that Gamevice separately 

distinguishes from its claimed invention.  See id.  Viewing the evidence as a whole, this factor 

does not support a conclusion of non-obviousness.   

* * * 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that there is little to no evidence of 

secondary considerations that tends to support non-obviousness of the claims of the ’393 patent. 

B. Validity Under 35 U.S.C. § 112(a): Written Description 

1. Computing Device with Structural Bridge 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

In every patent, the inventors described their invention as an accessory (e.g., 
“Game Controller with Structural Bridge,” JX-1, (54)) for use with an off-the-shelf, 
stand-alone smartphone or tablet.  RX-1824C, Q298–316; RX-60C, Q321–36, 
422–32; see generally, e.g., RX-228 (’453 patent).  Indeed, the purpose of the game 
controller is for it to be reversibly attached to a smartphone to play video games 
and then removed to allow for normal operation.  Stern Tr. 534:9–535:4; RX-60C, 
Q4, 20, 323, 423–25; RX-1824C, Q28–32, 225, 227–28.  Unsurprisingly then, 
nowhere in the specification of any of the patents (including all 44 figures and 17 
columns of text in the ’393 patent itself) do the inventors disclose possession of, let 
alone contemplate, a computing device with a structural bridge (a component 
exclusively described throughout the specification, and in the very title of the 
patents, as part of the “Game Controller with Structural Bridge,” JX-1, (54)).  RX-
60C, Q321–36, 409–10, 423–34; RX-1824C, Q72–81, 298–316.   

Yet that is precisely the asserted scope of the claims, purportedly covering 
the Nintendo Switch where the accused structural bridge is integrated with, and 
internal to, a computing device.  See Singhose Tr. 240:21–24 (testifying that the 
alleged structural bridge is internal to the Nintendo Switch console), 202:18–24 
(testifying that the console “is certainly a computing device”); Stern Tr. 539:14–
540:8; RX-60C, Q409–14; RX-1824C, Q206–23; see Section 11.  “The invention 
is, for purposes of the written description inquiry, whatever is now claimed,” 
PowerOasis, 522 F.3d at 1311 (cleaned up), and there is no written description 
support for the scope of what Gamevice now alleges it had claimed.   

There is no express disclosure of a structural bridge within, or as part of, a 
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computing device in any of the patents in this family—the structural bridge is 
always depicted and described as a component of the gaming accessory.  Singhose 
Tr. 251:19–257:24 (confirming figures showing the structural bridge as part of the 
game controller and separate from the computing device); RX-60C, Q321–36, 423–
34; RX-1824C, Q72–81, 298–316; see generally, e.g., RX-228; RX-219 (’119 
patent).  And a POSA, reviewing the specification, would not find inherent 
disclosure that “necessarily” discloses the opposite arrangement where the 
computing device (rather than the gaming accessory) has the structural bridge, see 
PowerOasis, 522 F.3d at 1306; Stern Tr. 534:9–535:4; RX-60C, Q324–27, 424–25; 
RX-1824C, Q298, 306–07, 312–13.  “[F]igures and descriptions that [show a 
computing device without a structural bridge do not] somehow demonstrate that the 
inventor possessed [a computing device with a structural bridge].” See ICU Med., 
Inc. v. Alaris Med. Sys., Inc., 558 F.3d 1368, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2009).  

Every single figure and description in the patent shows and describes either: 
(1) an accessory with a separate computing device, i.e., the structural bridge is 
explicitly part of the accessory and not the computing device, e.g., RX-228, Figs. 
1–4, 8–10, 12–16, 25, 29–30, 32–34, 36, 39–40; see also JX-1, 41–42, (2) the 
accessory itself or components of the accessory with no computing device shown 
at all, RX-228, Figs. 5, 11, 17–24, 26–28, 31, 35, 37–38; see also JX-1, 43–44, or 
(3) block diagrams of the general characteristics of a computing device with no 
structural bridge and separate from the accessory, i.e., the only two figures 
specifically illustrating components of the computing device do not suggest, let 
alone show, a structural bridge.  RX-228, Figs. 6–7.  RX-60C, Q321–36, 423–34; 
RX-1824C, Q72–81, 298–316. 

Each of the embodiments shows the same thing.  For instance, Figure 14 
shows where the structural bridge is part of input device 250, interacting with the 
back of a separate computing device: “Fig. 14 shows the back 248, of the computing 
device 242, and the computing device 242, partially positioned within the input 
device 250.  Figure 14 further shows a structural bridge … communicating with the 
back 248 of the computing device,” where the input device and computing device 
are separate devices.  E.g., RX-219, Fig. 14, 6:66–7:5; see RX-60C, Q324, 424–27; 
RX-1824C, Q300–02.  In the embodiment of Figure 16, the specification describes 
a communication port 310 (comprising a structural bridge) that is necessarily 
separate from, and external to, the computing device because it is expressly taught 
to be capable of being attached to, and detached from, the computing device: 
“[o]peration of the fastening mechanism 320 … facilitates placement of the 
computing device 302 between the pair of confinement structures 316 … and an 
ability to remove the compressive load and allow removal of the computing device 
from the communication port 310.”  E.g., RX-219, 8:43–53; see RX-60C, Q325–
27, 424–26, 428–29, 441–43; RX-1824C, Q303–07.  In another embodiment shown 
in Fig. 31, the gaming accessory and structural bridge 422 are “configured to 
accommodate computing devices of varying sizes,” e.g., RX-228, 3:6–8, which is 
only possible if the structural bridge is separate from, and external to, various 
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accommodated computing devices.  RX-60C, Q325–27, 425–26, 431–32; RX-
1824C, Q311–13.  And the related configuration in Figure 35, which Dr. Singhose 
testified is a photograph of a Gamevice product (with a structural bridge), is 
undisputed to be separate from the computing device (an iPad).  CX-1C, Q1065.  

Consistent with this disclosure, the computing device is contemplated to 
take “the form of a tablet computer, smart phone, notebook computer, or other 
portable computing device,”  RX-219, 3:17–19.  RX-1824C, Q277, 310; RX-60C, 
Q323, 471.  Every description and depiction of the computing device confirms that 
only off-the-shelf, stand-alone products (e.g., an iPad) were disclosed and were 
never taught to be modified in any way by the inventors.  Id.  Additionally, the sole 
depiction of functional components of a computing device (Figures 6 and 7) are 
shown as separate from components that characterize the gaming accessory, e.g., 
RX-219, Figs. 6–7, 4:41–67.  Stern Tr. 628:17–630:2; RX-60C, Q255; RX-1824C, 
Q176. 

The above disclosure renders this case “substantially similar to several of 
[the Federal Circuit’s] cases holding claims unsupported by the written description, 
in which the specification fails to teach a potential configuration of elements,” 
Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1322–23.  For example, in PowerOasis Inc. v. T-Mobile USA, 
Inc., 522 F.3d 1299, 1310–11 (Fed. Cir. 2008), the Federal Circuit affirmed 
anticipation based on the patentee’s failure to identify adequate written description 
in the priority patent application.  In that case, the claims were directed to a vending 
machine and a “customer interface” located on a customer’s laptop.  Id. at 1302.  
Multiple different interface embodiments were disclosed in the specification, but 
the interface was only ever disclosed as part of the vending machine, not the user’s 
device; thus, there was inadequate written description for the claimed arrangement.  
Id. at 1307, 1309.  The same is true here.  As explained above, the structural bridge 
was exclusively described as part of the gaming accessory, not the computing 
device; thus, there is inadequate written description support for the now-claimed 
arrangement encompassing a product with the accused structural bridge integrated 
with, and internal to, a computing device.  RX-60C, Q321–36, 422–34; RX-1824C, 
Q78–81, 298–316. 

Similarly, in Rivera v. ITC, 857 F.3d 1315 (Fed. Cir. 2017), the claims were 
directed to a single-brew coffee machine that, as asserted, required “integration of 
the [coffee] filter into the [container] itself,” but the ITC and the Federal Circuit 
concluded that the claimed combination lacked sufficient written-description 
support because the filter and container were only ever disclosed as separate 
components.  857 F.3d at 1319.  Just as in Rivera, here there is no written 
description in any of the patent applications of an integrated configuration of the 
computing device and structural bridge.  As explained above, “every embodiment 
and teaching in the specification shows the [structural bridge] and the [computing 
device] as distinct elements,” id. at 1320.  RX-60C, Q321–36, 422–34; RX-1824C, 
Q72–81, 298–316.  Additionally, “the distinction of the [structural bridge] from the 
[computing device] is fundamental to the problem and solution taught in the 
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specification,” Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1320—a gaming accessory (with a structural 
bridge) that can be reversibly attached to (for gaming) and removed from (for 
general operation) a computing device.  Stern Tr. 534:9–535:4; RX-60C, Q4, 20, 
323, 423–25; RX-1824C, Q28–32, 225, 227–28, 310, 313–14.  And “the 
embodiments shown in the specification would not work without a separate 
[structural bridge and computing device],” Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1320—the structural 
bridge keeps the two halves of the gaming accessory together and provides load-
bearing support for the separate, reversibly attached computing device.  RX-60C, 
Q428–29, 431–32; RX-1824C, Q298–02, 306–07, 312–13; see Section 9.5.  

Gamevice “has failed to point to any disclosure in the specification [of any 
of its patents] that describes” the scope of the claimed device as broadly as 
Gamevice now asserts.  ICU, 558 F.3d at 1379; see Section 18.3 (explaining the 
legal insufficiency of Gamevice’s arguments).  Thus, Gamevice has failed to 
establish entitlement to an earlier priority date and the claims are invalid as 
anticipated.”).   

Resps. Br. at 102-06 (footnote omitted). 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The ’393 patent provides adequate written description support for the 
claimed combination of “structural bridge” and “computing device.”  Nintendo 
contends that claims 1, 8, and 17 of the ’393 patent are invalid for lack of a written 
description, and that they are not entitled to benefit from the filing dates of the 
patents to which the ’393 patent claims priority.  Specifically, it contends that the 
’393 patent and its priority patents lack written description support for a “structural 
bridge” that is an integrated, internal component of a “computing device.”  As an 
initial matter, Nintendo’s position relies on a flawed understanding of Gamevice’s 
infringement contentions.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS at Q/A 441-442.  
Contrary to Nintendo’s understanding, the upper frame “structural bridge” is not 
integral to, integrated with, part of, or otherwise within what Gamevice contends is 
the claimed “computing device.”  See id.  Because Nintendo’s position is premised 
on a flawed understanding of Gamevice’s theory of infringement of claims 1, 8, 
and 17, its arguments flowing from that premise are incorrect.  See id.  Moreover, 
the claims do not require that the “structural bridge” is either internal or external to 
the “computing device.”  See JX-0001 at claims 1, 8, 12, 17, 19; CX-0182C at 
Q/A 444-447; CDX-0003C at 30.  Thus, the ’393 patent and its priority patents 
need not support these unclaimed features.  See Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst Marion 
Roussel, 314 F.3d 1313, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 

Nevertheless, even if Nintendo’s mischaracterization of Gamevice’s 
infringement contentions were accepted, or the entire Nintendo Switch Console 
were considered the “computing device” such that the upper frame “structural 
bridge” is an internal component of the “computing device,” Nintendo has failed to 
show that the ’393 patent or its priority patents disclaim a “structural bridge” that 
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is integrated within a “computing device.”  Nintendo fails to identify a single 
instance where the ’393 patent or any of its priority patents disclaim an internal or 
partially internal structural bridge from the scope of the claimed inventions.  Nor 
has it identified any statement requiring that the structural bridge be external or 
partially external to the computing device.  That is because there are no such 
disclaimers or restrictions in the ’393 patent or its priority patents.  See CX-0182C 
at Q/A 448. 

* * * 

By contrast, when the authors of the ’393 patent and its priority patents 
wanted to specify a particular geometric relationship between components, they did 
so in the specification.  For example, the ’393 patent states that, in preferred 
embodiments, the input device is a separate and distinct structure from the 
communication port, forming no structural portion of the communication port.  See 
JX-0001 at 9:39-53; CX-0088 at Abstract, 1:16-35, 8:7-21, claim 1; RX-0228 at 
9:7-22.  The patents’ disclosure of the preferred relative arrangement of other 
components highlights their choice not to disclaim any relative arrangement of the 
structural bridge and computing device, and not to restrict that arrangement in any 
way.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 451, 457, 461.  Thus, the scope of disclosure of the 
’393, ’119, and ’453 patent specifications is commensurately broad with the scope 
of the ’393 patent’s asserted claims. 

* * * 

Under similar circumstances where the art at issue is predictable, the 
Federal Circuit follows the general rule that disclosure of a species is sufficient 
written description support for a later claimed genus including that species.  See 
Bilstad, 386 F.3d at 1124.  For example, in Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. v. U.S. 
Surgical Corp., the Federal Circuit explained that if the patentee “did not consider 
the precise location of the [mechanical component] to be an element of his 
invention, he was free to draft claim[s] broadly (within the limits imposed by the 
prior art) to exclude the [component’s] exact location as a limitation of the claimed 
invention.”  93 F.3d 1572, 1582 n.7 (Fed. Cir. 1996).  “Such a claim would not be 
unsupported by the specification even though it would be literally infringed by 
undisclosed embodiments.”  Id.  Similarly, because the ’393 patent’s inventors did 
not consider the precise location of the structural bridge relative to the computing 
device to be an element of their invention, they were free to draft claims excluding 
the structural bridge’s exact location as a claimed limitation without violating the 
written description requirement or losing the benefit of priority to the ’119 and ’453 
patents. 

Nintendo’s cases cited in its pre-hearing brief, Rivera v. Int’l Trade 
Comm’n, 857 F.3d 1315, 1322–23 (Fed. Cir. 2017) and ICU Med., Inc. v. Alaris 
Med. Sys., Inc., 558 F.3d 1368, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2009), are both inapposite to this 
case.  In Rivera, the claims expressly recited a limitation requiring a container with 
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an integrated filter.  Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1319.  Here, by contrast, the ’393 patent 
does not expressly recite any location for the structural bridge relative to the 
computing device, and so the written description need not support this unclaimed 
feature.  Moreover, in Rivera, the specification described the filter packaged in a 
separate pod distinct from the container as essential to the invention because it was 
“fundamental to the problem and solution taught in the specification,” without 
which the invention would not work.  See Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1320-21.  Thus, the 
patent’s disclosure in Rivera was narrowly limited to an invention in which the pod 
and container are distinct components.  See id. at 1321.  Here, however, the 
inventors did not regard the location of the structural bridge relative to the 
computing device as essential to the invention, and, as discussed above, included 
discussion broad enough to cover a structural bridge that is internal to the 
computing device. 

Similarly, in ICU Medical, the patent specification narrowly described an 
invention requiring a spike to pierce a seal in an intravenous medicine delivery 
setup, but later-filed claims eliminated the spike requirement.  See ICU Medical, 
558 F.3d at 1377.  Here, by contrast, the inventors did not limit the invention to 
requiring a structural bridge that is external to the computing device, but instead 
included language in the specification that applies equally to an internal structural 
bridge.  Thus, the ’393, ’119, and ’453 patents’ disclosures here are not narrowly 
limited like the patent’s disclosures in Rivera and ICU Medical. 

Finally, the disclosures of the ’393, ’119, and ’453 patents are each fully 
enabling with respect to the claimed combination of “structural bridge” and 
“computing device.”  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS at Q/A 462-465; 
CDX-0003C at 31.  These factors underlying the evaluation of the adequacy of the 
disclosure, see Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1351-52, all support a finding that the ’393 patent 
and its priority patents provide adequate written description support for the claimed 
combination of “structural bridge” and “computing device.” 

Compl. Br. at 153-58. 

 The Staff argues, in part: 

Nintendo argues that Gamevice lacks written description for a new 
“computing device” with an integrated “structural bridge.”  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 
112-118.  This argument is devoid of merit.  It misstates Gamevice’s arguments, as 
Gamevice has repeatedly explained.  Compl. P.H. Br. at 147.  In addition, it ignores 
the claim construction positions of the parties.  See JX-0014 (Joint Claim 
Construction Statement).  And finally, given the numerous embodiments disclosed 
and the inventions claimed in parent U.S. Patent No. 9,126,119 (“the ’119 patent”) 
that include both “a computing device” and “a structural bridge,” the ’119 patent 
clearly provides sufficient written description for whatever those terms would have 
meant to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention.  See Compl. P.H. 
Br. at 147-150.  What Nintendo is really arguing is that the claims should be limited 
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to the preferred embodiments.  But that is improper.  See Thorner v. Sony Computer 
Entertainment America, LLC, 669 F.3d 1362, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (“Thorner”) 
(“It is … not enough that the only embodiments, or all of the embodiments, contain 
a particular limitation.  We do not read limitations from the specification into 
claims; we do not redefine words.”).   

Staff Br. at 95. 

The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that the asserted claims lack adequate written-description support based on the alleged 

lack of description of an embodiment where the accused structural bridge is integrated with, and 

internal to, a computing device.  Indeed, the claim term “structural bridge” is construed to mean 

“a physical apparatus that connects other components.”   

Nintendo argues that there is no express disclosure of a structural bridge within, or as part 

of, a computing device in any of the patents in this family, and that the structural bridge is 

always depicted and described as a component of the gaming accessory.  See Resps. Br. at 

102-06.  As construed above, the ’393 patent and its priority applications each provide support 

for the claimed “structural bridge” as construed above to mean “a physical apparatus that 

connects other components.”  See, e.g., JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Abstract, col. 1:, lns. 49-54, col. 

4, ln. 61 – col. 5, ln. 2, col. 11, lns. 42-49.  Hence, the ’393 patent provides adequate written 

description support for the claimed combination of a “structural bridge” and a “computing 

device.”  See id.   

Furthermore, the ’119 and ’453 priority patents each disclose a structural bridge that is “a 

physical apparatus that connects other components.”  See, e.g., RX-0219 (’119 patent) at col. 2, 

ln. 64 – col. 3, ln. 5, col. 3, lns. 34-42; RX-0228 (’453 patent) at Abstract, col. 1, lns. 31-37, col. 

3, lns. 59-67, col. 4, lns. 30-38, col. 11, lns. 17-22, col. 11, lns. 32-41. 
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The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are invalid for inadequate written 

description. 

2. “Structural Bridge” and “Confinement Structures Interacting 
with a Computing Device” Without Having “Fastening 
Mechanism”   

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Claims 1–4, 6–7, and 17–18 also lack adequate written-description support 
because they are directed to combination of a structural bridge and a pair of 
confinement structures interacting with a computing device, while omitting an 
adjustable fastening mechanism.  Gamevice only disclosed possession of the 
claimed combination with an adjustable fastening mechanism, and removal of that 
limitation has broadened the claims beyond the written description. 

Only a single embodiment with the recited combination of a structural 
bridge and a pair of confinement structures interacting with the computing device 
is disclosed in the specification: communication port 310.  E.g., RX-228, Figs. 16–
25 and text; see RX60C, Q438–62, 104–12, 163–65, 171–86; RX-1824C, Q141–
46, 304–05; see Sections 10.6–10.7.  This Communication Port Accessory 
“provides a … pair of confinement structures 316, which are preferably adjacent to 
and confining, the computing device 302.”  RX-228, 9:1–5.  That same 
communication port (310) is further depicted and described as having “fastening 
mechanism 320,” id., 9:23–25, and “includ[ing] a structural bridge 322, securing 
the pair of confinement structures 316, one to the other” via a solid connection 324 
and slip fit 326, id., 9:29–36.  The specification proceeds to teach in the key passage: 

Operation of the fastening mechanism 320, facilitates an expand and 
contract of the distance between the pair of confinement structures 
316. The expansion and contraction of the distance between the pair 
of confinement structures 316, facilitates placement of the 
computing device 302 between the pair of confinement structures 
316, the application of sufficient compressive load being placed on 
the computing device 302 to securely hold the computing device 
between the pair of confinement structures 316, and an ability to 
remove the compressive load and allow removal of the computing 
device from the communication port 310.   

Id., 9:44–55.   

As the disclosure illustrates, this is not a situation where the patentee briefly 
mentioned an unimportant component in the specification and did not recite it in a 
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claim.  See, e.g., ScriptPro, LLC v. Innovation Assocs., Inc., 762 F.3d 1355, 1360 
(Fed. Cir. 2014) (finding question of material fact regarding written description 
support where the specification “positively suggests that [the omitted elements] are 
an optional, though desirable, feature of the contemplated [combination]”).  Instead, 
the omitted fastening mechanism is the only component of the Communication Port 
Accessory (the sole description of the claimed combination) that is taught to be 
capable of achieving the claimed “combination” and “interaction” between the 
confinement structures and the computing device.  RX60C, Q106–12, 163–65, 
171–86, 445, 459–62; RX-1824C, Q141, 143, 304–05; see Sections 10.6–10.7.  
This is not disclosure of the recited combination, which lacks the fastening 
mechanism.  Id.   

Again, “the specification fails to teach a potential configuration of elements” 
that is now claimed.  Rivera, 857 F.3d at 1322–23.  For example, in D Three 
Enterprises, LLC v. SunModo Corp., 890 F.3d 1042, 1050 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (“D 
Three II”), the Federal Circuit held that a claimed assembly for mounting an object 
using any generic bracket lacked written description support because that 
combination was only disclosed with an omitted W-bracket in the specification.  It 
did not matter that the specification also disclosed other attachment brackets, that 
the W-bracket embodiment was preferred (not mandatory), or that the specification 
noted a POSA “will recognize certain modifications, permutations, additions and 
sub-combinations” “are within the[ claims’] true sp[i]rit and scope:” the 
specification “in no way contemplate[d] the use of other types of attachment 
brackets in [the claimed] assembly,” and thus the claims lacked adequate written 
description support.  Id. at 1050–51 (citation omitted); D Three I, 2017 WL 
1023389, at *10.  The same conclusion was reached in ICU Medical, Inc. v. Alaris 
Medical Systems, Inc., 558 F.3d 1368, 1378–79 (Fed. Cir. 2009), where the 
specification disclosed a pre-slit medical device valve (with a spike), which a POSA 
would have understood could be operated without the spike, but “figures and 
descriptions that include spikes [do not] somehow demonstrate that the inventor 
possessed a medical valve that operated without a spike.” See Rivera, 857 F.3d at 
1323.   

Just like the omitted W-bracket in D Three II, the specification “in no way 
contemplate[s] the use of other types of attachment [components]” to achieve the 
claimed combination, 890 F.3d at 1050–51—only the fastening mechanism is 
described in that way.  RX-60C, Q165, 171, 180, 186, 443–44, 459–61; RX-1824C, 
Q142–46.  And, just like the omitted spike in ICU Medical, “figures and 
descriptions that include [a fastening mechanism do not] somehow demonstrate that 
the inventor possessed [the claimed combination] that operated without a [fastening 
mechanism],” 558 F.3d at 1378.  RX-60C, Q457–58; RX-1824C, Q142–46.  The 
adjustable fastening mechanism is an unrecited component that is taught to be an 
important component of the claimed combination, and cherry-picking disclosure of 
individual components (a structural bridge and confinement structures, or just 
confinement structures) is inadequate written description support for the recited, 
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but undisclosed, combination omitting the fastening mechanism, see Rivera, 857 
F.3d at 1322–23; Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1348.  RX-60C, Q165, 171, 180, 186, 443–44, 
459–61; RX-1824C, Q142–46.  

* * * 

In addition to Gamevice’s legally erroneous arguments addressed in Section 
18.3, Gamevice also relies on disclosure unique to the ’119 patent as supposedly 
providing written-description support.  CPBr.153–54 (relying on RX-219, 1:16–35 
(Summary of Invention); RX-220.240–41 (’119 patent claims-as-filed)); RX-60C, 
Q446–53.  The unique-to-the ’119 patent disclosure fails for two reasons.  First, 
this unique disclosure only describes an alleged embodiment with “confinement 
structures,” and not the claimed “combination” requiring both “confinement 
structures” and a “structural bridge”: as explained above, that combination is only 
disclosed as part of the Communication Port Accessory, which has an omitted 
fastening mechanism.  Second, while it is necessary that the ’119 patent provide 
adequate written description, it is not sufficient: Every single patent application in 
the priority chain must independently provide adequate written description, 
otherwise there is a break in the chain, Hogan, 559 F.2d at 609 (holding that 
disclosure missing from intervening application severed the priority chain).  The 
above disclosure is absent from the later-filed applications, RX-60C, Q446–53; 
compare, e.g., RX-228, with RX-219, and cannot satisfy the requirements of 35 
U.S.C. § 120 and § 112 for those later patent applications. 

As for non-unique disclosure—disclosure shared by the patent applications 
in the family—Gamevice argues that there is an alternative embodiment of 
communication port 310 that only has “confinement structures,” CPBr.154–56 
(citing RX-219, 7:61–64).  Again, that is not disclosure of the claimed 
“combination” (further requiring a structural bridge), RX-60C, Q455–62; see also 
JX-1, (54) (“Game Controller with Structural Bridge”), and Gamevice cannot 
isolate a single sentence from the rest of the disclosure to establish adequate written 
description.  See Ariad, 598 F.3d at 1348 (reaffirming that where “the specification 
provide[s] no guides or ‘blaze marks’ to single out” the claimed combination from 
a laundry list of possibilities, that is inadequate under § 112).  Staff points to the 
Figure 1 embodiment, and particularly the specification’s disclosure that the Figure 
1 allows the “computing device 102 [to] nest[], such that the computing device 102 
is confined by the u-shaped structure 128….”  JX-1, 5:25–28.  But this disclosure 
has nothing to do with confinement structures or a structural bridge, and both 
Gamevice’s and Nintendo’s technical experts agree that this disclosure is not 
directed to the claimed combination.  CX-1C, Q107; RX-60C, Q90–94.   

A POSA would only understand the entire disclosure to show possession of 
the recited combination with a fastening mechanism,  RX-60C, Q455–58,  and thus 
the claims omitting the fastening mechanism lack written description support. 

Resps. Br. at 107-10 (footnotes omitted). 
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Gamevice argues, in part: 

Nintendo incorrectly argues that the disclosure of the ’393 patent and ’119 
priority patent limits the way in which the claimed “pair of confinement structures” 
is secured to the “structural bridge” to one that uses a fastening mechanism.  
Because claims 1-8 and 16-18, however, do not require a fastening mechanism, 
Nintendo argues, the claims are not supported by the supposedly limited disclosure 
of the ’393 and ’119 patents. 

* * *. 

Moreover, contrary to Nintendo’s position, the fastening mechanism does 
not facilitate any “clamping” by the confinement structures of the computing 
device.  Indeed, there is no description of “clamping” anywhere in the ’119 or ’393 
patents.  In this regard, Nintendo improperly attempts to insert a “compressive 
load” requirement from a preferred embodiment of the specification into 
Gamevice’s proposed construction of “[a pair of] confinement structures.”  See CX-
1082C at Q/A 483-485.  Instead, the fastening mechanism 320 facilitates an 
unclaimed feature—“an expand and contract of the distance between the pair of 
confinement structures 316” in order to “allow removal of the computing device 
from the communication port 310.”  CX-0088 at 8:43-45.  It is not required to 
perform the claimed limitation of “the pair of confinement structures interacting 
with the computing device.”  See CX-0182C at Q/A 476-478.  Finally, Dr.  Stern’s 
claim construction position on that the claimed “interacting” refers to electronic, 
not mechanical interaction directly contradicts his and Nintendo’s position that a 
fastening mechanism is required to perform the claimed “interacting.” 

Accordingly, the ’393 and ’119 patents do not narrowly describe the 
invention as limited to embodiments requiring fastening mechanism 320.  See 
Therasense, 593 F.3d at 1295-96; Callaway, 576 F.3d at 1346–47; Halliburton, 514 
F.3d at 1251; Cordis, 339 F.3d at 1357.  Accordingly, this case is readily 
distinguishable from the Gentry-type of cases that Nintendo cites.  See Gentry 
Gallery, Inc. v. Berkline Corp., 134 F.3d 1473, 1475 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Cisco Sys., 
Inc. v. Cirrex Sys., LLC, 856 F.3d 997, 1007-08 (Fed. Cir. 2017); Rivera, 857 F.3d 
at 1322-23; Anascape, Ltd. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 601 F.3d 1333, 1335-40 (Fed. 
Cir. 2010); ICU Medical, 558 F.3d at 1377-79. 

Gentry presented an exceptional circumstance that led to a finding of lack 
of written description.   See Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc., .314 F.3d 
1313, 1333-34 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (clarifying the Gentry Court’s holding).  The Gentry 
patent clearly described the scope of its invention narrowly, which limited 
permissible claim breadth.  It clearly described the invention as “the placement of 
reclining controls on a central console on a unit of a sectional sofa.”  Id. at 1333 
(emphasis in original).  According to the Gentry patent, this was “the only possible 
location” of the controls, and any variation was “outside the stated purpose of the 
invention.”  Id. at 1475; Amgen, 314 F.3d at 1333.  But while the Gentry patent’s 
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description unambiguously identified the invention as locating the controls on the 
console, its asserted claims did not limit the location.  Gentry, 134 F.3d at 1479.  
Thus, the written description did not support the full breadth of the claims.  Id. at 
1480. 

In this case, there is no evidence in the ’119 or ’393 patents that the 
invention is limited to securing the “pair of confinement structures” to the 
“structural bridge” with fastening mechanism 320.  CX-0182C at Q/A 476.  There 
is no teaching that the fastening mechanism is the only possible way to secure the 
“pair of confinement structures” to the “structural bridge.”  (See id.) There is no 
teaching that securing the “pair of confinement structures” to the “structural bridge” 
without a fastening mechanism is outside the stated purpose of the invention.  (See 
id.) There is simply no description unambiguously identifying the invention as 
fastening mechanism 320 securing the “pair of confinement structures” to the 
“structural bridge.”  (See id.) Accordingly, Gentry and its progeny are inapplicable 
here. 

Rather, this case falls within ScriptPro’s reasoning.  See ScriptPro LLC v. 
Innovation Associates, Inc., 833 F.3d 1336, 1314-42 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (rejecting an 
argument based on Gentry and reversing grant of summary judgment on written 
description).  In ScriptPro, even though the patent’s written description focused on 
embodiments that sorted prescription containers by patient-identifying information, 
the Federal Circuit held that the invention was not so limited because the patent 
disclosed “multiple problems that the invention solves” and “while some, indeed 
many, of these solved problems involve sorting prescription containers by patient-
identifying information, not all of them do.”  ScriptPro, 833 F.3d at 1340-41.  The 
Court also found it significant that “the original claims filed as part of the 
application .  .  .  were not limited to sorting and storing prescription containers by 
patient-identifying information.”  Id. at 1341.  Based on these facts, the Federal 
Circuit held the asserted claims were not invalid for lack of written description, 
even though they had no limitation requiring sorting prescription containers by 
patient-identifying information.  See id. at 1342 (“Not every claim must contain 
every limitation or achieve every disclosed purpose.”).  Here, as in ScriptPro, the 
’119 patent’s identification of fastening mechanism 320 as just one of several 
preferred options, and the fact that the original claims of the application were not 
limited to a fastening mechanism, indicates that the inventions disclosed the ’119 
patent’s description are not limited to the use of a fastening mechanism.  Thus, just 
like in ScriptPro, the disclosure of the ’119 patent fully supports the ’393 patent’s 
claims. 

Nintendo’s other cited cases are inapposite.  Nintendo argues that the claims 
lack a required limitation that the specification calls for, which is a Gentry-type 
argument.  The other cases it cites do not involve this fact pattern, but instead 
involve an actually-recited but overbroad limitation.  They are therefore irrelevant 
and inapposite to Nintendo’s position, and distinguishable in any event.  For 
example, in D Three Enterprises, LLC v. Rillito River Solar LLC, 15‐CV‐1148, 
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2017 WL 1023389, at *6 (D.  Colo.  Mar.  15, 2017), aff’d, 890 F.3d 1042 (Fed. 
Cir. 2018), the patent claims recited a generic attachment bracket as part of a 
washer-less assembly.  Unlike the ’119 patent here, which describes several 
preferred options including the solid connection 324, slip fit 326, and fastening 
mechanism 320, the priority application in D Three “disclose[d] only one invention 
that lack[ed] a washer.”  2017 WL 1023389, at *8.  In that disclosure, the only 
disclosure of an attachment bracket 1700 was a specific one with W shaped prongs 
and face seat.  Moreover, unlike Gamevice here, the patentee there did not attempt 
to show that the asserted claims’ generic attachment brackets were supported by 
the specific bracket 1700 assembly, which led the D Three Court to hold that the 
claimed generic attachment bracket was not supported by the priority application’s 
disclosure of the specific bracket 1700 assembly.  See id.  Here, however, the 
asserted claims are fully supported by the examples provided in the ’119 and ’393 
patents.  Thus, D Three’s holding is inapplicable to this case. 

Thus, the scope of embodiments described in the ’393 and ’119 patents is 
broader than the specific preferred embodiment including the optional fastening 
mechanism 320, and they fully support the claims as presented in the ’393 patent. 

Compl. Br. at 161-68. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

Second, Nintendo argues that the ’393 patent lacks written description 
support for a “structural bridge” and “confinement structures interacting with a 
computing device” without having “fastening mechanism.”  See Resps. P.H. Br. at 
118-122.  Again, Nintendo is wrong.  It cannot be reasonably disputed that there is 
written description support for a “structural bridge” and for “confinement structures 
interacting with a computing device.”  See id.  Indeed, the priority ’119 patent 
discloses both.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 153-160.  What Nintendo is really arguing 
under the guise of written description is that the “fastening mechanism” is a 
necessary limitation.  The Staff disagrees.  The ’119 priority patent discloses 
various embodiments without “fastening mechanisms.”  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 
153-160.  Clearly, a “fastening mechanism” is not a critical element.  One skilled 
in the art would readily understand that in practicing the invention it is unimportant 
as to whether a fastening mechanism is used.  Accordingly, there written 
description support for claims without fastening mechanisms.  See Compl. P.H. Br. 
at 153-160.  Again, it appears what Nintendo is really arguing is that the claims 
should be limited to the preferred embodiments.  But that is improper.  See Thorner, 
669 F.3d at 1368 (“It is … not enough that the only embodiments, or all of the 
embodiments, contain a particular limitation.  We do not read limitations from the 
specification into claims; we do not redefine words.”). 

Staff Br. at 95-96. 
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The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that claims 1-4, 6-7, and 17-18 also lack adequate written-description support based on 

the alleged lack of an adjustable fastening mechanism. 

Nintendo argues that the specification discloses only an embodiment with the recited 

combination of a structural bridge and a pair of confinement structures interacting with the 

computing device, and that the omitted fastening mechanism is the only component of this 

Communication Port Accessory that is taught to be capable of achieving the claimed 

“combination” and “interaction” between the confinement structures and the computing device.  

See Resps. Br. at 107-08.  However, Nintendo essentially argues that the claims should be 

limited to the preferred embodiments.    

First, the ’393 and ’119 patents explicitly disclose other preferred options including solid 

connection 324 and slip fit 326.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 474-79.  The ’119 

patent’s disclosure is not limited to a single embodiment.  See id. at Q/A 427-36, 486-87.  The 

’119 patent describes “[p]referably, [an] alternative combination 300 further includ[ing] a 

communication port 310, interacting with the computing device 302.”  CX-0088 (’119 patent) at 

col. 7, lns. 61-64.  It further states that, “[p]referably, the communication port 310, further 

provides a pair of confinement structures 316, the pair of confinement structures 316, which are 

preferably adjacent to and confining, the computing device 302 on at least two opposing sides of 

the plurality of sides 304 of the computing device 302.”  Id. at col. 8, lns. 1-6.  This description is 

consistent with the summary of the invention, which does not mention a fastening mechanism.  

Only after providing this description does the specification later mention a fastening mechanism 

for the first time as part of another preferred embodiment.  See id. at col. 8, lns. 22-27.  Thus, the 

’119 patent describes multiple preferred embodiments. 
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Second, the ’119 patent describes the fastening mechanism as merely one further feature 

of one preferred embodiment.  See id. at col. 8, lns. 22-24 (“FIG. 16 further shows that in a 

preferred embodiment, the communication port 310, further includes a fastening mechanism 

320.”); CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 476.   

Third, the ’119 patent describes that confinement structures can be used with other 

components such as solid connection 324 and slip fit 326 to achieve the limitations claimed in 

the ’393 patent, without any fastening mechanism.  See id. at Q/A 477-78.  According to the ’119 

patent, the only required components for the “the pair of confinement structures [to] interact[] 

with the computing device” are the “pair of confinement structures” and the “computing device” 

themselves.  The rest are optional components that help secure the structural bridge to the 

confinement structures, and do not themselves interact with the computing device.  See CX-0088 

at col. 8:, lns. 30-37.  Solid connection 324, slip fit 326, and fastening mechanism 320 all operate 

between the structural bridge and the confinement structures to indirectly allow the confinement 

structures to interact with the computing device.   

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are invalid for inadequate written 

description. 

3. Communication Links on Both Confinement Structures 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

Claims 1–4, 6–7, and 17–18 also lack written description in the priority 
patent applications because they require two “communication links” (one for each 
confinement structure) that are in “electrical communication” and “configured for 
electronic communication with the computing device [or CPU],” but no such 
“communication link” is disclosed in any of the patents.  RX-60C, Q463–79; RX-
1824C, Q529; RX-1824C.A, Q529. 
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The specification discloses a fundamentally different way of 
communicating between the confinement structures of the gaming accessory and 
the computing device than what is now claimed.  RX-60C, Q468–73.  The 
specification discloses a gaming accessory with a pair of control modules (part of 
an input device), one on each of a pair of confinement structures.  RX-228, 9:10–
15.  When those modules are operated (e.g., by pressing a button), they send signals 
received by signal input lands 342 on the confinement structure (communication 
between the input device and confinement structures).  Id., 9:65–10:2.  These 
signals are then relayed between the control modules via a communication link 312 
(e.g., wire connection 314) (communication between control modules).  RX-228, 
8:6–17, 8:18–20, 8:64–66.  Then, the signals are transformed (via an undisclosed 
algorithm) and sent from computing device interface feature 338 on one of the 
confinement structures to the computing device (communication between the 
interface feature on one confinement structure and the computing device).  RX-228, 
9:56–62. 

The mismatch between what is claimed (two communication links 
electronically/electrically communication with the computing device) and what is 
disclosed (a single communication link in communication between control 
modules) demonstrates the lack of written description for two reasons: (1) there is 
only a single communication link disclosed in each embodiment, not one on each 
confinement structure as claimed, RX-60C, Q463, 474, and (2) computing device 
interface feature 338 (also on a single confinement structure) is the only component 
described as being in communication with the computing device, not the disclosed 
communication link, RX-60C, Q474, 476.  Thus, there is inadequate written-
description support.  RX-60C, Q468–79.   

Gamevice does not contend that any of the components labeled 
“communication link” (e.g., 270/312/314) in the specification provide written-
description support for the recited “communication link;” instead, it argues that a 
different component, signal input lands, provides the relevant disclosure.  
CPBr.150–53.  But if the inventors wanted to claim “signal input lands,” they would 
not have claimed “communication links,” particularly where the specification uses 
these different terms to refer to different components on different parts of the 
invention performing different functions.  Comaper Corp. v. Antec, Inc., 596 F.3d 
1343, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“There is an inference … that two different terms used 
in a patent have different meanings.”).  Thus, Gamevice has failed to establish 
entitlement to an earlier priority date as no written description support has been 
identified for the recited “communication links.”  And anyway, identifying signal 
input lands as support for the recited “communication links” spawns more written-
description problems. 

Significantly, the inventors were working on a clamp-on accessory for 
smartphones and tablets, like an iPhone or iPad, and such devices have only a single 
physical input—for example, a Lightning Port on an iPhone.  RX-60C, Q468–72; 
RX-1824C, Q464–68.  Thus, the inventors needed a way to get information from 
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one side of the game controller to the other and into the single interface connection 
with the smartphone or tablet.  Id.  Hence, the inventors disclosed a communication 
link that brings communications from one side to the other and a single interface 
feature (338) that sends communications from the clamp-on accessory to the 
computing device.  Id.  Yet, the claims now recite something entirely different.  The 
claims recite two separate communication links each of which communicate 
directly with the computing device.  Id.  Gamevice and the named inventors did not 
invent such a device, they did not disclose such a device, and they did not possess 
such a device.  Id.  The claims are simply directed to a fundamentally different 
invention than what was disclosed. 

 Moreover, nowhere are the signal input lands described as sending signals 
to, or from, the computing device as required for the recited “communication link;” 
instead, they merely receive signals from the “input device 318” (e.g., joysticks) 
and pass them to a communication link connecting the control modules.  RX-228, 
10:8–12 (only disclosing “signal input lands 342 for use in receiving signals from 
the input device 318”);  RX-60C, Q475–77.  Nonetheless, Gamevice argues these 
provide written description support because when the claim specifies 
communication between two particular components, it actually is referring to mere 
“indirect” electrical/electronic communication.  That is inconsistent with the 
specification (using “by way of” when referring to such “indirect” pathways, Stern 
Tr. 503:15–504:15) and the claim language itself, which very specifically identifies 
the components that are to be in communication with one another (e.g., the claims 
do not recite “electronic game control modules” to be configured to be in 
electronic/electrical communication with the computing device, yet they would be 
in such “indirect” communication because a button press must make its way to the 
computing device, JX-1, Figs. 6–7). 

Resps. Br. at 111-13. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The ’393 patent and the ’119 and ’453 priority patents provide adequate 
written description support for “communication links” comprised in the pair of 
confinement structures.  Nintendo argues that there is no description of more than 
one communication link with the computing device as part of a pair of confinement 
structures.  Contrary to Nintendo’s position, the patents provide adequate written 
description support for the “communication link” claim limitations in claims 1 and 
17.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS at Q/A 466. 

As an initial matter, claims 1 and 17 do not limit “configured for electronic 
communication with the computing device” to only direct communications.  
Instead, these limitations also cover indirect communication of the communication 
links with the computing device.  See JX-0001 at claims 1, 17; CX-0182C at 
Q/A 467.  Similarly, the term “electronic communication” with the central 
processing unit in claims 19 and 21 are not limited to direct electronic 
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communication.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 467; JX-0001 at Figs. 6-7; CDX-0003C at 
32.  Nor is there any requirement for independently communicating links, as 
Nintendo argues.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 473.  Similarly, there is no limitation 
recited in the claim that the claimed “computing device” has only one port.  See id.  
Nintendo repeatedly imports limitations into the claims, either from the 
specification’s preferred embodiments, or, even worse, that are found nowhere in 
the ’393 patent.  See also CX-0182C at Q/A 480-482. 

Nintendo mistakes the specification’s communication link 312 for the 
claimed “communication links.” The specification’s communication link 312, 
however, is not comprised in either of the pair of confinement structures 316, and 
thus does not map to the claimed “communication links” that are comprised in the 
pair of confinement structures. 

Moreover, Nintendo misinterprets the specification and incorrectly 
identifies computing device interface feature 338 of Figs. 18 and 19 as the claimed 
“communication link,” but this is also incorrect.  Ironically, Nintendo argues that 
the signal input lands 342 that Gamevice identifies cannot be the claimed 
“communication links” because some other component (312) is labeled as a 
“communication link” in the specification, yet itself insists that the computing 
device interface feature 338 of Figs. 18 and 19 is a claimed “communication link.”  
The Federal Circuit and its predecessors have repeatedly said that compliance with 
the written description requirement does not require description of the subject 
matter ultimately claimed “in haec verba,” or “in ipsis verbis,” or in other words, 
in the same words.  See, e.g., Eiselstein v. Frank, 52 F.3d 1035, 1038 (Fed. Cir. 
1995); In re Lukach, 442 F.2d 967, 969 (C.C.P.A. 1971). 

The correct “communication links,” as recited in the claim, are signal input 
lands 342 of Figs. 19 and 20.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 468.  Signal input lands 342 
satisfy all the relevant limitations of claims 1 and 17, and they provide adequate 
written description support for the claimed limitations.  See id. at Q/A 469-472.  
First, both claims 1 and 17 recite that “each of the pair of confinement structures 
compris[es] a communication link.”  JX-0001 at claims 1, 17.  As shown in Figs. 
19 and 20, each of the pair of confinement structures 316 comprises signal input 
lands 342.  See JX-0001 at Figs. 19-20; CX-0182C at Q/A 469; CDX-0003C at 33.  
Second, claims 1 and 18 recite that “each electronic game control module in 
electronic communication with the communication link of its corresponding 
confinement structure.”  JX-0001 at claims 1, 18.  In this regard, the ’393 patent 
teaches that each control module 252 of input device 318 is in electronic 
communication with the signal input lands 342 of its corresponding confinement 
structure 316.  JX-0001 at 10:30-44; see CX-0182C at Q/A 470; CDX-0003C at 34.  
Third, claims 1 and 17 recite that “each of the communication links [is] configured 
for electronic communication” with the computing device or central processing 
unit.  JX-0001 at claims 1, 17.  These limitations cover both direct and indirect 
electronic communication.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 471.  Finally, claims 1 and 17 
further recite “a passageway between the pair of confinement structures” that 
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“promotes electrical communication” between the communication links and the 
computing device. 

The signal input lands 342 of each confinement structure 316 satisfy all of 
these claimed limitations.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 472-473.  Specifically, as shown 
in CDX-0003C at 35, or the right-hand side confinement structure 316, signal input 
lands 342 (“communication link,” annotated in red) are configured for 
communicating signals from the right-hand side control module 252 (“electronic 
game control module,” annotated in blue) via computing device interface feature 
338 (annotated in green) to the central processing unit of computing device 302.  
See CX-0182C at Q/A 480-482.  The passageway provided through slip fit 326 
(“passageway,” annotated in yellow) promotes electrical communication from 
signal input lands 342 to computing device interface feature 338, and ultimately to 
the central processing unit of computing device 302.  See JX-0001 at Figs. 16, 18-
19; CX-0182C at Q/A 473.  Similarly, as shown in CDX-0003C at 36, for the left-
hand side confinement structure 316, signal input lands 342 (“communication link,” 
annotated in red) are configured for communicating signals from the left-hand side 
control module 252 (“electronic game control module,” annotated in blue) via 
computing device interface feature 338 (annotated in green) to the central 
processing unit of computing device 302.  See CX-0182C at Q/A 480-482.  The 
passageway provided through solid connection 324 (“passageway,” annotated in 
yellow) and the wired connection 314 inside it (also annotated in yellow) promote 
electrical communication from signal input lands 342 to computing device interface 
feature 338, and ultimately to the central processing unit of computing device 302.  
See JX-0001 at Figs. 16, 18, 20; CX-0182C at Q/A 473.  Thus, the ’393 patent fully 
supports all claimed limitations related to the “communication links.”  Because the 
’119 and ’453 patents include identical disclosure to the ’393 patent, they too fully 
support all claimed limitations in the ’393 patent related to the “communication 
links.” 

Compl. Br. at 158-61. 

 The Staff argues, in part: 

Finally, Nintendo argues that there is no written description support for 
communication links on both confinement structures.  Resps. P.H. Br. at 122-125.  
Again, Nintendo is wrong.  There is nothing in the specification to justify limiting 
the invention to a single communication link, and using two communication links 
would achieve predictable results.  See Compl. P.H. Br. at 150-153.  Nintendo again 
appears to be arguing that the claims should be limited to the preferred 
embodiments.  And that is still improper.  See Thorner, 669 F.3d at 1368. 

Staff. Br. at 96. 
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The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and convincing 

evidence that claims 1-4, 6-7, and 17-18 lack written description in the priority patent 

applications based on the alleged lack of “communication links” for each confinement structure 

that are in “electrical communication” and “configured for electronic communication with the 

computing device [or CPU].” 

Nintendo argues that specification discloses a fundamentally different way of 

communicating between the confinement structures of the gaming accessory and the computing 

device.  See Resps. Br at 111.  However, Nintendo appears to argue that the claims should be 

limited to the preferred embodiments.   

Nintendo first argues that the specification discloses a gaming accessory with a pair of 

control modules (part of an input device), one on each of a pair of confinement structures, and 

that, when those modules are operated, they send signals received by signal input lands 342 on 

the confinement structure (communication between the input device and confinement structures).  

See id.  However, signal input lands 342 satisfy all the relevant limitations of claims 1 and 17, 

and these structures provide adequate written description support for the claimed limitations.  See 

CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 469-72.  As shown in Figs. 19 and 20, each of the pair of 

confinement structures 316 comprises signal input lands 342.  See JX-0001 (’393 patent) at Figs. 

19-20; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 469.   The ’393 patent teaches that each control 

module 252 of input device 318 is in electronic communication with the signal input lands 342 of 

its corresponding confinement structure 316.  JX-0001  (’393 patent) at col. 10, lns. 30-44; CX-

0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 470. 

Nintendo further argues that the specification does not disclose that the signal input lands 

sending signals to, or from, the computing device as required for the recited “communication 
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link.”  See Resps. Br. at 112-13.  It is argued the signal input lands receive signals from the 

“input device 318” (e.g., joysticks) and pass them to a communication link connecting the 

control modules.  See id.  However, claims 1 and 17 recite that “each of the communication links 

[is] configured for electronic communication” with the computing device or central processing 

unit, which allows for both direct and indirect electronic communication.  See CX-0182C 

(Singhose RWS) at Q/A 471.  Moreover, signal input lands 342 are configured for 

communicating signals from the right-hand side control module 252 via computing device 

interface feature 338 to the central processing unit of computing device 302.  See JX-0001 (’393 

patent) at Figs. 16, 18-19; CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 473. 

 In summary, the administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown by clear and 

convincing evidence that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are invalid for inadequate written 

description. 

IX. Enforceability 

A. Kessler Doctrine 

Nintendo argues, in part: 

The Kessler doctrine bars assertions of infringement, against the same 
accused activity, after a prior final judgment (adverse to the patentee), on 
“essentially the same” claims.  In re PersonalWeb Techs. LLC, 961 F.3d 1365, 
1376–77 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (citation omitted).  “[C]laims which are patentably 
indistinct are essentially the same,” SimpleAir, Inc. v. Google LLC, 884 F.3d 1160, 
1167, 1169 (Fed. Cir. 2018), and claims are “patentably indistinct” when the later 
asserted claim is “obvious over or anticipated by” the earlier defeated claim, Sun 
Pharm. Indus., Ltd. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 611 F.3d 1381, 1385 (Fed. Cir. 2010) 
(citation and alteration in original omitted); Perricone v. Medicis Pharm. Corp., 
432 F.3d 1368, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2005); MPEP § 804.II.B.  

There is no dispute that Nintendo defeated Gamevice’s infringement 
assertions against the same accused activities/products in the 1111 Investigation.  
RX-64.  And “[w]hile the Federal Circuit has held that ‘decisions of the ITC 
involving patent issues have no preclusive effect in other forums,’ Texas 
Instruments, Inc. v. Cypress Semiconductor Corp., 90 F.3d 1558, 1569 (Fed. Cir. 
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1996), there is no doubt that the Commission's decisions can have preclusive effect 
in other actions here at the Commission.”  Certain Wireless Devices with 3G and/or 
4G Capabilities & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-868, Order No. 89, 2014 
WL 261459, at *5 (Jan. 15, 2014) (collecting exemplary decisions); Williston Basin 
Interstate Pipeline Co. v. FERC, 165 F.3d 54, 65 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (“[The APA] 
requires treating like cases alike.” (citation omitted)); 5 U.S.C. § 706.  Because the 
evidence further establishes that the asserted claims from the ’393 patent are 
patentably indistinct from the earlier defeated claims in the ’498 and ’713 patents, 
RX-59C, Q450–81, Gamevice’s assertions of infringement are barred under 
Kessler.  

* * * 

The Federal Circuit has held that the filing of a terminal disclaimer (as 
Gamevice did here) is a “strong clue” (although not a presumption) that the claims 
are patentably indistinct because it “do[es] not lightly presume that patent 
applicants forfeit the right to alienate their patents, and in certain cases years of 
exclusivity, as a mere procedural expedient.” SimpleAir, 884 F.3d at 1168.  RX-
59C, Q450–52; JX-2.399 (terminal disclaimer of ’393 patent to ’498 patent); RX-
93.206 (’498 patent to ’119 patent); RX-95.205 (’713 patent to ’119 patent).   

Claims 1–4, 6–7 of the ’393 Patent are patentably indistinct from claim 1 of 
the ’498 and of the ’713 patents.  In addition to the substantial, verbatim overlap 
between the language of the claims, see RDX-1.89 (RX-59C, Q461; comparing 
RX-92 (’498 patent), claim 1, with JX-1, claim 1); RDX-1.88 (RX-59C, Q456; RX-
94 (’713 patent), claim 1; JX-1, claim 1), Dr. Cameron thoroughly explained how 
the minor differences in language between the claims do not render them patentably 
distinct. Id.; RX-59C, Q455–64.  The only (relevant) disputed limitation that is 
found in the ’393 patent claims, but not explicitly recited in defeated claims 1 of 
the ’498 and ’713 patents, is the term “electronic game control module.” See 
CPBr.139–40.  But simply adding “electronic game” onto the previously recited 
“control module” did not materially alter the scope of the claims.  RX-59C, Q458, 
463; see Indivior Inc. v. Dr. Reddy’s Labs., SA, 752 F. App’x 1024, 1035 (Fed. Cir. 
2018) (non-precedential).  Indeed, Gamevice’s own expert opined that the “control 
modules” recited in the defeated claims was understood to cover the “electronic 
game control modules” in the asserted claims.  CX-182C, Q354 (citing RX-92, 9:6–
10).  The claims to such a small genus (control modules) render the later claims to 
one of the species (electronic game control modules) patentably indistinct, see 
Abbvie Inc. v. Mathilda & Terence Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology Tr., 764 
F.3d 1366, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“[A] small genus may anticipate the species of 
that genus … [, thereby rendering the claims patentably indistinct].” (citation 
omitted)).  Thus, claim 1 of the ’393 patent is patentably indistinct from both claim 
1 of the ’498 patent, RX-59C, Q460–64, and claim 1 of the ’713 patent, RX-59C, 
Q455–59, and Gamevice’s assertions of infringement of those claims is barred 
under Kessler. 
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Gamevice’s assertions of infringement for claims 2–4 and 6–7 are also 
barred under Kessler: None of the additional limitations in the dependent claims 
render them patentably distinct, RX-59C, Q457, 462, 476, 480, 488; RX-1824C, 
Q37, and “[i]t is axiomatic that dependent claims cannot be found infringed unless 
the claims from which they depend have been found to have been infringed,” 
Wahpeton, 870 F.2d at 1553. 

Under Gamevice’s proposed constructions, claim 8 of the ’393 patent is 
patentably indistinct from claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  RX-59C, Q465–69; RDX-
1.90 (RX-59C, Q466; RX-92, claim 16; JX-1, claim 8).  Gamevice’s proposed 
construction of the terms in claim 8 merely require a structural bridge that fits a 
computing device, which is patentably indistinct from the scope of claim 16 of the 
’498 patent.  Id.  Moreover, the additional recited limitations in claim 8 would have 
been obvious in light of the limited number of dimensions of a “computing device” 
(length greater than width) and the well-known use of “voids” in the art to assist 
with heat dissipation and other functionalities of the claimed gaming accessory.  
RX-59C, Q468–69. 

Under Gamevice’s proposed constructions, claim 12 of the ’393 patent is 
patentably indistinct from claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  RX-59C, Q470–73; RDX-
1.91 (RX-59C, Q471; RX-92, claim 16; JX-1, claim 12).  As Dr. Cameron 
explained, Claim 12 merely adds obvious variations of the previously claimed 
combination of claim 16, including a patentably indistinct way of connecting 
“control modules” to the “structural bridge,” which would have been a known 
predictable solution to the mechanical problem addressed by the claim.  Id.  Indeed, 
Gamevice argues that the mechanical arrangement shown in Figure 14—
embodying claim 16 of the ’498 patent and describing the “retention member”—is 
equivalent to the “retention mechanism” recited in claim 12 of the ’393 patent, 
further confirming that these claims are patentably indistinct.  Id.  

Resps. Br. at 114-17 (footnotes omitted). 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

Nintendo failed to establish that Gamevice’s assertions are barred under the 
Kessler doctrine or collateral estoppel because it failed to provide a claim-by-claim 
analysis to show that the ’393 patent claims are essentially the same as the claims 
that were at issue in the 1111 Investigation and the ’119 IPR.  For its “analysis” in 
this section, Nintendo referred to Appendices C-Q, which have been stricken from 
its pre-hearing brief for violating the Ground Rules.  See Order No. 13.  As a result, 
it waived any substantive claim-by-claim analysis necessary to prove that 
Gamevice’s assertions are barred.  But even if Appendices C-Q were somehow 
preserved in this investigation, Nintendo’s arguments should be rejected because 
the ’393 patent claims are not essentially the same as the claims that were at issue 
in the 1111 Investigation and the ’119 IPR for the reasons explained below.  CX-
0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS at Q/A 338-343. 
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Nintendo’s arguments on the Kessler doctrine are flawed and misleading.  
Nintendo relies primarily on the Federal Circuit’s SimpleAir decision, but that 
decision actually supports Gamevice’s argument that the Kessler doctrine should 
not apply in this investigation.  In SimpleAir, the Federal Circuit held that claim 
preclusion does not automatically apply to continuation patents and reissue patents 
because they may have broader claims giving rise to new causes of action compared 
to a previous litigation.  SimpleAir, Inc. v. Google LLC, 884 F.3d 1160, 1166-67 
(Fed. Cir. 2018).  Indeed, the ’393 patent is a continuation patent of the ’498 and 
’713 patents and has claims that are broader than the claims asserted in the 1111 
Investigation, giving rise to new causes of action.  See id.  For example, unlike the 
claims asserted in the 1111 Investigation, all asserted claims in this investigation 
do not recite the “fastening mechanism” limitation, rendering the claims broader.  
Nintendo cannot argue otherwise because its invalidity challenge for lack of written 
description is based on the (incorrect) assumption that the asserted claims missing 
the “fastening mechanism” limitation are broader than what the specification 
discloses.  See RPreHB at 119-20. 

Nintendo also wrongly argues that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are 
patentably indistinct from the claims in the 1111 Investigation because Gamevice 
terminally disclaimed the ’393 patent over the ’498 patent.  As the evidence 
showed, Nintendo has not shown that the claims in the 1111 Investigation are 
“essentially the same” as the asserted claims in the 1111 Investigation, which 
“requires comparing the patents’ claims along with other relevant transactional 
facts.”  SimpleAir, 884 F.3d at 1168; CX-0182C at Q/A 340-41.  Moreover, 
SimpleAir undercuts Nintendo’s argument, once again, because it expressly states 
that filing of a terminal disclaimer cannot be used to show that a terminally-
disclaimed continuation patent presents the same cause of action to invoke 
collateral estoppel and the Kessler doctrine.  See SimpleAir, 884 F.3d at 1167-69; 
see also Ventana Med. Sys., Inc. v. Biogenex Laboratories, Inc., 473 F.3d 1173, 
1184 n.4 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (citing Quad Env’t Techs. Corp. v. Union Sanitary Dist., 
946 F.2d 870, 874 (Fed. Cir. 1991)). 

Nintendo also failed to carry its burden of proof because it failed to properly 
compare the claims of the ’393 patent and the earlier patents in view of the parties’ 
proposed constructions.  As the evidence showed, each of the differences in the 
claims considered individually or as a whole renders the ’393 patent claims 
patentably distinct from the claims of the earlier patents.  The evidence also showed 
that a POSITA would not have been able to modify the inventions of the earlier 
patents to arrive at the invention of the ’393 patent without hindsight bias.  CX-
0182C at Q/A 342-44. 

Compl. Br. at 141-43 (footnote omitted). 
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 The Staff argues that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are patentably distinct from 

the ’713 patent, the ’498 patent, and the ’119 patent, and so Nintendo has not shown that 

Gamevice claims are barred based on the Kessler doctrine.  See Staff Br. at 100. 

The Kessler doctrine is rooted in Kessler v. Eldred, 206 U.S. 285, 290 (1907), in which 

the Court, inter alia, held that a defendant’s rights under a final decree in his favor rendered by a 

federal court in a patent infringement suit were violated by the action of the complainant who 

later filed a bill against one of the defendant’s customers for an alleged infringement of the 

patent on account of the use or sale of the same article passed upon in the prior suit.  As 

discussed above, the doctrine, as applied by the Federal Circuit, “preclude[s] assertions of a 

patent against even post-judgment activity if the earlier judgment held that ‘essentially the same’ 

accused activity did not infringe that patent.”  SimpleAir, Inc. v. Google LLC,  884 F.3d 1160, 

1170 (Fed. Cir. 2018).  The rationale is that “the accused activity, held in the earlier case not to 

infringe the patent, acquires a limited trade right to continue being practiced ‘without 

molestation’ by the patentee or its privies.”  884 F.3d at 1170 (citing Kessler, 206 U.S. at 290).     

 The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown that claims 1-4 and 6-7 

of the ’393 patent are patentably indistinct from claim 1 of the ’498 and of the ’713 patents.  

Nintendo argues that there is substantial, verbatim overlap between the language of the claims, 

and that the minor differences in language between the claims do not render them patentably 

distinct.  See Resps. Br. at 114-15.  However, unlike claim 1 of the ’713 patent, claim 1 of the 

’393 patent does not recite any “fastening mechanism” or “each of the pair of control modules 

providing input module apertures, each input module aperture secures an instructional input 

device, wherein said input module apertures are adjacent each of the at least two opposing sides 

of the sides of the computing device.”  As such, the two claims are not “essentially the same” 
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because they are directed to different embodiments.  See CX-0182C (Singhose RWS) at Q/A 

347-48.  Further distinctions include “rigid” structural bridge, and the electronic display screen.  

See id. at Q/A 345. 

 Moreover, claim 1 of the ’393 patent is patentably distinct from claim 1 of the ’498 

patent for the same reasons as explained above in connection with claim 1 of the ’713 patent 

with respect to the “fastening mechanism” and “computing device” limitations.  See id. at Q/A 

351-55.   

 Nintendo further argues that claim 8 of the ’393 patent is patentably indistinct from claim 

16 of the ’498 patent.  See Resps. Br. at 116.  However, claim 8 recites “the structural bridge 

configured for adaptation to a computing device,” which requires adjustability.  Claim 16 of the 

’498 patent does not require adjustability in the structural bridge, and therefore, fails to render 

claim 8 obvious.  See id. at Q/A 356-57.  Second, claim 8 recites “the computing device having a 

length greater than its width, the structural bridge accommodates the length of the computing 

device,” which does not appear in claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  See id. at Q/A 358.  Third, claim 

16 of the ’498 patent fails to disclose the “void” limitation in claim 8.  See id. at Q/A 359. 

Nintendo further argues that claim 12 of the ’393 patent is patentably indistinct from 

claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  However, claim 12 recites “a retention mechanism . . . the retention 

mechanism providing at least a boss, an interaction of the spring member of the restraint with the 

boss of the retention mechanism,” which does not appear in claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  

Nintendo fails to show how the “fastening detent” and “retention member” limitations in claim 

16 are essentially the same as “restraint” and “retention mechanism.”  See id. at Q/A 366.  

Second, claim 12 recites “electronic game control modules,” which is different from and 

narrower than the “pair of control modules” recited in claim 16 of the ’498 patent.  See id. at Q/A 
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364-65.  Third, there are several limitations in claim 16 of the ’498 patent that do not appear in 

claim 12 of the ’393 patent.   

The administrative law judge thus finds that Gamevice’s claims are not barred under the 

Kessler doctrine. 

B. Issue Preclusion 

As discussed above, collateral estoppel, or issue preclusion, shields a defendant from 

having to litigate issues that have been fully and fairly tried in a previous action and decided 

adversely to a party.  Pharmacia & Upjohn Co. v. Mylan Pharm., Inc., 170 F.3d 1373, 1379 

(Fed. Cir. 1999).   

Nintendo argues, in part: 

“A party is collateral estopped from relitigating an issue[, here, the validity 
of claims 1–4, 6–8, and 17–18,] if: (1) a prior action presents an identical issue; (2) 
the prior action actually litigated and adjudged that issue; (3) the judgment in the 
prior action necessarily required determination of the identical issue; and (4) the 
prior action featured full representation of the estopped party.” VirnetX Inc. v. 
Apple, Inc., 909 F.3d 1375, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2018).  Each of these elements are met.  
See RX-1731 (IPR2018-01521 Final Written Decision); RX-1732 (IPR2018-01522 
Final Written Decision) (prior final judgments resolving issue of invalidity that was 
actually litigated and was necessary for the determination, and no dispute that 
Gamevice had a full opportunity to litigate validity).  In their prehearing briefs, 
Gamevice and Staff have only disputed whether the issues are “identical” and so 
have waived any argument as to whether the other elements of issue preclusion are 
satisfied.  See generally CPBr., SPBr.  

Although the claim language in the ’119 and ’393 patents are not identical, 
the “differences between the unadjudicated [’393] patent claims and adjudicated 
[’119] patent claims do not materially alter the question of invalidity,” Ohio Willow 
Wood Co. v. Alps South, LLC, 735 F.3d 1333, 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2013).  As explained 
above, the ’393 patent is terminally disclaimed, via the ’498 patent, back to the ’119 
patent: a “strong clue” that the claims are patentably indistinct.  SimpleAir, 884 F.3d 
at 1168.  As Dr. Cameron testified (and illustrated via her demonstratives), any 
differences between claim 1 of the ’119 patent and claim 1, RDX-1.94 (RX-59C, 
Q487, RX-219, claim 1; JX-1, claim 1); RX-59C, Q486–94, claim 8, RDX-1.95 
(RX-59C, Q496, RX-219, claim 1, JX-1, claim 8); RX-59C, Q498–98, and claim 
16, RDX-1.96 (RX-59C, Q500, RX-219, claim 1, JX-1, claim 16); RX-59C, Q499–
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502, of the ’393 patent, do not materially alter the issue of invalidity. 

Resps. Br. at 117-18. 

 Gamevice argues, in part: 

The evidence showed that claims 1, 8, 12, and 19 ’393 patent are patentably 
distinct from the ’119 patent.  See CX-0182C, Singhose Rebuttal WS at Q/A 383-
85.  As the evidence showed, Nintendo failed to prove that the requirements of 
collateral estoppel are met here, namely “(1) the previous determination was 
necessary to the decision; (2) the identical issue was previously litigated; (3) the 
issue was actually decided in a decision that was final, valid, and on the merits; and 
(4) the party being precluded from relitigating the issue was adequately represented 
in the previous action.”  United Access Techs, LLC v. Centurytel Broadband Servs 
LLC, 778 F.3d 1327, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (emphasis added).  Nintendo appears to 
argue that the PTAB’s decision in the ’119 IPR satisfies this, but the ’393 patent 
claims and the disclosures are substantially different from those that were at issue 
in the ’119 IPR.  Therefore, the issues at dispute in this investigation are not 
identical to those presented in the ’119 IPR and were never “actually decided in a 
decision that was final, valid, and on the merits.”  United Access Techs, 778 F.3d 
at 1331. 

Compl. Br. at 147-48. 

 The Staff argues that the asserted claims of the ’393 patent are patentably distinct from 

the’119 patent, so Nintendo has not shown that Gamevice claims are barred based on issue 

preclusion.  See Staff Br. at 100. 

 The administrative law judge finds that Nintendo has not shown that the asserted claims 

of the ’393 patent are patentably indistinct from the claims of the ’119 patent.  The evidence 

shows that claim 1 of the ’393 patent recites several limitations that are not recited in claim 1 of 

the ’119 patent under any of the parties’ claim construction proposals.  See CX-0182C (Singhose 

RWS) at Q/A 386.  First, the removal of the limitation “the computing device providing a 

plurality of sides, each of the plurality of sides are disposed between an electronic display screen 

of the computing device and a back of the computing device” in claim 1 of the ’393 patent 

confers patentable distinction over claim 1 of the ’119 patent.  Second, “adjacent to and 
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confining” in claim 1 of the ’119 patent is materially different from “interacting with and 

adjacent” in claim 1 of the ’393 patent.  Third, claim 1 of the ’393 patent recites “rigid structural 

bridge,” unlike claim 1 of the ’119 patent, which recites “a structural bridge.”   

 The evidence also shows that claim 8 of the ’393 patent is materially different and 

patentably distinct from, and not essentially the same as, claim 1 of the ’119 patent.  First, claim 

8 of the ’393 patent recites “the structural bridge having a first end associated with a first 

electronic game control module of a pair of electronic game control modules and a second end 

associated with a second electronic game control module of the pair of electronic game control 

modules,” which does not appear in claim 1 of the ’119 patent.  Second, Nintendo failed to show 

that the limitation “the structural bridge configured for adaptation to a computing device” in 

claim 8 of the ’393 patent is patentably indistinct from some limitation found in claim 1 of the 

’119 patent.  See id. at Q/A 399.  Third, claim 8 of the ’393 patent recites the “void” limitation, 

which does not appear in claim 1 of the ’119 patent. 

The administrative law judge thus finds that Nintendo has not shown that the Gamevice 

claims are barred based on issue preclusion. 

X. Economic Prong 

Gamevice argues that it has satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry 

requirement of section 337(a)(3)(A)-(C) through significant investment in labor and capital with 

respect to the articles protected by the ’393 patent, and substantial investment in exploitation of 

the ’393 patent.  See Compl. Br. at 168-90.  Nintendo opposes any such findings.  See Resps. Br. 

at 190-99.  The Staff argues that Gamevice has satisfied the economic prong of the domestic 

industry requirement.  See Staff Br. at 104-06. 
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B. Engineering, Research and Development

Gamevice argues that the same investments relied upon regarding labor and capital also 

constitute substantial investments in the exploitation of the ’393 patent through engineering, 

research, development, design, and technical support of the domestic industry products 

practicing the ’393 patent under subparagraph (C) of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).  See Compl. Br. at 

183-85.

The Staff argues that Gamevice satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry 

requirement.  See Staff Br. at 106. 

“[E]ven though subsection (C) expressly identifies ‘engineering’ and ‘research and 

development’ as exemplary investments in the ‘exploitation’ of the patent, that language does not 

unambiguously narrow subsections (A) and (B) to exclude those same types of investments.”  

Certain Solid State Storage Drives, Stacked Electronics Components, and Prods. Containing 

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-1097, Comm’n Op. at 8-9 (June 29, 2018). 

The Commission has held that the same R&D expenses may “separately constitute” a 

domestic industry under each subparagraph of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).  Certain Optoelectronic 

Devices for Fiber Optic Communications, Components Thereof, and Products Containing the 

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-860, USITC Pub. No. 4852, Comm’n Op. at 15 (Nov. 2018); Certain 

Marine Sonar Imaging Devices, Including Downscan and Sidescan Devices, Products 

Containing the Same, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-921, Comm’n Op. at 58-59, 

64, 66 (Jan. 6, 2016).  As argued by Gamevice and the Staff, the administrative law judge finds 

that Gamevice’s R&D expenses described above are both labor and capital investments and 

investments in engineering and research and development.  See CX-0003C (Hyun DWS) at Q/A 
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10, 44-49.  The administrative law judge thus finds that Gamevice satisfies the economic prong 

under subparagraph (C) of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3) for the reasons stated above.    

C. Contextual Analysis

The Commission has observed that “comparing a complainant’s domestic expenditures to 

its foreign expenditures” was one of multiple ways of conducting a contextual analysis of a 

complainant’s domestic activities.  See Certain Carburetors and Prod. Containing Such 

Carburetors, Inv. No. 337-TA-1123, Comm’n Op. at 18 (Oct. 28, 2019).  In other words, 

“Commission precedent permits complainants to present evidence of their U.S. investments 

using methods and approaches that are appropriate to the facts of a particular investigation.”  

Movable Barrier, Inv. No. 337-TA-1118, Comm’n Op. at 23 (Jan. 12, 2021) (Public Version) 

(EDIS Doc. ID 730303) (citing Certain Optoelectronic Devices for Fiber Optic 

Communications, Inv. No. 337-TA-860, Comm’n Op. at 18-19 (May 9, 2014) (Public Version) 

(EDIS Doc. ID 533534) (“These figures show the relative importance of [complainant’s] R&D 

investments as they are directly tied to development of the articles protected by the patent and 

are critically important to [complainant’s] business as a whole.”)). 

Gamevice has adduced evidence showing that its domestic industry investments are 

quantitatively significant and substantial in context.  The total domestic industry development-

related labor expenditures and the Gamevice investment in R&D related to the ’393 patent is 

significant compared to all of Gamevice’s labor expenses. 

Gamevice’s labor costs, 2018 to Q1 2020, are [ .20 ] CX-0002C (Reed DWS) 

at Q/A 71,74, 77.  As noted above, [  ]in research and development may be 

20 Specifically, the amounts are [  
 ] See CX-0002C (Reed DWS) at Q/A 71,74, 77.   
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attributed to the Kishi, representing [  of total labor costs.  See id.  An investment of 

over[  ]of operating expenses in R&D reflects a significant and substantial investment by 

Gamevice, particularly given Gamevice’s status as a relatively small company.  See id. at Q/A 

101; Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-690, 

Comm’n Op. at 27 (Feb. 17, 2011) (“The determination takes into account the nature of the 

investment and/or employment activities, the industry in question, and the complainant’s relative 

size.” (internal quotation omitted)). 

These domestic investments are also large compared to operating expenses associated 

with efforts outside the United States, which are minimal.  See CX-0002C (Reed DWS) at Q/A 

102.   

D. Analysis of Gamevice’s Investments

The administrative law judge thus finds that the total value of Gamevice’s domestic 

activities and investments that can be properly attributable to the DI products, established during 

the evidentiary hearing, totals[ . ]

Based on the record evidence discussed above, it is determined that Gamevice has 

satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under section 337(a)(3)(B) 

and (C).  Gamevice adduced testimony and documentary evidence showing that Gamevice has 

made significant investments in R&D with respect to the Kishi.  Specifically, the evidence shows 

that, since 2018, Gamevice’s R&D expenses may be properly attributed to the Kishi product.   

XI. Conclusions of Law

1. The Commission has subject matter, personal, and in rem jurisdiction in this

investigation. 

2. The importation requirement is satisfied.

]
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3. Nintendo’s accused products do not infringe asserted claims 1-4, 6-8, 12, and

17-18 of the ’393 patent.

4. The domestic industry requirement is satisfied as to the ’393 patent.

5. Nintendo has shown that asserted claims 16, 18, 20, and 22 are indefinite.

6. Nintendo has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that MOGA in view

of iPhone renders obvious claim 8. 

7. Nintendo has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Schoenith in

view of Kessler renders obvious claims 1-4, 6-7, and 17. 

8. Nintendo has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Willner in view

of Park renders obvious claims 1-4, 6-7, and 17. 

9. Nintendo has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted

claims are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112(a). 

10. Nintendo has not shown that any asserted claim of the ’393 patent is

unenforceable, barred or precluded under the Kessler doctrine or issue preclusion. 

XII. Initial Determination on Violation

Accordingly, it is the initial determination of the undersigned that a violation of section 

337 (19 U.S.C. § 1337) has not occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for 

importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain portable gaming 

console systems with attachable handheld controllers and components thereof, with respect to 

asserted claims 1-4, 6-8, 12, and 17-18 of U.S. Patent No. 10,391,393. 

Further, this initial determination, together with the record of the hearing in this 

investigation consisting of (1) the transcript of the hearing, with appropriate corrections as may 
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hereafter be ordered, and (2) the exhibits received into evidence in this investigation, is hereby 

certified to the Commission. 

In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.93(c), all material found to be confidential by the 

undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera treatment. 

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this initial determination upon all parties of 

record and the confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order, as 

amended, issued in this investigation. 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this initial determination shall become the 

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 

§ 210.43(a) or the Commission, pursuant to § 210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the

initial determination or certain issues herein. 

XIII. Recommended Determination on Remedy and Bonding

Pursuant to the notice of investigation, 85 Fed. Reg. 26492 (May 4, 2020), this is the 

recommended determination in Certain Portable Gaming Console Systems with Attachable 

Handheld Controllers and Components Thereof II, United States International Trade 

Commission Investigation No. 337-TA-1197. 

A. Limited Exclusion Order

The Commission has broad discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of the 

remedy in a section 337 proceeding.  Viscofan, S.A. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 787 F.2d 544, 

548 (Fed. Cir. 1986).  A limited exclusion order directed to respondents’ infringing products is 

among the remedies that the Commission may impose.  See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d). 
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Gamevice requests that the Commission impose a limited exclusion order that prohibits 

Nintendo from importing products found to infringe asserted claims 1-4, 6-8, 12, and 17-18 of 

the ’393 patent.  See Compl. Br. at 191. 

In its posthearing brief, Nintendo argues that, in the event of a limited exclusion order, 

the order should be limited to those products specifically found to infringe, and should include a 

self-certification provision to allow Nintendo to continue to import non-infringing consoles.  See 

Resps. Br. at 199. 

The Staff argues that a remedial order limited solely to the products found to infringe is 

contrary to standard Commission practice.  See Staff Br. at 107-08 (citing Certain Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicles and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-1133, Comm’n Op. at 26-27 (“The 

Commission, consistent with its standard practice, does not limit the LEO to [products] that were 

actually adjudicated to infringe the [asserted] patent.”)).   

It has not been shown that the Commission should depart from its usual practice.  It is the 

recommendation of the administrative law judge that, in the event a violation of section 337 is 

found, the Commission should issue a limited exclusion order with respect to products that 

infringe the asserted claims of the ’393 patent, subject to any public interest factors considered 

by the Commission. 

B. Cease and Desist Order

Section 337 provides that in addition to, or in lieu of, the issuance of an exclusion order, 

the Commission may issue a cease and desist order as a remedy for a violation of section 337.  

See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(f)(1).  Under current Commission precedent, a cease and desist order is 

generally issued when there is a “commercially significant” amount of infringing, imported 

product in the United States that could be sold by an infringing respondent resulting in evasion of 
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the remedy provided by an exclusion order.  Certain Mobile Devices, Associated Software, and 

Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-744, Comm’n Op. at 24 (June 5, 2012). 

Gamevice argues that a cease and desist order is appropriate under the circumstances of 

this investigation.  See Compl. Br. at 191-93.  Gamevice argues that, as of May 11, 2020, NOA’s 

inventory of Accused Products the United States was:[  ]of the Nintendo Switch,

[  ]of the Joy-Con Controller Pairs, and [  ]of Joy-Con Controller Singles.  

See Compl. Br. at 192 (citing JX-0007C (Import Stip.); CX-0042C [(  

)).] 

Nintendo argues that it maintains only[  ]of Nintendo Switch inventory 

and[  ]of Joy-Con Controller Pairs inventory, and that the COVID-19 pandemic has 

resulted in increased demand that will reduce that time even further.  See Resps. Br. at 199 

(citing RX-1625C; RX-1825C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 119).  Nintendo argues that this 

level  of inventory is not commercially significant.  See id. 

The Staff argues that the evidence shows that Nintendo maintains commercially 

significant inventories in the U.S., and its ability to sell from this domestic inventory would 

undercut the relief provided by an exclusion order.  See Staff Br. at 108-09. 

Gamevice argues and has established that, during the pendency of this investigation, 

Nintendo has maintained an inventory of [  ]of the Nintendo Switch;[  

 ]of the Joy-Con Controller Pairs; and[  ]of the Joy-Con Controller Singles.  See 

Compl. Br. at 192 (citing JX-0007C [(  ]CX-0042C [( )]).  

This inventory has a value of at least[ . ] See CX-0002C (Reed DWS) at Q/A 112-13. 

Based on the arguments of the parties and the evidence cited in the parties’ posthearing 

briefs, it is the recommendation of the administrative law judge that the Commission should 

issue a cease and desist order in the event a violation of section 337 is found.  Gamevice has 
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adduced sufficient evidence showing that Nintendo maintains commercially significant amounts 

of infringing products in the United States.   

C. Bond

Pursuant to section 337(j)(3), the administrative law judge and the Commission must 

determine the amount of bond to be required of a respondent, during the 60-day Presidential 

review period following the issuance of permanent relief, in the event that the Commission 

determines to issue a remedy.  The purpose of the bond is to protect the complainant from any 

injury.  19 U.S.C. § 1337(j)(3); 19 C.F.R. §§ 210.42(a)(1)(ii), 210.50(a)(3). 

When reliable price information is available, the Commission has often set bond by 

eliminating the differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing product.  

Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processes for Making Same, and Products Containing Same, 

Including Self-Stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, Comm’n Op. at 24 (1995).  In 

other cases, the Commission has turned to alternative approaches, especially when the level of a 

reasonable royalty rate could be ascertained.  Certain Integrated Circuit Telecommunication 

Chips and Products Containing Same, Including Dialing Apparatus, Inv. No. 337-TA-337, 

Comm’n Op. at 41 (1995).  A 100% bond has been required when no effective alternative 

existed.  Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, 

USITC Pub. No. 3046, Comm’n Op. at 26-27 (July 1997) (a 100% bond imposed when price 

comparison was not practical because the parties sold products at different levels of commerce, 

and the proposed royalty rate appeared to be de minimis and without adequate support in the 

record). 

Gamevice requests that bond be set at[  of the net sales price of infringing systems 

and accessories to offset Nintendo’s enhanced profit that would otherwise be realized from the 

]
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use of ’393 patent.  See Compl. Br. at 195-96.  Gamevice argues that Nintendo achieves an 

enhanced profit of no less than [  ]per unit when it sells an accused 

Switch product as opposed to an unaccused Switch Lite.  See id. (citing CX-0002C (Reed DWS) 

at Q/A 127; CX-0043C.  Inasmuch as Nintendo’s average price of the Switch V2 units in Fiscal 

Year 2020 [( )], it is argues this results in an enhanced profit[  ]of the net sales 

price 

[( ).]  See id. 

Nintendo argues that the comparison between the Switch and the Switch Lite is 

inappropriate because it fails to account for the many features of the Switch that are not present 

in the Switch Lite.  See Resps. Br. at 200 (citing RX-1825C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 123, 

125, 126, 127).  Nintendo argues that a bond of no more than[  ]is economically reasonable.  

See id. 

The Staff argues that a price bond cannot be set based on price differentials because the 

accused products and the domestic industry products are so different that a price comparison is 

not practical, and there is no established royalty rate.  See Staff Br. at 110.  The Staff argues that 

Gamevice’s comparison of the Switch to the Switch Lite is flawed because these products appeal 

to different types of consumers.  See id.  The Staff recommends that bond be set at[  ]of the 

entered value of covered products during the Presidential review period.  See id. at 111. 

The purpose of a bond, as indicated above, is to prevent any future injury during the 

Presidential review period, in the event that the Commission determines to issue exclusion 

orders.    

As Dr. Vander Veen testified, Gamevice’s incremental profit comparison is flawed 

because it fails to account for differences in product features and price.  See RX-1825C (Vander 

Veen RWS) at Q/A 120-29.  The administrative law judge finds that it is more reliable to 
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compare profits margins as opposed to net profit.  See id. at Q/A 127.  The profit margins for 

the Switch is[  ]and the profit margin for the Switch Lite is[ ,] which yields an 

enhanced profit[  ] Id. at Q/A 129.   

The administrative law judge thus recommends that, in the event that a violation of 

section 337 is found, and subject to the issuance of an exclusion order, Nintendo should be 

required to post an importation bond of[  ]of the entered value of covered products.   

XIV. Order

To expedite service of the public version of this document, the parties shall file a joint 

proposed public version, on the date and in the manner required by Order No. 16. 

David P. Shaw 
Administrative Law Judge 

Issued:  July 2, 2021 
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